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ABSTRACr 

EMILY WHITE 

THE RHET'ORIC OF ECONOMIC AGENCY AND GENDER OF LEADING FEMALE 
CHARACTERS IN SELECTED WORKS OF LILLIAN HELLMAN 

AUGUST2010 

Tn many of her plays, Lillian Hellman depicts situations related to women and 

economic equality in American society during the early twentieth century. r.vfany of 

Hellman· s dramatic works focus on family life, demonstrate to readers and viewers the 

roles of men and women in typical American households during the 1930s and 1940s, 

and challenge conventional views regarding women, power, and economic agency. As a 

playwright who was reared among rich family members and poor family members, 

Hellman developed an astute ability to write about both wealthy and impoverished 

families and to depict for audiences the dramatic consequences that may result for female 

characters who attempt to live as independent \Vage earners, or who rely solely on their 

husbands or fathers for economic survival during the first half of the twentieth century. 

Using theories and philosophies developed by twentieth-century rhetorical scholar 

Kenneth Burke, this study examines three of Hellman's plays through the lens of gender~ 

economics, and power. The Children ·s Hour (1934 ), The Little Foxes (1939), ,md 

Another Part of the forest (l 946) are three plays that depict situations regarding women 
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CHAPTER I 

"MONEY, POWER, GENDER, AND FAMILY": ISSUES FOR 

EXAMINATION FOUND IN SELECTED WORKS BY LILLIAN HELLMAN 

The rhetoric of gender and economic agency in American culture remains a 

significant issue that merits scholarly analysis. During the first half of the twentieth 

century, the topic of women and money \Vas closely studied by ,.vriters, activists. and 

others who explored issues of gender and equality in the United States. Charlotte Perkins 

Gilrnan's text Women and Economics (1898) argued f:or the necessity of equality between 

women and men in matters of money. \Vith regard to women, men. and economics. 

Gihnan contends the following in chapter one of her seminal work: 

We are the only animal species in which the female depends on the male for food, 
the only animal species in which the sex-relation is also <-m economic relation. 
With us an entire sex lives in a relation of economic dependence upon the other 
sex., and the economic relation is combined with the sex-relation. (3) 

Gilman's contention of economic survival in relation to gender has been presented to 

audiences through various media. G-ilman herself composed a fictitious story of one 

woman's struggle f<Jr creative independence from her husbanct·s dominance in The 

i'ellm-v fVallpaper (1899). Early 20th century dramatist Susan Glaspell explored the issue 

of the ill-effects of male dominance in the domestic sphere in her play Trjfles or A Jury (?( 

Her Peers ( 1916). In both ,vorks. wives sufft"'r either mentally or physically because of 

issues that relate to their relationship with their husbands. While neither literary work is a 
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direct attack on men, both texts depict negative results fi.)r women who are reliant on 

others for economic survival. During the period between the cornposition and publication 

of the literary works of Gilman and Glaspell, playwright Lillian Hellman was born m 

Nevv' Orleans. Louisiana to Julia and Max Hellman. 

Lillian Hellman ( 1906-1984) remains a symbol of rebellion, controversy, and the 

dramatic depiction of the mores of social, economic, and political injustice through 

playwriting. In many of her original plays, Hellman sought to persuade theatre audiences 

of the ways in which ethnicity, gender, and social class relegated individuals to certain 

realms of existence. Hellman did so by creating characters who experience economic 

dependency to those in po\ver. Hellman herself experienced an eclectic upbringing and 

was exposed to dramatically different living conditions as a result of being born into the 

combination of her mother's wealth and her father's poverty. Hellman's exposure to such 

differences in economic lifestyles influenced her views of how money and po\ver affected 

the behavior of individuals within families and individuals in American culture. 

IfoHnum has written of her experiences as a child of wealth and a child of poverty 

m three autobiographies: An Ur?finished lYoman (1969), Pentimento (1973)~ and 

Scoundrel Thne (1976). In .An U1?f1nished Woman, Hellman describes her unconventional 

upbringing with these words: 

When I was about six years old my father lost my mother's large dowry. We 
moved to Ne-...v York and were shabby poor until my father finally settled fr)r a lite 
as a successful traveling salesman. It \Vas in those years that we \vent back to Ne,v 
Orleans to stay with my father's sisters for six months each year. (I--Iellman 18-19) 
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During her formative years, Hellman spent six months of the year living in her maternal 

grandrnother's wealthy apartment in New York and six. months of the year living in the 

seedy boarding house owned and operated by her father's sisters in Ne\v Orleans. As a 

result of Hellman's unconventional upbringing, she developed a conflicted attitude about 

money and power. In An U1?finished rvornan, Hellman explains her discordance of 

spending tirne with wealthy family in New York with this claim: '" ... that New York 

apartment where we visited several times a week, the summer cottage where we went for 

a visit each year as the poor daughter and granddaughter, made me into an angry child 

and fi.)rever caused in me a wild extravagance mixed with respect fr.H· money and those 

,vho have if' (Hellman 15). Exposed to farnilial and societal politics related to 

economics, Hellman developed an astute power of observation and a talent for creating 

plays that addressed the politics of gender, economics, and power found within families 

and within American society during the first half of the twentieth century. These 

depictions of gender, po\vec and money comprise much of the dramatic tension found in 

many of her plays. 

This dissertation examines three of the original plays by Lillian I-Tellman to 

determine that Hellman's own views regarding gender and economics influenced her 

,vork as a dramatist. Through rhetorical examination and analysis of I-[ellman' s: The 

C'hildren's Hour (1934t The Little Foxes (1939), and Another Part o_fthe Forest (1946), 

this study reveals how Hellman used the dramatic stage as a forum for social and political 

change in American society. With dramatic words and actions. Hellman revealed to 



audiences her ethos of the economic politics that governed American households and 

how individuals with money and power treated other members of their families and other 

members of A .. merican society. Through the application of Dramatism to the plays of 

Lillian Hellman, this study analyzes the behavior and attitudes of the characters who hold 

econornic power in Hellman's dramatic works and reveals l--[ellman's own attitudes of 

how money and power can lead to tragic results for leading female characters in many of 

her plays. 

Rhetorical scholar and literary critic Kenneth Burke (l 897-1993 ), is one of the 

most influential rhetorical figures of the twentieth century. Burke's long career as a writer 

and critic produced seminal works involving the study of human motivation and how 

motivation serves as a rhetorical basis fr)r human behavior as \vell as the various attitudes 

hurnans rnaintain about the society in which they live and act. As Burke concluded that 

human behavior is based on motivation created by emotion and not the result of pure 

action, he developed a critical method for analyzing action and motivation called 

Drmnatism. Drarnatism is the title of a system of analysis called the Pentad. The pentad 

is a useful method for determining action and motivation found in literature and public 

discourse. The leading question asked by Burke in relation to penta<l-ic analysis begins 

the introduction of his 1945 text called A Grarnmar <?f A.fotives. The questions asks: 

··What is involved, when we say what people are doing and \Vhy they are doing it?" 

(Burke xv). Burke has described action and behavior as a ··human barnyard'~ of 

intersecting ratios that comprise the five elements of the pentad. During his long life as a 
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rhetorical and literary scholar, Burke viewed human behavior as a Lively form of study 

and developed five strategies by which to determine "what'~ is involved with human 

behavior and "why'' humans act in such dramatic ways. The pentad is comprised of five 

components: Act, Scene, Agent, Agency, and Purpose. Similar to the five journalistic 

questions of: "\\Tho, \Vhat, When, Where, and Why;· the five pentad-ic terms serve as a 

guide by which to determine how literary figures and dramatic characters achieve agency 

within their surroundings and the external acts committed by others in any given scene 

that affect the ultimate agency of the characters found in drama. 

Kenneth Burke vvrote A Grammar qf 1\fotives in 1945. Upon witnessing the 

actions of world leaders during World War II, Burke became intrigued by attitudes that 

motivated agents to commit certain acts for the purpose of achieving agency through 

interfering with the agency of other agents in a scene. In an effort to examine the 

relationship among the five elements of the pentad, Burke developed a ratio system by 

which to learn how scenes may affect acts .. how acts may affect agents. and how agents 

may acquire or lose agency as a result of the relationship bet,veen any given act within 

any given scene in any ,vork of literature or public address. The ratios help to analyze 

hmv scene, act. agent agency and purpose work together to produce good or bad results 

frrr the agent or counter-agent in dramatic works. In his text titled The Element.s qf 

Dramatism. scholar David Blakesley briefly summarized Burke's theory of Dramatism 

with this claim: 
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In the broadest sense, dramatism is life, life lived in a world populated by people 
acting through language to build societies, establish and maintain social relations, 
adjust to their social situation, and come to terms with their existence in time and 
space. (Blakesley 5) 

In the plays of Lillian Hellrnan, characters interact with each other through language and 

action. It is through language and action that characters reveal their attitudes regarding 

economics and gender. A rhetorical analysis of three original plays by Lillian Hellman 

chronicles the depiction of leading female characters who attempt to ""come to tenns with 

their existence in time and space·' but are unsuccessful in their efforts by the actions of 

surrounding characters, or counter-agents, who are successful in coming to terms with 

their mvn existence. The J:e1nale characters \Vho suffer econo1nic loss do so because of the 

dialectical tension that is created by surrounding characters vvho control the wealth in the 

created settings of Hellman's plays. The application of Burke's pentad reveals the 

attitudes of those who interfere with the economic agency of female characters in the 

plays of Lillian Hellman. 

This rhetorical analysis combines factual socially-constructed attitudes regarding 

rnoney. gender, and power with fictitious theatrical perfixmance. Lillian Hellman held 

specific views regarding money, pcl\ver. and justice and wrote plays that depicted the 

tendency of wealthy agents to interfere, if not ruin, the efforts of counter-agents who 

endeavor to acquire economic agency throughout the course of the play. Kenneth Burke, 

\Vho was born eight years before Hellman. also held strong views of ho\v dominant 

attitudes of ,vealth and prosperity were manifested through human action. Burke \vrote 

extensively of how dominant attitudes concerning money and pmver vvere based upon the 
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concept of language as a symbolic action. According to Burke, language is the external 

expression of the values and morals felt by the speaker. In many of Ilellman's plays, 

socially-constructed attitudes of gender politics and heterosexual relationships are 

expressed through language and action. (render politics has been defined by Kate Millet 

in her text entitled Sexual Politics: "The term '"politics' shall refer to pm,ver-structured 

relationships, arrangements whereby one group of persons is controlled by another'' 

{.tvfillet 23). Millet's definition of gender politics adequately describes societal 

expectations held by society during the time \Vhen Hellrnan ,vrote her eight original 

plays, as ,vell as the expectations held by characters who dominate leading female 

characters in Hellman· s plays. This examination analyzes the ways in which Hellman 

sought to persuade audiences of the potential dangers involved ,vith rigid obedience to 

traditional attitudes of economic agency and women. 

An application of Burke's pentad to The Children's Hour reveals a focus on the 

close relationship between Martha Dobie and Karen \Vright and examines the tragic 

extent to which Martha and Karen sufter economic devastation as a result of malicious 

behavior from a spoiled little girl. The rhetorical analysis reveals the conventional gender 

politics that govern the conservative setting of the play and how unf<.mnded rumor and 

gossip adversely affect the economic agency of the two leading women. In her text 

entitled Lillian Hellman, scholar Doris Falk says the following about Hellman's debut 

play: 'T-IeHman said that 11ie Children ·s flour was a play about good and evil. The terms 

did not apply to the theme of homosexuality but to that of destructive scandal-
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mongering-------the smear and the big lie. And, simultaneously~ to the power of the old and 

rich to rob-to despoil-others of livelihood and life'' (Falk 37). The analysis also 

reveals Hellman's intended rhetorical effects for audiences of the play as well as the 

rhetorical strategies used by Hellman to create such effects for audiences. 

An application of Burke's pentad to The Little Foxes focuses on the economic 

politics found within the Hubbard family of Alabama and exarnines the gender politics 

related to family, money, power, and marriage. In The Little Foxes, leading female 

character Regina G·iddens acquires great wealth as a result of her malicious act against 

her husband. Though Regina is successful in her efforts to achieve economic agency, she 

loses the dose relationship she shares with her young daughter and is shamed by her 

brothers for her aggressive behavior. Burke's pentad may be used effectively to analyze 

the rhetorical strategies used by Hellman to defy socially-constructed ideology of gender 

politics, economic agency, and power related to money matters in American families. 

The application of Burke·s pentad to Hellman's companion play to The Little Foxes 

entitled Another Part l?f the Forest examines the same Hubbard family twenty yem·s prior 

to the setting of The Little Foxes. The Dramatistic pentad illustrates the traditional 

conventions that determine the expected gender roles of the Hubbard siblings as they vie 

frn- financial inheritance from their wealthy father. Further analysis reveals Hellman's 

criticism of socially-constructed expectations regarding ··proper .. behavior of women in 

the Deep South throughout the 1930s and I.940s. Analysis also reveals Hellman's 

criticism of American conventions related to racial politics that are found in both plays. 
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In The Little Foxes and Another Part <f the Forest, the Hubbard family employs a black 

maid named Addie and a black butler named Cal. In her article entitled TVomen in Lillian 

Hellman's Plays, scholar Ekaterini Georgoudaki states the purpose of Addie and Cal: 

They often act as mouthpieces fr)r [Hellman's] social criticism, or as foils to their 
corrupt masters and their cornpromised mistresses, thus suggesting alternative 
life-styles that transcend established conventions of gender, class, and race. 
(Georgoudaki 75) 

Georgoudaki' s contention supports the idea of Hellman's censure of traditional American 

practices that sanction the acquisition of econornic agency to be determined by ethnicity 

or gender. Hellman's social criticism of the gender and racial politics frmnd in her two 

companion plays are analyzed through Burke's pentad. 

Through three of her original plays, Lillian Hellman revealed her views of 

economic e<.1ualitv and gender JJolitics. The examination closelv analvzes the larnrnage --1 ., '-' ' ., ., '-·· ~· 

spoken by characters and the acts committed by characters to reveal Hellman's attitudes 

about the attitudes that govern the \vcalthy and the poor. T'he dissertation reveals 

Hellnum's use of rhetoric to persuade audiences of the negative eftects of economic 

politics during the first half of the twentieth century in the United States. 
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CHAPTER II 

''THE QUALITY OF MERCY": THE RHETORIC OF MONEY, PO\VER, AND 

GENDER IN LILLIAN HELLMAN'S THE CHILDREN'S HOUR 

Lillian Hellman's The Children's Hour continues to be one of Hellman's most 

popular and controversial works. Written and produced in 1934, The Children ·s Hour 

was banned in London, Chicago, and Boston upon its initial opening because of 

homosexual themes in the play. Basing her play on an actual nineteenth-century court 

case known as "'The Great Drumsheugh Case,'' in which a student accused two teachers 

of lesbianism at a boarding school in Scotland, Hellman fictionalized the case and added 

dramatic elements to the actual events that occm1.·ed throughout the accusation and court 

proceedings. Hellman claimed that the play was not about homosexuality, but about 

justice and mercy. Hellman also claimed that the play addressed issues of money and 

power in 1930s American society. In her book entitled Lillian Hellman, scholar Doris 

Falk says the following about Hellman's debut play: 

I--Iellman said that The Children's Hour was a play about good and evil. The terms 
did not apply to the theme of homosexuality but to that of destructive scandal
mongering-the smear and the big lie. And, simultaneously, to the power of the 
old and rich to rob-to despoil-others of livelihood and life. (Falk 37) 

The application of Kenneth Burke's pentad to the iinm and content of The Children ·s 

Hour provides a basis for rhetorical analysis of attitudes expressed by dominant figures in 

the play as well as Lillian Hellman~s attitudes of money, power, and gender. Burke has 
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described the sixth element of the pentad to be that of ·'attitude.'' In addition to the 

pentad, Burke-ean terminology that is associated with the pentad (identification. 

consubstantiation, purification and pollution, perspective by incongruity, hierarchy, 

___ mystery, rhetoric of rebirth, and scapegoat) offers additional ana1ysis of Hel1man·s choice 

to vvTite a play that invites readers to examine dominant attitudes demonstrated by the 

characters who surround :rvtartha Dobie and Karen Wright in The Children's Hour. By 

dissecting Hellman·s debut play with Burke's terms and methodology, one can examine 

societal attitudes regarding, money. power, gender, and sexuality which reveal hmv 

Hellman used drama to persuade audiences of the tragic consequences of rumor, power~ 

and hierarchy in 1930s America. 

Burke's pentad may be applied to the play as fr)llows: the two teachers (agents), 

Martha Dobie and Karen Wright, fall victim to a rumor of homosexual activity in which 

they are the alleged participants. This rumor is invented by a spoiled student ( counter

agent) l\fary Tilford, \Vho attends the "Wright-Dobie School for Girls· ' in a small town in 

rural Massachusetts (scene). Mary's invention of the rumor serves a dual function 

(pm1)ose). First, Iv'fary creates the rumor so as to divert attention from the punishment she 

has received from Karen Wright for her errant behavior. Second, Mary Tilford, as the 

leader ( and bully) of her classmates at the school, seeks to maintain power over her 

classmates and~ ultimately, over the adults who surround her. Her dual purpose to avoid 

punishment and to exercise her power over others is manifested in the lie that she invents 

for her unsuspecting grandmother, Mrs. Tilford. Once Mary impa1ts the rumor to Ivfrs. 
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TiLfr.n-d (who also serves as a counter-agent), Mrs. Tilford organizes a telephone 

campaign to relay to parents of children who attend the school that their daughters are 

being exposed to homosexuality at the pastoral boarding school. Martha and Km·en learn 

of Mary's vicious claim when parents of the school children arrive to the school and 

promptly remove their daughters from the school property over the course of one 

afternoon. Martha and Karen file a libel suit against Mrs. Tilford in an effort to reclaim 

their reputations and their students, but their efi<)rts are unsuccessful as the key witnesses 

in the suit who could support their innocence of the false claim fails to appear in court 

during the proceedings. This key witness, Martha's aunt Mrs. Mo11ar, also serves as a 

counter-agent against the two protagonists as her actions ( or lack thereof) do nothing to 

diminish Mary Tilford' s claims of lesbian activity at the girl's school. As a result of 

Mary's actions, Martha and Karen close the school, Karen ends her engagement with her 

longtime fiance Joe Cardin, and both women become a spectacle to the surrounding 

community. Though the final scene depicts remorse by Mrs. Tilford as she an-ives to the 

school to tell Martha and Karen that she now believes Mary's story to be false, it is too 

late to restore order in the lives of Martha and Karen. Karen's fiance Joe ha5 broken their 

marriage engagement and moved out of town with his own quiet suspicions of a 

homosexual relationship between Karen and Martha: and ivfrs. Mortar, the key witness in 

the libel suit who arrives too late to provide important testimony, is involved in her own 

flighty chatter and cannot provide moral support for Karen in the final act of the play. 

The plot becomes more complicated when Martha admits to Karen that she does, in fi1ct, 
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possess romantic feelings for Karen. When Karen gently denies Martha's advances. 

Martha commits suicide. The end result of the play is not only economic. loss for Martha 

and Karen, but death for Martha. 

Rhetorical analysis of literature requires the examination of the form and content 

of text. In his l 931 text Counter-Statement, Kenneth Burke developed a detailed method 

by which to study a variety of methods used by writers to produce in.tended effects for 

readers. The second half of Counter-Statement, entitled Lexicon Rhetoricce. is devoted to 

the designation and delineation of fom1, and how form can be a useful method by which 

to understand hO\v rhetorical effects are produced in literature. Lexicon Rhetorica' begins 

with Burke's designation of five principles of form that can be applied to rhetorical 

analysis. These five principles are: The Nature of Form, The Individuation of Forms, 

Patterns of Experience, Ritual, and Permanence, Universality. Perfection [123]. The first 

principle of form defined by Burke, The Nature of Form, defines the pattern by which 

action occurs throughout the work of literature. Burke names and defines five aspects of 

the Nature of Form. The first aspect of form defined by Burke is the syllogistic 

progressive form. In Counter-Statement, Burke states of form~ ··A work has form in so far 

as one part of it leads a reader to anticipate another part, to be gratified by the sequence" 

(Burke 124). Burke defines a syllogistic progressive fonn as '' ... the form of a perfectly 

conducted argument, advancing step by step" (Counter-Statement 124). Hellman's nature 

of form in 11U? Children's Hour satisfies Burke's definition of syllogistic progression as 

the play begins with one event that leads to another throughout the course of the plot. The 
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plot of Hellman's play begins with a simple act of retaliation by a spoiled girl as a 

reaction to punishment. This simple act grows, step, by step. into tragic consequences for 

the two leading characters. The remaining four principles of form (Individuation of 

Forms, Patterns of Experience, Ritual, and Permanence, Universality, Perfection) can be 

found within the Pentad-ic ratios that comprise a Dramatistic analysis of 111e Ch;/dren 's 

Hour. 

In A Grammar <d. Motives ( 1945), Burke developed ratios related to the pentad 

that are designed to aid in the determination of the ways in which the elements of the 

pentad relate to one another. In Contempmw:r· Perspectives on Rhetoric, Sonia Foss 

claims: "'Ratios suggest a relationship of propriety, or requirement among the elements. A 

scene-act ratio, for example, deals with the kind of act called for by the scene or the 

modes ofresponse that are required by the situation in which the act occurs'' (Foss, et al 

186 ). By definition of the scene-act ratio, various contrary elements violate the expected 

acts to be conducted in the scene of Hellman's play. According to Burke, ''the scene 

contains the act'~ (A Grammar ofA1otives). Specifically, Burke claims: "It is a principle of 

drama that the nature of acts and agents should be consistent with the nature of the scene. 

And whereas comic and grotesque works may deliberately set these elements at odds 

with one another, audiences make allowance for such liberty, which reaffirms the same 

principle of consistency in its very violation" (Burke 3). While Burke's claim suggests 

that a range of activities may occur within a single setting, it is the .. comic" or grotesque" 

acts that provide dialectical tension for readers and viewers of literary and theatrical 
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works. When acts and agents do not coincide with the natural setting, disorder occurs. It 

is this disorder that creates dramatic tension for readers of such acts found in a given 

setting. Though scene typically defines the immediate physical setting in which the act 

occurs .. Burke expands the scope of scene to include a specific era of history and cultural 

considerations and assumptions. The physical scene of The Children's Hour is an isolated 

small town in New England. The era is 1930s America. 

In The C'hildren 's Hour, Hellman creates a setting that is conservative, if not 

puritanical, in order to create tension among the scene, the act, and the agents. The small 

farm that serves as the "Wright-Dobie School for Girls" is the physical setting of the 

play. 'fhe school is located "eighteen miles from the town of LanceC (77ie Children's 

Hour Li). It is in this conservative setting (scene) that tension is created in the play by the 

c01Tesponding acts and agents. Of the setting, Hellman scholar Margaret Booker states: 

"The Massachusetts site of the Dobie-Wright School takes the audience to the very seat 

of the American Revolution, the home of America's ·founding fathers"' (Booker 61). 

Booker's claim suppot1s the idea that the setting offers to readers a tone of colonial 

purity. Not only is the geographical setting in a region known for piety of its people. but 

the year in which the play is set (1934) and the activities in which the girls are engaged 

suggest feminine obedience to traditional American conventions for young girls. 

In his text titled Lillian Hellman: Playwright. Richard Moody claims the 

following about the opening scene of The C'hildren 's Hour: "When the curtain rises on 

the common room of the girls' boarding school, the converted living room of an old New 
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England farmhouse, eight awkward girls are busily engaged in tasks beyond their grasp: 

sewing, Latin verbs, trimming hair, and reciting Shakespeare" (Moody 40). Moody"s 

words are supported by I-Iellman scholar Ekaterni Georgoudaki when she states: 

Martha and Karen ,vorked hard for years to save money and open their own 
school for girls. As the action of The C'hildren 's Hour shows, lw\vever, the school 
curriculum (sewing, elocution, music, classics, etc.) and the teaching methods 
(mainly memorization and recitation) only perpetuate a genteel educational 
system that encourages reverence for tradition and obedience to authority, and 
cultivates the girls' ·social and domestic graces' (Georgoudaki 73) 

The combined statements from Moody and Georgoudaki suggest that Hellman's choice 

to emphasize the school activities in which the girls are engaged in the opening scene of 

the play seeks to challenge conventional ideas concerning school curriculmn and gender 

in 1930s New England. 

The images and activities featured in the opening scene suggest: what Burke calls 

a Perspective by Incongruity. In his text entitled Pennanence and Change, Burke defines 

perspective by incongruity as ··extending the use of a tenn by taking it from the context in 

vvhich it was habitually used and applying it to another" (Burke 89). According to Burke, 

a perspective by incongruity is a contradiction in tem1s. In The Elements lf Dramatism, 

David Blakesley offers an example of perspective by incongruity with the follmving: 

''We can generate new insight by taking a term and applying it in verbal contexts and to 

situations in which it is not normally thought to operate" (Blakesley 53). Blakesley 

exemplifies his claim by offering the tem1 "trained incapacity'' as the two words offer a 

contrasting message. The mental and physical activities that occupy the morning lesson 

for the girls of the school do not reflect activities that will promote financial stability fi.1r 
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the girls later in their lives. The boarding school is ovmed and operated by two women 

who rely on money earned through tuition payments from parents, not through marriage 

or overt male influence. However, the girls are engaged in activities that do not support 

the concept of economic independence from male influence. The activities in which the 

girls are engaged will not provide them \Vith the tools to earn a Ii ving wage as 

independent women. Booker states: 

The play's opening gives us a deceptive glimpse of normal. every day goings-on 
in the girls' school, a social organism through which Hellman begins her dramatic 
examination of the values of the society in which we live, the mores taught to the 
young through our educational system (Booker 61) 

Hellman's depiction of lessons taught at the school versus lessons that will garner a 

living wage for the girls in society is a contradictory depiction. This contradiction is the 

first act of dramatic tension created in the play. Hellman's depiction can be analyzed 

using Kenneth Burke's concept regarding the usefulness ofrhetoric. Burke has often been 

categorized by scholars as "Neo-Aristotilian" as several of his theories of rhetoric are 

derived from those of Aristotle. In On Rhetoric, Aristotle discusses one of the many 

attributes of rhetoric with this statement: ·"R11etoric is useful (I) because things that are 

true and things that are just have a natural tendency to prevail over opposites" ( The 

Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present 152). In A Rhetoric 

qf 1\fotives (l 969t Burke echoes Aristotle's original claim with his own words: 

·- ... rhetoric, according to Aristotle, proves opposites'· (Burke 25). Hellman·s decision to 

create depictions of opposing educational values in the opening scene of The Children's 
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Ifour endeavors to invite readers to create their individual notions of what should be 

taught to girls in American schools as they read the text. 

As the opening scene continues with the girls engaged in their various activities, 

one student, Helen, expresses frustration when she discovers that she is inept at her 

current sewing project. When the instrnctor, Mrs. :tvfo1tar, examines Helen~ s shapeless 

garment, she exclaims: "'Well, try to do something with it. Make some handkerchiefs or 

something. Be clever about it. Women must learn these tricks'' (The Children's Hour Li). 

Mrs. Mortar's comments to Helen create another perspective by incongruity regarding 

honest behavior and genuine creation. In "Murdering the Lesbian: Lillian Hellman's The 

Children's Flour," Mary Titus comments on Hellman's use of Mrs. Mortar's trickery in 

the scene. Titus states: ""Hellman thus associates the feminine with deception and 

insignificance, both of which she rejects and condemns" (Titus 218). 

Another example of perspective by incongrnity occurs during the opening 

remarks of the play. When the curtain rises to reveal the opening scene. the girls are busy 

with their individual tasks \vhile they take turns reciting a speech by Portia about mercy 

from \Villiam Shakespeare's The Aferchant of Venice. The first words spoken in The 

Children ·s Hour are as follows: 

··It is twice blest; it blesseth him that gives and him that takes: •tis 
mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes the thrones monarch better than his 
crown; his scepter shows the force of temporal power~ the attribute to awe 
and majesty, wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings~ but mercy is 
above" (Shakespeare qtd. in The Children ·s Hour Li). 
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Though the reader is not yet aware of the irony of Hellman's choice of elocution material, 

the events to follow will reveal a lack qf men}' demonstrated to Martha and Karen ai;; 

various acts are committed by counter-agents that interfere with Karen and Martha's 

economic agency. A first-time reader of the play may not yet realize the eventual irony 

that exists in the Shakespearean lines that are recited at the beginning of The Children's 

Hour; however, Hellman's choice to add the lines from Shakespeare's The lvlerchanr <?! 

Venice fr.lreshadows to readers this idea. Although the students study a literary example 

of justice and mercy during their morning lesson, the lesson will not be learned or 

practiced by the students or their parents throughout the course of the play. In A 

c;ranunar ofA.fotives Burke makes the follO\ving claim concerning irony and rhetoric: ·"A 

treatment of the irony-dialectic pair will be much easier to follow if we first delay long 

enough to consider the equitability of \iialectic' vvith • dramatic"' (Burke 511). Burke 

then adds: "Irony arises when one tries, by the interaction of terms upon one another, to 

produce a development which uses all the terms" (Burke 512 ). Burke offers an end effect 

when the two terms collide. Burke asserts the effect to be this: 

Irony, as approached through either drama or dialectic, moves us into the area of 
'law' and 'justice' (the 'necessity' or •inevitability' of the lex talionis) that 
involves matters of form in art (as frnm affocts anticipation and fulfillment) and 
matters of prophecy and prediction in history (516) 

Hellman's use of irony seeks to inform readers of a past example found in literature in 

which issues of mercy and justice are addressed. By including the speech in her play, 

Hellman compares past experience with an ominous prediction of the futme. Soon afrer 

the opening lines are recited, Mrs. Mortar reveals to readers that the lines are those of 
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Portia. Readers who have read The Aferchant <?f Venice may be compelled to compare the 

subject matter of the play written by Shakespeare with the subject matter is to soon be 

revealed in The Children's Hour. Both plays address the subject of mercy and justice and 

question the ways in which society behaves tmvard those who may be perceived as 

different in comparison to surrounding society. In The Aferchant <?( Venice, the character 

of Shylock is considered to be a foreigner among those in Venetian society. ln The 

Children's How\ the characters of Martha Dobie and Karen Wright will come to be 

described as "unnatural~~ by their peers and colleagues soon after the play's beginning. 

The many contradictions found in the opening scene of The Children 's Hour can 

be analyzed according to Burke's ideas regarding the range of rhetoric. In A Rhetoric of 

Afotives, (1950) Burke discusses the ways in which identification and division (opposing 

forces) may be used by the rhetor in an eft<:>rt to create persuasive effects for the reader. 

Burke explains this notion with the following statement: 

In pure identification there would be no strife. Likewise~ there would be no strife 
in absolute separateness, since opponents can join battle only through a mediatory 
ground that makes their communication possible, thus providing the first 
condition necessary for their interchange of blows. But put identification and 
division ambiguously together, so that you cannot know for certain just where one 
ends and the other begins, and you have the characteristic invitation to rhetoric 
') ,-) ( ,-:~.) 

Hellrrnm' s use of action and dialogue in the opening scene of The Children's Hour 

creates an enviromnent of opposing values with regard to education and mercy. Through 

content and form, Hellman invites readers to observe the frustration experienced by the 

young girls as they clumsily perfonn activities that do not offer intellectual stimulation. 
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f-lellman also asks readers to consider the opening lines of the play that suggest tolerance 

and mercy among members of society toward others. Hellman's choice to portray to 

readers the various tasks in which the girls are engaged oflers another contradiction with 

regard to educational values. As stated by Booker, Moody, and G-eorgoudakL the 

instruction at the school is comprised of activities that do not serve as any real 

"education" for the girls. Finally, Titus and Moody contend that Hellman's creation of 

Mrs. Mortm· serves as a poor example of role model for the girls as she encourages 

trickery and insignificant behavior from her female pupils. Hellman's use of these 

contradictions or '•opposites" encourages readers to consider the educational and cultural 

values taught to young girls in the Nevv England in the l 930s by her inclusi,on of slightly

distorted educational values that are encouraged by Mrs. Mortar and practiced by the 

student of the Dobie-Wright School for Girls. 

In the opening scene of The Children's Hour, readers may learn of Hellman's 

values regarding education of girls and the value of mercy through her form, Burke's 

frm11h principle of form~ entitled ritual. explores the use of ideology by the artist in an 

cff<::rrt to create dramatic or persuasive effects for the reader. Of ritual and ideology, 

Burke states in Counter-Statement: ""By an ideology is meant the nodus of beliefs and 

judgments which the artist can exploit for his[ er] effects" (Burke 16 l ). Burke continues 

his notion with this claim: '"An ideology is an aggregate of beliefs sufficiently at odds 

with one another to justify opposite codes of conduct" (Burke 163). Hellman "exploits" 

the school curriculum and the behavior of Mrs. Mortar in an effort to demonstrate to 
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readers the various opposites found in the educational system regarding the ideology of 

gender and intellectual capacity in females. In the opening scene of The Children's Hour. 

I-Iellman presents to readers her own values concerning the education of young girls and 

asks readers to examine their own beliefs regarding education, lesson. and mercy in 

Americm1 society. 

The scene-agent ratio illustrates the relationship between the main characters (or 

agents) and their ability to acquire and maintain agency within their surroundings. The 

Children 's Hour is comprised of six principal characters and eight supporting characters. 

The two leading female characters, Martha Dobie and Karen Wright, serve as the primary 

agents in the play. Four imp01tant characters-Mary Tilford, Mrs. Tilford, Lily Mortar, 

and Joe Cardin-serve as individual counter-agents in the play as their actions~ separately 

and combined, interfere with Martha and Karen's ability to continue their livelihood as 

educators and independent wage-earners in the play. Kenneth Burke describes the agent 

(or agents) as the subject of a story that is invented in the author's mind, and seeks to act 

in a scene. In A Grammar ofMotives, Burke defines the agent with the following: 

I-Iere a book is treated as an act grounded in the author's mind ac:; its motivating 
scene. The same idealistic pattern is carried into his methods as a novelist, when 
he selects some ·sensibility' who will serve as the appreciative ·centre' of his 
story, and lets the reader toll ow the story in terms of his single consciousness 
(Burke 171-72) 

In the case of Martha and Karen, Hellman created two characters to serve as 

agents who attempt to ovv11 and operate a girl's school. The Children's Hour is a tragic 

play in that the agents are prevented from economic prosperity and social acceptance at 
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the hands of various counter-agents who seek to punish the agents by removing their 

opportunity to earn a living wage. The conservative setting of The Children's Hour 

contributes to the dominant attitude of the counter-agents who~ through malice and foar of 

anv activity that is not considered ··normal," act in \vavs that directlv thwart the 
., .. el .J 

livelihood of Karen Wright and Martha Dobie. 

Soon after the opening scene has begun. errant student Mary Tilfr)rd attempts to 

sneak into the elocution lesson and avoid detection by her teacher. Mrs. Mortar. Her 

attempts .fail when she is spotted by Mrs. Mortar and gently scolded for missing the 

morning's lesson. Mary tries to avoid punishment by offering wilted flowers to Mrs. 

Mortar. Mary claims that had been picking the flowers especially for Mrs. Mortar and 

had failed to notice that she would be late for her morning lesson. Mrs. Mortar~ touched 

by Mary's gesture, quickly forgets Mary's tardiness and encourages the young student to 

find a vase for the flowers. Mary briefly escapes punishment before one of the two 

owners of the school, Karen \Vright, enters the scene. When Karen inquires about the 

flowers and is told by Mrs. Mortar that the flowers were picked especially for her by 

Mary, Karen infonns Mrs. Mortar that the flowers have been in the garbage can since 

early that morning. When Mrs. ivfortar leams of Mary's lie, she becomes angry with 

tviary and infonns Karen that Mary is habitually tardy for lessons and meals. Karen then 

dismisses Mrs. Mortar and punishes Mary by refusing her the opportunity to attend the 

upcoming boat races with her classmates. Furious with Karen for punishing her, Mary 

tells Karen that she suffers a great pain in her heart. Karen then calls her :fiance Dr. Joe 
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Cardin, who is also Mary's cousin, to examine Mary. After Joe tends to his young cousin, 

he declares to :Karen that Mary is not suffering a heart attack and that her dramatic act is 

merely ""something she thought up" ( I.i). 

After Mary emerges from her examination with her cousm, she threatens 

retaliation against Karen because Karen has punished her. In Mary's mind, all adults who 

operate the school are ·'against" her. Mary decides to run away from the school to her 

grandmother's house. At the end of Act I, Mary threatens one classmate with blackmail if 

the classmate does not give Mary money for the long taxi ride to her grandmother's and 

bullies another classmate by twisting her arm in order to acquire additional money frn· the 

ride to her grandmother's house. Mary Tilford then departs from the school prope1iy. 

The beginning of Act II sho\VS Mary crying into her grandmother's arms. Mary 

claims that the operators and teachers of the school have treated her uqjustly. When 

I'vfary' s tantrum is rebutfod by Mrs. Tilford, Mary accelerates her accusations against 

Karen Wright and :Martha Dobie by accusing the two women of engaging in a 

homosexual relationship with each other at the school (II.i). Mary Tilfbrd exaggerates 

this accusation by drawing upon infonnation she has acquired from a forbidden magazine 

that has been passed around the school by classmates. Mary anticipates that this lie will 

\Vin over her grandmother's disapproval for the Wright-Dobie School for girls and that 

she will be saved from returning to the boarding school. Mary passionately conveys 

details of her accusation by whispering into her grandmother's ear the events that she 

claims to have witnessed by peering through a keyhole at the school. After Mary 
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\Vhispers her details that serve as "'proot: '' Mrs. Tilford dismisses her granddaughter and 

calls parents of the school to relay the information that Mary has tearfully expressed to 

her (II.i). Throughout the course of the afternoon~ parents of all of the schoolchildren 

anive to the school and immediately withdraw their children from Karen and Martha's 

care. 

Mary Tilford~ s lie, though abrupt and malicious, causes long-term devastation for 

Karen Wright and Martha Dobie. The fallout from Mary's tearful accusation destroys the 

credibility of the two women as educators. as '"nonnal" 1ncmbers of the sleepy 

community of Lancet. Burke's act-agency ratio applied to the progressive plot of The · ·. 

Children's Hour reveals ho\V counter-agents achieve agency through their acts, and how 

their acts directly destroy the economic agency of Martha and Karen. Blakesley explains 

the act-agent ratio as: •· ... a ratio that comes to the fore when we consider the meaning of 

phrases like ·the ends justify the means' or 'by any means necessary· (The Elements of 

Dranzatism 118). 

While i.vfary Tilford and her grandmother follow the pattern of Burke's ratio with 

their individual acts, they do so for different reasons. Mary tells her lie in order to escape 

punishment and retaliate against Karen and Martha~ Mrs. Tilford acts upon the lie in 

order to asseii moral values and punish those whom she believes to be engaging in 

unnatural activity at the boarding school. The combined actions of Ivfary and tvfrs. Tilford 

result in financial ruin for Karen and Martha. After all children have been removed from 

the school, an unsuspecting Joe Cardin visits his grandmother at her home. \Vhen he 



arnves, Mrs. Tilford begins questioning him about the schooL the teachers, and his 

engagement to Karen. When Joe asks why his grandmother is concerned about the affairs 

of Karen and the school, Mrs. Tilford tells Joe: "Because there's something wrong with 

Karen-something horrible" (The Children's Hour II.ii). Because Mrs. Tilford believes 

that homosexuality is "horrible,'' she feels wholly justified in her act of spreading Mary's 

unfounded lie to al.1 parents of the school. In the mind of Mrs. Tilford, she is acting in a 

manner that is morally "right" lmd "just" even if her act of transmitting false information 

leads to financial ruin for the teachers. As l\:frs. Tilford justifies her actions to Joe, Karen 

and I'v1artha arrive to Mrs. Tilford's home in an effrnt to understand why they have lost 

their entire student body over the course of one afternoon. When they learn of the 

accusations made against them, they are outraged. Frustrated, Martha explains to Mrs. 

Tilfr)rd: ·• ... Try to understand this: you're not playing with paper dolls. We're human 

begins, see? It's our lives you're fooling vvith" (The Children's Hour II.ii). With this 

statement, Martha hopes to persuade Mrs. Tilford that her actions have directly 

jeopardized her and her partner·s ability to earn a living wage. 

Symbolic tenns exist in The Children's Hour that suggests to readers the religious 

conventions found within the scene of Lancet, and the moral expectations that are 

established by members of the community with regard to Martha and Karen. Burke's 

theory of the appeal of the symbol may be applied: ··As the interpretation ofa situation. It 

can, by its function as name and definition, give simplicity and order to an otherwise 

unclarified [sic] complexity'' (Burke 154). If readers are unaware of the religious scrutiny 
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under which Matiha and K.arcn exist, I-Icllman' s choice of names of two-counter agents 

ofiers to readers a stark symbol of the strict moral conventions that establishes the 

religious ethos of the Lancet community. The name of Karen "Wright" provides 

symbolic meaning fi.)r readers of the text. Of Karen's surname, Titus contends: ··she is 

Karen "Right' surrounded by all the ·wrong' who seek to disrupt and finally succeed in 

destroying her 'right' relationship" (Afurdering the Lesbian: Lillian Hellman's The 

Children 's Hour). 

Blakesley explains Burke's scene-purpose ratio with this claim: "The scene

purpose ratio asks to what extent the scene influences or contains the purpose. In what 

ways, in other words, do circumstances shape why we do what we do, as well as our 

explanations of purpose?'' (The Elements l?f Dramatism 181). Burke's own explanation of 

how scene affocts purpose can be found in his theories of Afystery and Hierarchy. In A 

Rhetoric l?{ j\Iotives, Burke explains varying forms of hierarchy. Hierarchy can be found 

in economic, social, and celestial forms. One of Burke's basic explanations of hierarchy 

is the following: 

The hierarchic principle itself is inevitable and systematic thought. It is 
embodied in the mere process of growih. which is synonymous \Vith the 
class divisions of youth and age, stronger and weaker, male and female. or 
the stages of learning, from apprentice to journeyman to master. (Burke 
141) 
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Also, Burke aligns hierarchy with the concept of "celestial mystery." Burke's explanation 

is as fo!lows: 

Even the very word 'hierarchy,' \Vith its original meaning of 'priest-rule' 
(while in English one also hears 'higher') has connotations of celestial 
mystery ... A ruler, seeing himself •from within,' might be expected to 
know that he is not "divine'; yet he may feel the motives to 'reverence' as 
strongly as a lowly peasant witnessing, at a respectful distance, a royal 
pageant. (Burke 306-07) 

Burke then adds: "For inasmuch as his typical acts of rnle depend upon his place in the 

dialectical pyramid of the social structure, they are 'his' acts only insofar as he identifies 

himself with the very principle ,f order to vvhich he owes his power" (307). In The 

Rhetoric (?( Religion, Burke combines the act of obedience to hierarchy as related to 

mystery with this: ''For, once a believer is brought to accept mysteries, he will be better 

minded to take orders without question from those persons whom he considers 

authoritative" (307). In The Children's Hour, one of the primary counter-agents who 

cause irreparable damage to the reputation of Karen and Martha does so by obedience to 

a celestial ··mystery'' that establishes a hierarchy of "order" in the small community. In 

the mind of Mrs. Tilford, her act of organizing a telephone campaign to warn parents of 

the charge of lesbianism at the Wright-Dobie school is a righteous act of maintaining 

moral order for the school children as well as for the families of Lancet. Mrs. Tilford 

follows what she believes is a divine rule of morality and order \Vith her action~; against 

Karen and Martha. In Contemporary Perspectives on Rhetoric, Foss and her co-authors 

summarize Burke's theories of mystery and hierarchy as follm:vs: 
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Mystery perf.brms two important functions in the hierarchical system. 
First, it encourages the maintenance and preservation of the hierarchy 
because it encourages obedience .... A second function of mystery, 
however, is perhaps more important: it enables the members of a hierarchy 
to communicate with and persuade each other. (Foss, et al 193) 

When Mrs. T'ilford calls all of the parents of the girls who attend the school, she 

persuades parents to retrieve their children from the school with the notion that what is 

occurring at the school is ··unnatural." The hierarchical structure of The Children ·s Hour 

is three-fold in form; celestial, social, and economic. Mrs. Tilford' s action of phoning 

parents is based upon her understanding of order and morality in the small town of 

Lancet. Mrs. Tilfi.1rd's charge against Karen and Martha involves a social m1d economic 

hierarchy. Mrs. Tilford is the wealthiest character in the play. Karen and Martha have 

tolerated the bad behavior of Mrs.Tilfrn·d's granddaughter because they have relied on 

tuition payments from Mrs. Tilford, the chief benefactor of the school. Mrs. Tilford~s 

abhorrence of the alleged activity reflects an attitude of social confonnity based on 

sexuality and convention. Her act of removing Mary from the school, and encouragement 

of others to do the same with their children, results in economic ruin frn· Karen and 

Martha. Perhaps ivfrs. Tilford may not initially consider the financial <leva~tation that 

Karen and Martha wilt face as a result of rash obedience to morality and social order, her 

actions and the actions of the parents result in economic loss for those who fall at the 

bottom of the hierarchy. Georgoudaki states: 

Mrs. Tilford gives moral and financial support to the two schoolteachers, Martha 
Dobie and Karen Wright. When her granddaughter Mary, hm,vever~ falsely 
accuses these teachers of having a lesbian relationship, Mrs. Tilford appoints 
herself as the self-righteous defender of the traditional social code and New 
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England puritan morality which the teachers were expected to convey to their 
young students. (Georgoudaki 77) 

'fhe purpose behind Mrs. Tilford's act is to preserve the moral code that she believes 

should be transmitted to the girls in the conservative setting of Lancet. 

Mrs. Tilford's persuasive success is rooted in Burke's philosophies of 

Identification and Consubstantiation. According to Burke, human beings exist in bodies 

that are separate from other bodies. Therefore, humans consistently desire to connect with 

others through various fonns. First, hmnans identify with others through rhetoric. 

Second, human beings consubstantiate with others in an effort to become unified with 

others and to escape separation from others. For Burke, identification and 

consubstantiation are the opposites of division. Burke uses the term "identification·~ to 

describe how rhetors may persuade others to connect with their specific ideas. Burke 

defines three types of identification. First, identification may be used to persuade "as a 

means to an end" (Contemporary Pen,pective on Rhetoric 174). Sonia Foss describes 

Burke's first type of identification with this example: " ... a Presidential candidate may tell 

a group of fanners that she was raised on a farm" (174). Therefore, the rhetor seeks 

identification with her audience through her claim of shared identity and substance. The 

second type of identification is that of antithesis. When two parties join forces against a 

third party in an effrnt to work against the opposing force, Burke's second type of 

identification is used. The third type of identification occurs at the unconscious level. 

Humans are persuaded through advertisements and images or other media, including 

theatre, which depicts dominant ideologies regarding a way of life. Mrs . Tilford 
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persuasive efforts involve Burke's second type of identification, antithesis. Of 

identification, Burke claims: "In forming ideas of our personal identity, we spontaneously 

identify ourselves with family, nation, political or cultural cause. church, and so on'' 

(Language as S),mbolic Action 301). In A Rhetoric (?{ Afotives. Burke combines 

identification \vith consubstantiation with this claim: ··Identification is compensatory to 

division. If men were not apart from one another, there would be no need for the 

rhetorician to proclaim their unity" (Burke 22). Ivfrs. Tilfrll'd's action of spreading the 

rumor to the Lancet community reflects an effort to unify parents through moral 

identification and to form a division between the two women and the surrounding 

community. Mrs. Tilford rallies support against the two women by separating them from 

the surrounding community on moral, social, and economic grounds. Although parents of 

the girls who attend the boarding school may not have identified with Mrs. Tilford before 

receiving her alarming phone call~ the parents immediately rush to the school and remove 

their children in order to separate themselves ( and their daughters) from any suspected 

activity that does not follow conventional expectations of sexuality and morality. By the 

end of the second act, Karen and Martha find themselves at battle with tvfrs. Tilford and 

the entire community of Lancet. 

Mrs. Tilford' s actions against Martha and Karen are ba5ed upon false information 

provided to her by her granddaughter. Burke refers to this ty11e of false infonnation as 

Ingenuous and Cunning ldentU1cation. In A Rhetoric of Motives. Burke offers an example 

of ingenuous and cunning identification with this claim: "Shakespeare~ s Iago and 
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Moliere's Tarhtffe are demons of rhetoric. Every word and act is addressed, being 

designed to build up false identifications in the minds of their victims'' (Burke .36). When 

rvfary tells her grandmother that lesbian acts have been committed at the school by 

Martha and Karen, the reader witnesses Mary's third lie to an authoritative adult; her first 

lie was to Mrs. Mortar concerning wilted flowers; her second lie was to Karen regarding 

a heart condition. When Mary tells her third lie to her grandmother and falsely accuses 

Martha and Karen of lesbfrmism, she deserves the classification of becoming a ·"demon of 

rhetoric" in Burke-can terms. Hellman's use of this example of dramatic irony invites 

audiences to consider the concept of what truly constitutes a villainous act. 

In A Grammar of lvfotives, Burke explains the act-agent ratio by observing: "The 

agent is the author of his acts, which are descended from him, being good progeny if he is 

good, or bad progeny if he is bad, wise progeny if he is wise, silly progeny if he is silly" 

(Burke 16). Mary Tilford, the primary counter-agent of Karen and .tvfartha, commits an 

act that transforms a quiet community into a group of gossiping citizens preoccupied with 

scandal and suspicion. Although Mary is not responsible frH" her grandmother·s telephone 

campaign that financially damages the two teachers, she is the primary agent who propels 

a myriad of problems for Karen Wright ,md Martha Dobie. 

Mary, the agent, and her act, the lie, reflect the social problems related to infen-ed 

homosexuality as well as the d,mgers of unsubstantiated accusations against those who 

rely on the immediate surrounding community for their economic survival. Of Mary and 

the lie, Booker states: ··Hence, a child's manipulation of a lie containing a social/sexual 



taboo wreaks havoc on the school and its teachers and f<Jrces the public to question 

\Vhcther the proceedings and mores of society are indeed just" (Lillian I-felbnan and 

August rVilson: Dramatizing a New American Identity 63). In l 952~ Hellman was 

interviewed by Harry Gilroy. ln the interview I-:Iellman said: ''l never see characters as 

monstrously as the audiences do-in her case I saw her as a bad character but never 

outside life. It's the results of her lie that make her so dreadful-this is really not a play 

about lesbianism, but about a lie" ( Conversations 25). Hellman has also claimed that 

Mary's behavior reflects her O\Vll behavior a5 a child. Young Lillian Hellman bullied 

other girls in an effrni to assert her authority and read erotic texts for the sheer thrill of 

acquiring taboo books from unidentified sources. Thus~ Hellman created a character who 

exhibits traits that may accompany the process of childhood development inclusive of 

bullying others and satisfying sexual curiosity through taboo reading material. However, 

Mary's lie becomes the act that is "born out of bad progeny" and destroys the reputations 

of her teachers. While it may be fitting to refer to l\fary as a "bad seed,., it is more 

realistic to view Mary's act as representational of the tendency for a community ( or 

society) to accept scandal and gossip over truth and mercy. Hellman's depiction of the act 

and agent in The Children 's Hour highlights the misguided values of those who serve as 

counter-agents in the play. 

If the tragic result of Mary's act symbolizes the social problems associated with 

homosexuality and scandal-mongering, then Martha and Karen. the agents. symbolize the 

victims of such malicious and ham1ful activity. In The Children ·s Hour, agent and 
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purpose can reveal the dominant attitude of a community unwilling to examine the ways 

in which mercy and justice are overshadowed by doubt and trickery. Burke defines agent 

as related to purpose with this statement: 

The word 'ground,' much used in formal philosophy and everyday speech 
\vhen discussing motives, it likewise scenic, though readily encroaching 
upon the areas more directly covered by "agent' and 'purpose.' We can 
discern. the scenic reference if the question, ·on what grounds did he do 
this?' is translated: 'What kind of scene did he say it was, that called for 
such an act?' (A Grmmnar (~lA1otives 1.2) 

Agent is closely related to purpose in Hellman's play as the overall attitude toward 

homosexuality is revealed through Mary's initial evil act (the lie) and Mrs.Tilford's 

perpetuation of the evil act. These counter-agents are motivated to perfi.)rm such acts for 

various reasons. However, both acts perfixmed by the counter-agents serve the same 

purpose of economic ruin fi.)r the two agents of the play, however unintentional. The 

purpose of Mary's act is to retaliate against those whom she believes treat her uqjustly. In 

The Children's Hour. Mary's supposed tormentors are Martha and Karen, the targets of 

rvfary's evil act. The purpose of Mrs. Tilford's act is to protect the children of Lancet 

fi:om the alleged immoral acts committed by Martha and Karen. Because Mrs. Tilford 

obeys the mysterious hierarchy that governs moral and social order in the small 

community, her purpose is to save Lancet from the alleged immoral acts of Karen and 

Martha. Together, the main purpose of Karen and Martha, the two agents in the play~ is to 

educate children and continue to maintain the Wright-Dobie School for Girls. Separately, 

Karen desires to marry Joe, and Martha desires Karen's reciprocation of the affections 

she secretly harbors for her co-teacher. Neither woman achieves her individual purposes. 
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Both vvomen sufler romantic abandonment as their purposes directly conflict with the 

purposes of counter-agents Mary and Mrs. Tilford. 

In The Children's Hour, the relationship between agent and agency can be 

explored in many facets throughout the play. The agents, Karen and Mat1ha suffer the 

loss of economic agency through the actions of Mary and Mrs. Tilford, as welt as the lack 

of action by :t\11:rs. Mortar and Joe Cardin. Mrs. Mortar fails to appear in court to testify on 

behalf of Karen and Martha, and Joe's doubt of Karen's claims reveals his own surrender 

to scandal-mongering against the two women. Counter-agents Mary and Mrs. Tilford 

achieve agency through the "big lie'' and the spreading of gossip. Consequently, Mary 

never again attends the Wright-Dobie School for Girls. Whether :rvfary is punished fr>r her 

vicious act remains unknown at the play's end. Mrs. Tilford, however, suffers greatly 

\vhen she learns that Mary's charge of the witnessing of lesbian activity is false. When 

Mary's lie is revealed as a vendetta against Karen and Martha. Mrs. Tilford visits the 

school to offer monetary compensation to Karen in an effort to be forgiven for her earlier. 

merciless act. Her efforts are denied by a numbed Karen \vho has just learned of Martha· s 

suicide through hearing the fatal gunshot in the next room. 
,c_.; "-· --

Mrs. Tilford's guilt-ridden act of offering money to Karen can be examined 

through Burke's theory of Pollution-Purification-Redemption: The Rhetoric l?{ Rebirth. 

In A Rhetoric (~f kfotives, The Rhetoric of Religion, and Language as S'ymbolic Action, 

Burke discusses the tendency of those in a hierarchy who commit an infraction that 

threatens thdr position in a hierarchy (Pollution), to cleanse their conscious of sin 
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through atonement and apology (Purification), and reclaim their station in the hierarchy 

through forgiveness (Redemption). Burke explains this process with this claim: "For. 

despite any cult of good manners and humility. to the extent that a social structure 

becomes differentiated, with privileges to some that are denied to others, there are the 

conditions f<.)r a kind of 'built in' pride" (Language as Symbolic Action 15). Burke 

continues with the introduction of the "fecal motive." This act, based on the motivation to 

cleanse the soul of sin symbolizes the physical act of excretion. For Burke, the physical 

act of excreting the body of a polluted substance serves the spiritual act of ridding the 

soul of sin, thus restoring the sinner's rightful station in the specified hierarchy. Sonia 

Foss and her co-authors simplify Burke's theory with this comment: " ... the individual 

can remain psychologically or spiritually healthy only by getting rid of the guilt or 

pollution of some aspect of the self'' (ContemporGJy Perspectives on Rhetoric 195). Foss., 

Foss., and Trapp continue in the explanation of Burke's three-step cleansing process with 

this statement about purification: "Guilt is a permanent part of our condition; it is 

intrinsic in the negative and hierarchy produced by our symbol system. Some means of 

catharsis, purgation, purification, or cleansing are needed to rid ourselves of this guilt" 

(196). Finally, the third stage of the process, redemption, occurs when the guilty excrete 

the sin, purge the soul, and rid themselves of the guilt that threatens their position in the 

hierarchy. 

For Mrs. Tilford, guilt is the polluted substance living in her conscience when she 

arrives to the school to offer money to Karen and Martha. The money itself is the 
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physical symbol of the object that Mrs. Tilfr.H·d uses to purge herself of the financial 

destruction that she has caused for Karen and Martha through her actions. Her motivation 

in doing so is the hope of restored credibility and reinstatement of her position at the top 

of the social and moral hierarchy in Lancet, Massachusetts. 

When Mrs. Tilford arrives to the now-closed Wright-Dobie School for Girls in the 

final scene of the play, she proposes to Karen the following: ··There will be a public 

apology and an explanation. The damage suit will be paid to you in full and-any more 

that you will be kind enough to take from me. 1-I must see that you won't suffer any 

more" (The Children's Hour III.i). Mrs. Tilford's urgent plea to Karen is rebuffed. Karen, 

angry towards Mrs. Tilford and reeling from the shock of Martha's death that occurred 

only moments before Mrs. Tilford's arrival, refuses to satisfy Mrs. Tilford·s attempt to 

cleanse her conscious and reclaim her position as the moral leader of Lancet. Karen 

refuses Mrs. Tilfi)rd 's money, and Mrs. Tilford is left to cleanse her soul through other 

means. 

In The Children's Hour, counter-agent Mary Tilford lies about observing a sexual 

relationship between Karen and Matiha for the purpose of avoiding punishment and as 

retaliation against the two teachers for her perceived cruel discipline. Co-counter-agent 

Mrs. Tilford begins a smear campaign against the two women for the purpose of 

preserving the moral and social conventions of the small community of Lancet. Counter

agents Mrs. Mortar and Joe Cardin contribute to the loss of economic agency for Karen 

and Martha through their O\\ln. confessions of doubt of Karen and :Martha's denial of 
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rviary' s charge. Karen and Martha are victimized because they do not follow the social 

conventions that suggest rnarriage and male influence are the only options for women 

during the 1930s. Martha's suicide in the final act is another example of Burke's theory 

of pollution, purification, redemption: The RJ1etoric of Rebirth. In the final scene of the 

play, Mmtha says to Km·en: ''I love you that way-maybe the way they said I loved you. 

I don't know" (The Children's Hour III.i). When Karen responds by saying "You're 

crazy" (III.i), Martha continues with: "There's always been something wrong. Always-

as long as I can remember. But I never knew it until all of this happened" (III.i). Martha's 

confession to Karen is her own attempt at Pollution, Purification, Redemption: The 

Rhetoric of Rebirth. With her confession to Karen, Martha hopes to purify herself from 

the '"wrong'' affections for Karen that she has felt for ··as long as she can remember." 

Karen responds by saying to Martha: "You are tired and sick" (III.i). In short, Karen 

dismisses Mat1ha's confession and blames their recent ordeal as a cause of Martha's 

confession to her longtime friend. Martha is unable to cleanse her soul through her 

confession to Karen. Shamed, Martha quietly leaves the room m1d thereafter shoots 

herself 

Martha's suicide serves a purification pm-pose for the community of Lancet as 

well as a rhetorical purpose for readers of The Children ·s Hour. In several texts, Kenneth 

Burke discusses the invention of a Scapegoat in literature and in public discourse that 

st-.rves to cleanse the cruel acts committed by society. In A Rhetoric of j\,totives, Burke 

offers his notion of the rhetorical appeal of the scapegoat: "The scapegoat is dialectally 
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appealing, smce it combines in one figure contrary principles of identification and 

alienation" (Burke 140). Burke then explains that the scapegoat enables the opposing 

members of a hierarchy to uni:fy in their effort of lay upon the scapegoat their unclean 

acts. This act serves to reverse the position of the highest-ranking member of the 

hierarchy and lowest-ranking member of the hierarchy. When this reversal occurs~ 

consubstantiation occurs between the opposing ranks of the hierarchy. Burke explains 

this reversal with this claim: "When this state of affairs prevails, it is not nearly men's 

differences that drive them apart, it is also the ele,nents they share, 'vices' and •virtues' 

alike, since the same motives are capable of both eulogistic and dyslogistic naming" 

(Burke 141 ). Martha's designation as the scapegoat of The Children's· Hour serves a 

purpose within the fictitious setting of the play as well as a rhetorical purpose for Lillian 

Helhnan. Within the realm of the play, Martha's suicide rids the community of the 

unnatural being that served as a threat to the moral conventions of Lancet. Between 

Lillian Ifollman and the reader, Martha's suicide offers troubling infonnation to readers 

concerning the depths by which human beings ,vill lo\ver themselves to preserve morality 

and the severity of the cruel acts committed by those vvhose position of power is 

threatened. Therefore, Hellman's rhetorical question to readers then becomes: To what 

extent is Mary Tilford's behavior superior to that of Mai1ha's sexual orientation? Burke's 

notion of the scapegoat can be found in criticism by those who have closely studied The 

Children's How·. HeHman scholar Thomas Adler states of Hellman's incorporation of ··a 

grain of truth" to the big lie: ."To name the Other as guilty, for ,vhatever difference, be it 
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ethnic or religious or racial, to round up the innocent as sacrificial scapegoats to a 

society's own fears is, in Hellman's encomium, the great evil'' (Adler .132). According to 

Adler~ Hellman's use of lesbianism in The Children's Hour seeks to demonstrate to 

audiences the ill effects of character assassination, regardless of the sexual orientation of 

the victim. With regard to form, Martha as scapegoat serves as a symbol for readers to 

consider when experiencing complex issues found in literature. Burke's third principle of 

frHm. patterns of experience, highlights the symbol that is produced as a product ot~ or in 

conjunction with the subject-matter. In Counter-Statement, Burke asserts the following: 

·The Symbol is perhaps most overwhelming in its effect when the artist's and the 

reader's patterns of experience closely coincide" (Burke 153). Burke then distinguishes 

the many uses :fix the symbol. With regard to Martha's designation as scapegoat, 

I-IeHrnan's appeal endeavors to enable readers the ability to confront the brutality suffered 

by :rvtartha and Karen at the hands of the Lancet community. Burke explains: "The 

Symbol can enable us to admit, for instance, the existence of a certain danger which we 

had emotionally denied"' (Burke 154). Therefr)re, Hellman's appeal invites readers to 

confront their own hidden fears and detennine the good and evil of the acts of all 

characters in the drama. 

In The Children's Hour, agents Mat1ha Dobie and Karen.Wright cannot overcome 

the powerful acts committed by main counter-agents Mary and Mrs. Tilford. Mary's lie 

and l'vfrs. Tilford' s smear campaign cause in-eparable damage to the lives of the two 

agents The ratio that provides the strongest dialectical tension in the play is the scene-act 
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ratio. In the conservative setting of New England during the 1930s at an all-girls boarding 

school, the suggestion of a homosexual act is grossly offensive to the residents of Lancet, 

Massachusetts. As a result of the fi:tlse allegations against the two agents, loss of 

economic agency occurs. While the nine other ratios certainly contribute to conflicts 

found in The Children's Hour, it is the scene-act ratio that reveals \Vhat is expected from 

rnost women in 1930s American society. This revelation occurs on various levels: the 

opening scene of the school versus the acts in which the girls are engaged are 

contradictory to acts that may lead to economic independence later in their lives, the act 

of creating a lie that destroys the credibility versus the opening scene in which the girls 

recite a speech that encourages justice and mercy is contradictory, and the alleged act of 

homosexuality opposes the moral and social expectation that exists in the town of Lancet. 

Thomas Adler discusses 1-Iellman' s intended effects for audience by incorporating 

Peter Brook's theory of The Melodramatic Imagination. Adler cites Brooks when he 

defines Hellman~s melodramatic style as: ·• ... extravagant expression, moral polarization~ 

emotional hyperbole, extreme states of being" (Brooks, cited by Adler 204-05 ). Adler 

expands upon Brooks's notion with "The melodramatic imagination becomes, then, a 

central means for realizing those 'quests of the modern imagination· ... to bring to the 

drarna of man's quotidian existence the higher drama of moral forces by refus[ing] to 

allow that the world has been drained of transcendence [ and by] locat[ing] that 

transcendence in the struggle of the children of light with the children of darkness, in the 

play of the ethical mind'' (Lillian Hellman: Feminism. Formalisni, and Politics 122). 
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Brooks ,md Adler analyze Hellman's intended aim of discourse for her audience and 

reader. In her most controversial drama, Hellman endeavors to demonstrate the value of 

mercy and of justice. In The Children's Hour, Hellman asks audiences to consider the 

fictitious victimization of Martha Dobie and Karen Wright as a potential true case that 

most certainly may damage individuals as well as the ethos of a community and society. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

"A WOMAN'S WORK:" GENDER AND POWER IN LILLIAN HELLMAN'S 

THE LITTLE FOXES 

Lillian Hellman's third play~ The Little Foxes, depicts issues of money, power, 

gender, and family in the Deep South. First produced in 1939, The Little Foxes is set in 

the spring of 1900. The play examines the questionable ethics of the financial practices of 

the Hubbard family who live in Alabama. Faintly based upon the domestic structure of 

Hellman's mother's side of the family, The Little Foxes proved difficult, according to her 

memoirs, for Hellman to write as the story derived from her memory of power struggles 

she witnessed as a child when she observed adults argue about issues of money and 

power within her own family. In her autobiography entitled Pentimento, Hellman 

explains she experienced difficulty with writing the play: 

Some of the trouble came because the play has a distant connection to my 
mother's family and everything that I heard or seen or imagined had formed a 
giant tangled time-jungle in which I could find no space to \Valk without tripping 
over old roots, hearing old voices speak about histories made long before my day. 
(Hellman 473-74) 

However painful it may have been for her to evoke past memories of "histories" that 

were made before her existence~ Hellman was able to craft a play that illustrated tensions 

that were of great importance to the playwright. These tensions of social and economic 

struggles in the family were based upon traditional conventions regarding gender and 

po\ver and depicted matters of loving familial relationships versus matters of greed. 
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Situations depicting greed and power !<mnd in The Little Foxes may be examiQ.ed using a 

rhetorical methodology developed by twentieth-century scholar Kenneth Burke. This 

methodology is known as Dramatism. 

In A Grammar <?f.Motives, Kenneth Burke explains the use of Dramatism and the 

elements of the Dramatistic pentad (Scene, Act, Agent, Agency, and Purpose) as a means 

to examine the motives that may determine the agency of agents in a given scene. The 

study of motives reveals the attitudes expressed by agents and their acts in a scene. 

According to Burke, application of the pentad to literary works may reveal a dramatic 

motive for acts and not necessarily a motive that is based on scientific reasoning. In the 

introduction to A Grammar of Alotives~ Burke contends: "Our speculations, as we 

interpret them, should show that the subject of motivation is a philosophic one, not 

ultimately to be solved in tenns of empirical science" (Burke xxiii). Burke~s statement 

defines the very nature of Dramatism, which is the study of motivation that is based on 

philosophical ideas and attitudes as opposed to study that is based on practical wisdom. 

In The Elements ofDramatism, David Blakesley explains Burke's definition of the tenn 

··motive" vvith this claim: 

A motive is a shorthand term for a situation. In Burke's view, a motive need not 
be thought of as intrinsic to an individual (as in the question, 'What's your 
motive?'). Instead, motives are aspects of situation that may be externalized and 
represented by and through symbols. The terminologies that shape or define a 
situation may also carry with them motives of their O\vn, outside of any individual 
agent. Dramatism would say, for example, that tem1s have minds ( and motives) 
of their own and thus affect human agency. (Blakesley 198) 
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The statements from Burke and Blakesley offer a context for the study of motive that 

reveals the situation that encompasses agents and their acts. Burke claims that the study 

of motives is a theoretical one that is based upon individual ideas regarding the meaning 

of terms and symbols. Blakesley asserts that the study of motives is the examination of 

how words and symbols reveal attitudes held by individuals in any given situation. These 

attitudes are manifested through the acts of the agents, which in turn affect the agency of 

others. Together~ Burke and Blakesley claim the elements of Dramatism work together to ' 

demonstrate attitudes expressed by agents in the rhetorical situation. 

The application of Kenneth Burke's pentad to the language and action of 

characters in The Little Foxes serves as a basis for a rhetorical analysis of attitudes held 

by chief agents in the play. In addition to the pentad, Burke-can terminology that is 

associated with rhetorical analysis (identification, consubstantiation, the imaging of 

transformation, ingenuous and cunning identifications, modes of experience, form and 

ideology, and patterns of experience) offers additional understanding of the dominant 

attitudes demonstrated by characters in Hellman's play. The application of Burke's terms 

and methodology to The Little Foxes reveals the attitudes of the agents with regard to 

\Vealth, greed, and marriage and examines how Hellman used drama to infr)tm audiences 

of the ways in \Vhich women may have been used a5 commodities in the Deep South in 

the early twentieth century. 

Burke's pentad applied to 71w Little Foxes may be considered as follows: Regina 

Giddens, along vvith her brothers, Ben and Oscar Hubbard (agents), desire wealth through 
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developing a cotton factory in partnership with an investor from Chicago (purpose). So 

that the siblings may have ample capital for their venture, they require a sizeable share 

from Horace Giddens, Regina's husband (counter-agent). When Horace, who is gravely 

ill, does not provide his share of the capital soon enough for the brothers, Oscar's son Leo 

steals bonds from Horace's safety deposit box held in the bank where Leo works (act). 

Leo is persuaded to rob Horace by his father Oscar, who is persuaded by Ben to mrnnge 

the theft. Ben tells Oscar that if Leo will rob Horace, then Ben will arrange a marriage 

between Leo and Regina's daughter. Alexandra. Ben and Oscar desire for Leo to marry 

AJexandra so that the two brothers may have easy access to Horace's money. The theft of 

Horace's bonds occurs without Regina's knowledge. Horace learns of the theft and relays 

the news to Regina. \,Vhen Regina teams of the theft, she becomes enraged. Regina's rage 

sterns from the fact that her brothers have out-smarted her and her husband. Horace, in an 

act of revenge, tells Regina that he will amend his will and deny Regina all of his assets 

except for the portion of his estate that equals the value of the stolen bonds. I-:Iorace then 

tells Regina that he will designate the remainder of his sizeable estate to their seventeen 

year-old daughter, Alexandra Giddens. As Regina and Horace continue to argue, Horace 

becomes ill and reaches for his bottle of heart medication, which he accidentally breaks 

as he clumsily tries to ingest the medicine. Panicked, Horace then attempts to call for 

help while Regina watches his struggle. When he discovers that his wife may intend to 

watch him die, Horace flees from his wheelchair and attempts to run for help. He 

stumbles, falls, suffers a heart attack. and loses consc10usness. Amidst the action of 
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Horace's suffering, Ben and Oscar arrive to the Giddens's estate. While Horace writhes 

m agony on the second floor of their home, Regina remains in the living room and 

infonns the brothers that she knows of their crime against Horace. Regina then 

blackmails the brothers for a seventy-five percent share of the profits to be earned from 

the production of the cotton factory. Regina tells Ben and Oscar that if Horace dies she 

will send them to jail for theft unless the brothers relinquish all but one quarter of the 

profits earned from the cotton factory. Ben and Oscar agree to Regina's terms. Not long 

after the exchange between Regina and her brothers, Horace dies. As a result of Horace~ s 

death and the secured blackmail against her brothers for their conspiracy and crime, 

Regina inherits her original share of Horace's estate as well as gains seventy-five percent 

of the profits to be earned from their business venture. The opportunity to earn seventy

five percent of the profits garnered from the cotton mill by investing more capital than his 

sister was Ben's original motivation behind Leo's theft of the bonds. If the object of the 

game among the Hubbard siblings is to win the most money from their counter-agents, 

Regina emerges as the victor. Though Regina inherits a sizeable portion of Horace' s 

estate, she loses her loving relationship with her daughter Alexandra as a result of her 

cruel actions toward Alexandra's father. By the play's end, Regina has acquired the 

wealth she seeks ( agency) while Ben and Oscar accept their fate as the agents vvho were 

less successful than their sister in acquiring wealth. In the final scene of The Little Foxes, 

Alexandra announces to her mother that she will depart the family in an effort to end the 

cycle of control and manipulation she has observed during her young life. The counter-
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agents-----··Horace, Alexandra. Oscar's wifo Birdie, and Oscar·s son Leo····---bear the burden 

of being related to the greedy 1-Iubbard siblings and suffer manipulation and abuse 

imposed onto them by Regina, Ben. and Oscar. 

Hellman's form in The Little Foxes corresponds with Burke's definition of a 

Qualitative Progressive form. In Counter-Statement, Burke explains the Qualitative form: 

"Instead of one incident in the plot preparing us for some other possible incident of the 

plot (as Macbeth's murder of Duncan prepares us for the dying of Macbeth), the presence 

of one quality prepares us for the introduction of another'' (Burke 124-25). Burke claims 

that when readers or viewers experience this type of fr.nm they do not fully comprehend 

the overall message until all acts have been revealed. Burke reiterates this claim when he 

states: "We are prepared less to demand a certain qualitative progression than to 

recognize its rightness after the event. We are put into a state of mind which another state 

of mind can appropriately follow" (Burke 125 ). In The Elements qf Drarnatis,n, David 

Blakesley offers additional. clarity to Burke's definition with this claim: "Rather than 

prior information or arguments preparing us for some revelation or resolution, with 

qualitative form, the presence of one quality prepares us for the next in the sequence" 

(Blakesley 57). (n her text entitled Lillian Hellman~ Doris Falk offers additional 

understanding of Hellman's fom1 when she asserts: "'The plot of The Little Foxes consists 

of a series of crises, each one only partly resolved so that the audience is kept waiting for 

the resolution to be completed~ only to be surprised or shocked by a reversal, leading to a 

new crisis" (Falk 54). 
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T'he progressive action of The Little Foxes occurs through a senes of acts 

cornmittcd by agents. T'hese acts demonstrate to readers or viewers the poor quality of the 

agents' moral fiber as well as the physical and verbal abuse suffered by counter-agents 

within domestic power structure of the Southern household. The agents-Regina, Ben, 

and Oscar-·--demonstrate to readers their dogged determination in vying for greater 

wealth through their unscrupulous acts toward counter-agents. These acts begin as subtle 

discussions among the siblings relating to opportunities for financial growth and then 

grow into violent and horrific acts as the play progresses. There are many acts that occur 

during the play that do not lead to Leo's theft or Horace's death. However, the acts 

committed by agents do reveal the questionable quality of character of many agents. 

Though small revelations of the devious nature of the main characters do emerge 

throughout the course of the play, the most dramatic discoveries do not fully manifest 

until the final scenes of The Little Foxes. Readers or viewers do not fully comprehend 

several of the vicious capabilities of the agents until their chilling acts are learned through 

the admissions of their counter-agents or are discovered by readers or viewers in the final 

act. 

The physical setting of Hellman's 1939 drama is the estate of Regina, Alexandra, 

and (in absentia) Horace Giddens. As the play begins, viewers observe Regina's and her 

daughter Alexandra's dwelling in the comfortable estate. Soon after the play begins, 

readers learn that Horace ha5 been living in Baltimore vvhere he receives treatment for his 

weak heart. Regina's brother, confinned bachelor Ben Hubbard, lives in the house next 
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door to Regina. Oscar Hubbard and his wife Birdie live in the next square. The three 

siblings-Ben, Oscar. and Regina-dwell in close proximity to each other; the Giddens's 

estate is the setting f<.)r all of the on-stage action of the play. 

The geographical and socio-economic scene of the play is Alabama near the turn 

of the twentieth century. In Lillian Hellman, Doris Falk says the following of the political 

landscape of The Little Foxes: "The industrial revolution is the backdrop against which 

the 'foxes' play their human--or inhuman--roles ... '' (Falk 5 l ). Not only is the play set 

during the emerging industrial revolution~ but the play is also set during the Progressive 

Era of American history. During this era, many writers sought to expose the unjust 

actions of corrupt capitalists and instances of abuse between the wealthy and the 

oppressed in the United States. In The Little Foxes, Hellman offers to audiences her own 

perceptions of the negative effects of capitalism and racism in the Deep South regarding 

how scene aftects the agency of women and non-wfotes. Members of the wealthy 

Giddens estate employ an African American maid Addie and an African American butler 

Cal. By including the presence of Afi:ican American characters in her pla)\ Hellman 

reveals her contempt for the "'inhuman" acts committed in Alabama during the 1900s. 

The Giddens own and use horse-drawn carriages for transportation, eat their meals using 

sterling silver utensils, and curtly order Addie and Cal-who are often observed 

nervouslv bustling around the seated Giddens----to re-heat their breakfast if it has aro\vn .,, t...r· . . . . . . C, 

cold during their chatter of finances at the dining room table. Hellman's purpose for 
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including the presence of a maid and butler in the play demonstrates to audiences the 

stark difforence of circumstances between the rich and the poor. 

In her essay entitled Women in Lillian Hellman ·s Plays, Ekaterini Georgoudaki 

comments on Hellman's purpose for including Addie and Cal in her play: ··They often act 

as mouthpieces for [Hellman's] social criticism, or as foils to their corrupt masters and 

their compromised mistresses, thus suggesting alternative life-styles that transcend 

established conventions of gender, class, and race'' (Georgoudaki 75). By showing the 

presence of an African-American male and female as hired help for the Giddens, Hellman 

illustrates the firm boundaries that exist between the rich and the poor that may be 

manifested through ethnicity. The historic setting of The Little Foxes is fourteen years 

aHer the ending of the American Civil War. Though Addie is treated as common help by 

Regina and her brothers, it is Addie who is most trusted to be responsible for carrying out 

the domestic duties in the home as well as with the rearing of Alexandra Giddens. 

Moreover, Addie's character is wise and morally centered. Throughout the play, readers 

observe Addie grouped with Alexandra. Horace, and Birdie as they discuss the acts 

imposed upon them by the Hubbard siblings. Hellman· s choice to include Addie and Cal 

in her play offers an additional dimension to the study of the differences between the rich 

and the poor in the United States. This new dimension offers to readers a contemporary 

view of African-Americans that may challenge the viewpoints that were previously held 

by audiences regarding ethnicity and socio-economic class. Hellman' s contempt for the 

tendency of the wealthy to oppress the poor is vocalized through Addie's line that has 
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become the play' s slogan. It is in Act III of The Little Foxes when Addie reveals 

£--Iellman's ""social criticism" with this claim: "'WelL there arc people \Vho eat the ea1th 

and eat all the people on it like in the Bible with the locusts. Then there are people who 

stand around and watch them eat it. Sometimes I think it ain't right to stand and watch 

them do if' (III.i). Addie's adage conveys Hellman's admonition of those who devour the 

economic capabilities of others as well as her criticism of those who observe such an 

injustice and do nothing to stop the act. Addie's character serves as a powerful symbol 

for I-Iellman·s criticism of the wealthy as they oppress the poor continually. By giving 

Addie the power, however limited, to interact with other characters in the play, Hellman 

reveals her views of a setting that acknowledges and affirms a non-white perspective that 

criticizes the many iqjustices that remain between the rich and the poor as well as uqjust 

acts committed by whites toward non-whites in the South. Hellman not only incorporates 

the voices of Addie and Cal to deliver her criticisms to readers but also includes the 

presence of female characters who experience various reactions to their fate as 

subordinate members of society in the early l 900s. 

In Lillian Hellman and August Wil...wm: Dramatizing a Ne11,,, American Identity, 

Margaret Booker elaborates Georgoudaki's claim with this comment: ··In The Little 

Foxes, Hellman goes beyond her previous plays to present a much enlarged view of 

history, giving voice to those unheard from before-women and African Americans" 

(Booker 75). Although The Little Foxes was not Hellman's first play to "give voice" to 

women. Hellman's play offers to readers or viewers an alternative by which to view the 
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socio-economic structure of the Southern household. Hellman offers a modernized 

presentation through her depiction of African-Americans who possess control and 

authority in the household, as well as through her depiction of women who vie for control 

of a commercial venture within the scene of a domestic structure. By merging a domestic 

scene with that of a commercial scene, Hellman introduces the notion of \Vomen who 

may thrive in a setting that is not limited to the home. In Hellman's play, Regina Giddens 

rivals against her brothers and husband for \vealth in a business situation. This 

presentation is a first for Hellman. The voices of Addie and Cal along with those of 

Regina, Alexandra, and Birdie reflect their varying reactions to the socio-political climate 

of the Deep South. I-Iellman's inclusion of the voices of women and African Americans 

may reveal how the effects of the Civil War, industrialization, and social conventions 

have limited the roles of African Americans and women in Alabama during the l 900s. 

Hellrnm1 defies these conventions by demonstrating to readers the wisdom, moral 

aptitude, and potential power that resides in those who have been previously limited by 

environmental :factors. 

In The Little Foxes, the various differences bet\veen the "haves" and the ··have 

nots" are dramatically manifested through setting~ costume, and communication between 

the rich and the poor as well as through constant discussion among the "haves" of money 

matters. For Regina, Ben, and Oscar, the subject of money is not only the purpose for 

their individual and collective acts, but the ostentatious weal(h in which the Giddens and 

Hubbards live is a prevalent motive in all scenes of the play. Regina and Alexandra \Vear 
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custom-made dresses; Ben and Oscar enjoy the delicacies of fine wmes and freshly 

hunted meats, and all siblings express their entitlement to such luxuries through their 

words and actions. Booker claims: "[Hellman's] settings metaphoric.ally illustrate her 

fascination for the use and abuse of power as observed at family dinners and the 

'injustice of socially ordained inferiority visited especially on blacks and on women"' 

(Poirier, qtd by Booker 68-69). Though Regina and her daughter live a life of financial 

privilege, both females have been poised by their family to follow "socially ordained" 

conventions that dictate their roles as wives and potential-wives. As readers or viewers 

may learn in Hellman's companion play entitled Another Part of the Forest. Ben 

Hubbard ordered Regina to mmry weal thy Horace Giddens twenty years prior to the 

setting of The Little Foxes. In the second act of The Little Foxes, readers learn that Oscar 

Hubbard's desire for his son to marry Alexandra (for money) is the main puq)ose for his 

participation in Ben's plot to steal from Horace. Although Regina and Alexandra rebel 

against the social conventions that have relegated them to the role of "wife:' their 

rebellion results in a loss of loving fi1milial relationships for both women. Both Regina 

and Alexandra lose Horace as well as a loving relationship with each other in the battle 

for money and power in the Hubbard-Giddens family. 

At the end of The Little Foxes. varied futures exist for the female and African 

American characters in the play. Addie, Cal. and Birdie remain in their roles as those who 

have limited power a<; wives and servants; Regina and Alexandra come to terms with 

their newly acquired freedom from arranged marriages. Regina thrives in her role as the 
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richest and most powerful Hubbard sibling; Alexandra endeavors to survive without the 

financial influence of her mother and uncles. Hellman scholar William Wright offers 

commentary regarding Regina's financial gain over Horace and her brothers coupled with 

her reaction to Alexandra's intended departure with this statement: "The only cloud [in 

Regina's victory] comes from her daughter, Alexandra, who suspects her mother's 

complicity in her father's death, voices her disgust and leaves home. At the play's end, 

the disaffection bothers Regina some~ but not a lof' (Wright 150). Wright's words depict 

for readers the degree to which Regina has numbed herself from the act of giving or 

receiving love from others. Because Regina abandoned the hope of living with love when 

she married Horace for money many years prior to Alexandra's announcement. she is 

unaffected when she learns that her daughter intends to leave her. Regina's involvement 

in the family's unethical financial schemes, her participation (or lack thereof) in Horace's 

suffering and death, and her reaction to Alexandra's intended departure have created a 

co1orful debate among scholars of Regina's character that relates to gender, historical 

context, and ideal perceptions of marriage in the early l 900s. 

Regina's ultimate control over the wealth to be won in The Little Foxes may be 

examined with regard to how the surrounding scene affects the agent and how an agent 

may respond to his or her environment. For some scholars, Regina's partial responsibility 

for Horace's death has relegated her to the title of Hvillain" in the play. However, some 

scholars have deemed Regina's actions as fitting for a woman who competes with male 
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counterparts within a scene that encourages aggressive business savvy in 1900s Alabama. 

Georgoudaki states: 

In both Another Part <?f tlze Forest and The Little Foxes, Hellman shows that 
Regina is in a disadvantageous position because she is a woman: in the post-Civil 
War Southern society in which she lives, money can only be possessed and 
invested by men: her father's money is inherited and controlled by her brothers, 
who have even better access to her husband's money than she does. (Georgoudaki 
76) 

According to Georgoudaki, Regina· s actions, though likely perceived as cruel by readers 

or viewers, may reflect her dramatic attempt to acquire wealth amongst a family of males 

within the scene of Alabama in 1900. Regina is aggressive. if not manipulative, in her 

efforts to control her financial future. However much Regina may be considered a villain 

in 77w Little Foxes, her actions reflect her rebellion against the conventional expectations 

of wmnen in the United States at the turn of the century. Regina behaves in a manner that 

may only be considered aggressive if she were a male. but may be considered villainous 

since she is a female. In her text entitled Lillian Hellman, Katherine Lederer claims of 

Regina· s personality: "'Regina is almost masculine in her drive for power" (Lederer 48). 

Lederer's claim supports the notion that Regina's behavior is similar to that of her male 

counterparts in the play. As Regina ha.c;; been raised in a family of males, one of whom 

an.-anged her marriage to her husband, she has learned how to wield power in the family 

and in a business realm that is comprised of men. Lederer·s comparison may result from 

Hellman's desire to create a character who~ once again. defies the common social 

ideology of a feminine personality at the turn of the twentieth century. Though Regina's 

character is not unique, her aggressive acts are noted by scholars who have deemed her 
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aggressiveness as masculine. One explanation may be that because males have served as 

the only successful role models for Regina, she has assumed a male persona as she vies 

fr.lr power in the family. Other scholars explain Regina's behavior by using a historical 

context and suggest that, while society may believe her character traits to be inherently 

feminine, Regina's personality may have been created as a reaction to the patriarchal 

scene in which she has been reared. Georgoudaki discusses Regina's reaction to her 

environment with this explanation: 

... the action of the play shows that Regina's deviousness, manipulation, and 
domination are not necessarily inherent female characteristics~ as society believes; 
they are acquired traits, and they serve as a means of Regina's self-defense and 
survival in a hostile~ patriarchal world which is not only indifferent to her actual 
needs but prevents her from expressing talents creatively and constructively. 
(Patraka, qtd. by Georgoudaki 76) 

Georgoudaki's claim not only describes Regina's behavior as domineering, but also 

describes her behavior as devious m1d manipulative. Moreover, Georgoudaki claims 

society believes these characteristics to be feminine traits. Regina's behavior may be 

viewed as a reaction to her circumstances, which have been entirely influenced by men. 

The debate among scholars of Regina~ s personality is an interesting one that suggests two 

possible options fi)r the creation of her devious character: either Regina commits cruel 

and manipulative acts because she is a female, or she commits these acts because she has 

learned to be cruel from her brothers and her father, her male influences. As scholars 

debate the origin of Regina's tendency for manipulation and aggression, one implication 

remains clear: Regina's behavior reflects traits that are not considered bv societv to be - . ~ ~ 

loving and genuine. 
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Although Regina demonstrates love and affection toward Alexandra, her behavior 

toward her husband and brothers remains the focus of commentary from critics and 

scholars \vho have labeled Regina as a vixen. Regina's character may be examined by 

studying the relationship between scene and act in Hellrnan·s play. Regina·s ingenuous 

behavior, whether itmate or learned, does depict her reaction to the historical context in 

which Regina has been reared as the only daughter who was ordered to marry Horace for 

reasons that ,vere not emotionally genuine and loving. Regina's behavior as an older 

\Voman is an extension of the pattern she was ordered to follow as a young woman when 

Ben arranged her manfage. Not only does Regina·s disingenuous act of marrying for 

money follow a pattern that wa5 created by her brother. but her acts regarding her drive 

for wealth also follow a pattern set forth by Ben. Ben Hubbard has avoided finding a 

bride of his own and instead has arranged the marriages of other family members. Ben's 

act of using marriage as a capitalistic opportunity demeans the conventional idea of 

marriage by merging the act of marrying with that of a business transaction. Conventional 

society considers marriage to be an act that w1ifies two individuals who intend to love 

and support one another in sickness and in health and in all circumstances. Regina defies 

this social contract by banishing Horace from their bed during their marriage and then 

idly watching his suffering when he experiences his final heart attack. Regina wa<; Ben~ s 

first victim in his act of atrnnging a marriage, and she has responded to Ben·s act by 

avoiding love and affection in her own life. Regina becomes Ben's chief rival in business 

\vhen she abandons the act of loving her husband and instead chooses the act of 
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manipulating others for the purpose of financial growth. Of Regina's quest frH· wealth and 

power, Booker claims the following: "For Regina, a share in the business is a 

consummation more import,mt than sex or family"' (Booker 76). Booker's statement 

explains how Regina's fascination with money and power has emerged as a substitute for 

the love and intimacy usually achieved through a loving relationship with a spouse. 

Though Regina did not always view marriage as a medium for acquiring wealth, she ha5 

assumed Ben's attitudes of marriage and money as a result of enduring a loveless 

marriage arranged by her brother. In this regard, Regina does adopt Ben· s perspective 

regarding the purpose for marriage when she abandons her husband in his time of need in 

order to become richer. Regina reacts to the environment created by her brother through 

joining in Ben's schemes to lie and cheat others for wealth. Hellman's depictions of 

Regina's acts demonstrate to readers her views of the potential for tragedy when 

marriages are arranged within the patriarchal po\ver of the Hubbard family. Of Hellman's 

purpose for illustrating Regina's crnel acts, Georgoudaki states: 

By sho\ving the harmful effects of such immoral actions on the women's 
personalities and on the lives of other people from the same or from lower classes, 
Hellman not only expressed her disapproval of the empty. unproductive~ and 
parasitical lives which social convention forces women from the upper classes to 
lead, but also implicitly identifies the middle-class ideal of marriage as the tme 
source of women's con-uption. (Georgoudaki 72) 

Georgoudaki's claim explains the possible cause of Regina's chilling acts toward her 

brothers and her husband. Atrnnging man'iages for the purpose of amassing wealth is a 

prevalent act throughout the play. Hellman's portrayal of arranged marriages in The Little 

Foxes depicts negative effects for all participants. regardless of the amount of capital to 
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be acquired by agents and to be lost by counter-agents as a result of these acts. According 

to (ieorgoudaki, 1-Iellman's creation of Regina's character serves as a possible rhetorical 

tool that seeks to persuade readers and viewers of the dangers involved when the act of 

marriage is manipulated for the purpose of financial gain. In The Little Foxes, Regina 

reacts to her unfavorable circumstances by joining her brothers in their wicked acts of 

manipulating the act of love for money. This act produces disa5trous results for Horace 

Giddens, as well as a substantial loss of income for the Hubbard brothers. According to 

Georgoudaki, the social conventions that have determined Regina~s role a5 a woman are 

the same conventions against which she rebels in her behavior toward Horace. Because 

Regina originally suffered a lack of agency within the scene of marriage and family in 

Alabama, she aggressively seeks all financial po\ver over her husband and brothers 

within the same scene. Regina has learned how to compete with men in matters of money 

and power, and she uses her skill to compete aggressively with men for money and power 

within the scene to which she was relegated by Ben to occupy many years prior to the 

setting of the play. 

Regina's rebellion against traditional Southern American conventions of ma1riage 

and family causes tension in the play. It is through this tension that Hellman asks readers 

or viewers to consider how Regina~s acts define her characteristics as agent in The Little 

Foxes. In Lillian Hellman: The Image. the 1'Voman, William Wright offers positive 

commentary of Regina's character with this statement: 
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Hellman has created perhaps her most vivid character in Regina. She is smart, 
good-looking, and funny-all winning attributes of a heroine. She is strong, 
allows no one to push her around and is cannily resourceful in getting what she 
wants. Those, too, are qualities to be admired. (Wright 153) 

This statement from Wright offers an insightful view of the character of Regina Giddens. 

Margaret Booker offers a character analysis of Regina that supports Wright's asse1tion 

with this claim: "Regina is a magnificent embodiment of evil: cold, hard, deterrnined, and 

beautiful, larger than life, yet grounded to the lifo that made her" (Booker l 04). Though 

Booker describes Regina as "evil," she also refers to her as "magnificent" _and asserts that 

Regina's drive for power propels her to be the most memorable agent in Hellman's play. 

Whether Regina Giddens is a heroine or a villainess relies upon the inherent values of the 

reader or viewer and the prior knowledge of the socio-economic and political setting that 

determined appropriate behavior of women at the tum of the century in Alabama. 

Regina's behavior merits further investigation 

Regina's activities surrounding Horace's death have been the subject of much 

debate among scholars and critics. Some have deemed Regina ''cold" for her actions; 

others have overlooked Regina· s act and have sighted environmental factors as the cause 

of her actions toward Horace. When Horace returns home to Alabama after living in 

Baltimore, readers and viewers observe the strained, if not hateful, communication 

between Horace and his wife. When Horace confronts Regina in the matter of the stolen 

bonds and infom1s her of his intentions to remove her from his will and allow Ben and 

Oscar to enjoy the money garnered from the bonds. he says to Regina: "You won't do 

anything because you can't. It won't do you any good to make trouble because I shall 
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simply say that I lent them the bonds'' (III.i). With this claim, Horace informs Regina that 

he will cover for Ben, Oscar. and Leo for the theft of his bonds by allowing them to keep 

the money. He also informs Regina that she is powerless to stop his act. When she learns 

of Horac.e's plans to exclude her from his will, Regina informs her husband that she only 

married him for his money and that his death will do nothing but bring her luck. Regina 

infonns Horace of her original intentions for marrying him with these words: 

I told you I married you for something. It turned out it was only for this. This 
wasn't what I wanted, but it was something. I never thought about it much but if I 
had ... I'd have known that you would die before I would. But I couldn't have 
known that you would get heart trouble so early and so bad. ['m lucky, Horace. 
I've always been lucky. (III.i) 

hnmediately after Regina delivers these words to I-.Iorace, he suffers his final heart attack. 

Whether Regina's words cause Horace's heatt attack may be the subject of intense debate 

among readers, viewers, and critics. Though Regina's chilling admission does not soothe 

Horace's weak heart, Regina does not inflict physical harm on Horace during her speech. 

Regina is aware of Horace's weak heart; Horace is aware of Regina's lack of power 

,vi thin the realm of their marriage and reminds her of this fact prior to her speech. Horace 

underestimates Regina~s desire for his money as well as the limitations imposed upon 

him by his \veak heart. The verbal battle between Horace and Regina includes acts of 

revenge and malice demonstrated by both parties. Horace endeavors to punish Regina for 

her cold behavior while Regina endeavors to punish Horace for his intention to change 

his will and remove her as a primary beneficiary. Horace's heart fails before he is able to 

exact revenge upon his wife, and Regina does nothing to prevent his death. 
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Whether readers and viewers consider Regina to be a villain or a victim is the 

result of a conscious effect Hellman creates in her play. In her 1939 interview with 

Lucius Beebe of the New York Herald Tribune, Hellman claimed: 

[ like to think there is a moral in [77ze Little Foxes] because I believe there is a 
certain amount of morality, of propaganda if you prefer, but propaganda is the 
proper use of the word, in all good writing, and I like to imagine my plays are 
good writing. That is, of course~ open to debate. It seemed to me, in The Little 
Foxes a5 essay in dramatic technique as well as an interesting business to depict a 
family just as it was on the way to the achievements which were to bring it wealth 
or failure, ·fame or obliquy [sic]. At the final curtain the Hubbards are just starting 
to get on in the \Vorld in a big way, but their various futures, individually or 
collectively, I like to think I leave to the imagination of the audience. 
( Conversations 7-8) 

With this statement, Hellman claims she writes not only to create debate among viewers 

or readers through her depiction of moral conflict but also writes to inspire her audience 

to use their imagination when perceiving the outcomes of her characters. Hellman's 

definition of "good writing" includes the depiction of unclear intentions in matters of 

motive for characters in her play. Hellman's statement regarding her intended effects for 

readers and viewers creates a fundamental link between literature and rhetoric. The final 

scene that occurs between Regina and Horace is an example of Hellnum's creation of a 

rhetorical situation that may be open to debate among readers~ viewers, and scholars. 

When Horace begins to suffer his final heart attack, Regina neither moves to help Horace 

nor speaks to inform others of Horace's condition. Regina's inactivity regarding Horace's 

attack is an example of a nonverbal act that occurs between agent and counter-agent in 

the play. This nonverbal act creates meaning for readers and viewers and may produce a 

debate of Regina~ s true intentions regarding Horace· s distress and death. Kenneth Burke 
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discusses the rhetorical efiects of the nonverbal act in A Rhetoric of 1'1otives and claims: 

" ... nonverbal conditions or objects can be considered as signs by reason of persuasive 

ingredients inherent in the 'meaning' they have for the audience to which they are 

'addressed"' (Burke 161). According to Burke, the terms ·meaning' and 'persuasion' are 

synonymous terms that comprise a rhetorical situation for readers and viewers. Hellman's 

creation of a nonverbal act between Regina and Horace produces a rhetorical effect for 

readers and viewers. Hellman's construction of the nonverbal rhetorical situation in the 

final scene between Regina and Horace may be analyzed further using Kenneth Burke's 

theory known as The bnaging of Tram,formation. 

In A Rhetoric l?{ lvlotives, Burke discusses the range of rhetoric regarding the 

grounds in which a character's death is portrayed by the writer in a work of fiction. In the 

introduction to his text, Burke clairns: "An imagery of killing is but one of many 

terminologies by which writers can represent the process of change" (Burke xiii). Burke 

offers an example of the process of imaging of transformation and the imagery of death 

by associating murder with suicide in an effort to demonstrate a common ground for the 

wTiter's depiction of the process of change found within written works. Regarding 

ambiguity that may surround the terms of suicide and murder, Burke offers this 

statement: 
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A term serving as ground for both of these terms would, by the same token, 
"transcend" them. The battlefield, for instance, which permits r.i val contestants to 
join in battle, itself "transcends" their factionalism, being ··superior" to it and 
'·neutral" to their motives, though the conditions of the terrain may happen to 
favor one faction. The principles of war are not themselves warlike, and are 
ultimately reducible to universal principles of physics and dialectic. Similarly, a 
poet's identification with imagery of murder or suicide, either one or the other, is, 
from the ·neutral' point of view, merely a concern with terms for the 
tran~fhrmation in general. (Burke 10-11) 

Burke includes the metaphor of war as a means by which he explains the writer's use of 

common ground when depicting the death of a character in a work of fiction. According 

to Burke, war is the superior situation of those who enlist to serve in battle, as they are 

ultimately powerless to the outcome of war. The act of soldiers engaging in combative 

acts may be interpreted by readers or viewers either as an oppotiunity to commit murder 

or as a suicidal move, depending on the results of the battle. Therefore, soldiers are 

powerless in pre-determining their ultimate survival because they choose to participate in 

an activity that transcends their control over their individual motives. The battlefield is 

the common ground for the activities of the soldiers as they vie for survival in the realm 

designated for combat. Burke states the principles of \var may be explained using the 

simple terms of "physics and dialectic.'' Hm:vever, vie\vers or readers may perceive the 

events that may lead to the death of soldiers as either suicidal or murderous~ depending 

on the context surrounding the soldier~ s death and the inherent values of readers or 

vie\vers. The varied perception of the readers and viewers creates a link between 

literature and rhetoric. Burke claims the writer may write from a neutral perspective to 

allow readers or viewers to fom1 their individual perceptions of the context smrnunding 
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the death of a character. The writer creates this eflect by using a common ground that 

establishes the rules of engagement for those involved in battle. When the writer provides 

common ground in their depiction of death~ the terms "murder'' and ··suicide" may 

become interchangeable terms in the mind of the reader or viewer. The writer's depiction 

of ambiguous circumstances surrounding a character's death may produce debate among 

readers or viewers of who is to blame for the character' s death. 

Hellman's depiction of the circumstances surrounding Horace's death 

corresponds with Burke's assertion of the prevalence of rhetoric found in Hellman's 

presentation of acts of cruelty committed by Regina and Horace during the final 

exchange between the couple. For Regina and 1--Iorace, securing and maintaining wealth is 

the superior motive that transcends the ability for either party to predict their individual 

outcome. As if engaged in war, Regina and I-:Iorace battle to acquire money or to punish 

their opponent by refusing to relinquish money. Hellman provides a common ground for 

readers and viewers to debate Regina's intentions by depicting cruel acts committed by 

both parties in their battle for wealth. Regina and Horace are opponents in their quest for 

money in 77ie Little Foxes. Therefore, the conditions presented by Hellman create a 

common ground through which readers and viewers may construct their 0\\'11 meaning 

regarding Regina's responsibility in Horace's death. This common ground allows readers 

and viewers to use their imagination when perceiving who is at fault for Horace·s death 

and to engage in meaningful discourse with others a<, a means of vocalizing their 

perceptions of the disastrous result of Regina and Horace's final battle. 
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Regina emerges as the all-powerful female in The Little Foxe.',', m1d her foil 

character is Birdie Bagrty. Singular analysis of Regina and Birdie demonstrates how 

agent is relative to agency within the scene of the Hubbard-Giddens household. Birdie 

suffers the unfortunate circumstance of being married to Oscar Hubbard, who inflicts 

physical and emotional abuse upon his wite. Before the end of the first act, readers and 

viewers witness Oscar's physical abuse of Birdie when he slaps her across her face. It is 

not until the third act that readers learn the depth of Oscar's abusive behavior when 

Birdie reveals to readers how Oscar tricked her into marrying him because Ben desired 

her family's property. In Act III of The Little Fo:res, Birdie drunkenly reveals to her 

brother-in-law Horace and to her niece Alexandra the following about her courtship with 

Oscar: 

My family was good and the cotton on Lionnet's fields was better. Ben Hubbard 
wanted the cotton and Oscar Hubbard married it for him. He was kind to me, then. 
He used to smile at me. He hasn't smiled at me since. Everybody knew that's 
what he married me for. Everybody but me. Stupid, stupid me. (III.i) 

Birdie's revelation of Oscar's disingenuous motives for courting and marrying her 

reveals to readers and viewers that Oscar's brother Ben desired access to the profitable 

cotton that was produced in the fields owned by Birdie's family. Oscar courted and 

married Birdie not for love, but for the acquisition of a commodity. Birdie's revelation of 

this fact, coupled with the various acts of physical and emotional abuse she suffers at the 

hands of Oscar~ not only reveals her lack of agency within the realm of her marriage and L._ 

family, but also reveals Oscar's economic power over his wife's estate. Throughout the 

play, Birdie is never relieved of Oscar's abuse. In Counter-Statement, Burke offers his 
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theory related to modes <?f experience that are found in form. Specifically, Burke 

discusses the idea of grief with these words: 

Grief at deprivation is universal----yet grief al deprivation may be exemplified in 
lovers' partings, financial ruin, or subtle loss of self esteem. The range of 
universal experiences may be lived on a mountain top, at sea~ among a primitive 
tribe, in a salon-----the modes of experience so differing in each instance that 
people in two difierent schemes of living can 
derive very different universal experiences from an identical event. (Burke 150) 

Burke's words off er valuable information that may be considered in analyzing Hellman's 

choice to include Birdie's revelation to her family and to readers and viewers of all she 

has lost as a result of her arranged marriage to Oscar. Birdie's admission informs readers 

of the cruel environment in which Birdie has been marginalized for twenty years. The 

fact that Birdie is drunk when she reveals her plight informs readers of her use of alcohol 

as a means to escape from her distress. Birdie is aware that she was courted and married 

because of her family's property. She feels powerless to act upon her cmTent 

circumstances and reacts to her environment by enduring abuse from Oscar as she numbs 

herself through her own form of abuse, the abuse of alcohol. 

Burke's theory regarding grief at deprivation also illustrates to readers how the 

same deprivation may produce two different results for two different individuals; In 

Counter-Statement, Burke offers significant support for this notion with these initial 

words regarding modes of experience: "The universal experiences are implicated in 

specific modes of experience: they arise out of a relationship between the organism and 

its environment" (Burke 150). Burke concludes his theory with this statement: "The same 

universal experience could invariably accompany the same mode of experience only if all 
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men·s modes of experience were identical" (Burke 150). Burke's theory may be applied 

to Hellman's play through her depiction of the varying reactions of Regina and Birdie to 

their similar environments. Both Birdie and Regina were used as commodities when they 

were forced to marry their husbands. Birdie has suffered years of abuse at the hands of 

her husband; Regina has abused her husband through the act of banishing Horace from 

their marital bed. Because Birdie and Regina are different characters with different 

reactions to their environments, the t\vo women have responded differently to their 

shared deprivation: the deprivation of romantic love and genuine union with a loving 

partner of their choosing. Hellman's choice to include two characters who have 

responded differently to their shared deprivation creates for readers and viewers the 

depiction of characters who demonstrate opposing reactions to arranged marriages. Birdie 

ha'> lost power through her marriage to Oscar; Regina ultimately gains power and money 

through her marriage to Horace. Though the two women exhibit different reactions to 

their circumstances, Hellman's message to readers and viewers is the same: marriage for 

money and not fr.lr love may deprive the characters of love and affection and impair the 

conventional ideal of love and affection. 

Hellman~s use of two female characters who express differing reactions to 

arranged marriages exhibits her own criticisms of the conventions that have compelled 

,vomen to be dependent on their husbands for money and happiness. The examination of 

varying reactions from Regina and Birdie reveals the relationship bet\veen scene and 

purpose in Hellman's play. Though Regina and Birdie experience different results with 
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regard to their acts, both women symbolize to readers and viewers the effects of the 

social convention of marriage during the turn of the century. and how male domination 

has limited women to the confines of the home. Hellman criticizes this convention 

through the varied experiences of Regina and Birdie. Georgoudaki explains Hellman~s 

purpose frn· creating the domestic scene of The Little Foxes: 

· Hellman does not write from a self-consciously feminist viewpoint, but follows 
contemporary conventions of public discourse as well as the example of other 
women dramatists of the 1930s and 1940s. Yet in her plays she creates characters 
and situations that illustrate her critical attitude toward middle-class values and 
institutions that have restricted women to subordinate roles and to one basic 
sphere of action, the home. (Georgoudaki 70) 

Georgoudaki' s claim supports the notion of Hellman's criticism of the commonly held 

ideas of marriage during the early twentieth century that have limited women to a single 

setting and consequent single identity as "wife." Booker expands upon Georgoudaki' s 

claim by discussing Hellman's multi-level presentation that defies commonly held ideas 

of the limitations imposed on women through marriage with this assertion: 

[Hellman] centers her drama in the female world of the house interior, empha5izes 
one major character in Regina Giddens, and introduces the revolutionary notion of 
a woman becoming a major player in the commercial arena usually reserved to 
men. (Booker 75-76) 

The claims of Georgoudaki and Booker explain Hellman's many purposes for situating 

The Little Foxes in the living room of the Giddens's home. Georgoudaki claims Hellman 

chose her setting in order to criticize social conventions that have limited women to the 

home whereas Booker claims Hellman chose her setting to offer to readers and viewers 

new ideas of the capabilities of women that extend beyond familial duties usually found 
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within domestic scenes. Both Gcorgoudaki and Booker offer valuable insights regarding 

Hellman's use of the home-as-setting with regard to Regina and Birdie. Regina and 

Birdie serve as examples of women who may succumb to the limitations of the domestic 

scene or who may defy the social conventions that have previously restricted their 

movement within a setting. In The Little Foxes, Hellman uses the home as the setting for 

action for several reasons. First, the Giddens' s home contains the acts of familial 

relations as well as those of business enterprises. This depiction of varying acts within 

one scene offers to readers and viewers H:ellman' s insight regarding the potential roles of 

women. Second, the home serves as common structure to illustrate the depiction of two 

female characters who react to their environment in differing ways. In A Grammar of 

Afotive,s\ Burke discusses the relationship between scene and act with this assertion: 

It is a principle of drama that the nature of acts and agents should be consistent 
with the nature of the scene. And whereas comic and grotesque works may 
deliberately set these elements at odds with one another, audiences make 
allowances for such liberty, which reaffirms the same principle of consistency in 
its very violation. (Burke 3) 

According to Burke, acts committed by agents should correspond with the nature of the 

scene in which the acts occur. Although "grotesque" or "comic'' acts within a scene may 

provide entertainment or tension for readers or viewers, the grotesque or comic acts 

remain as natural elements of the situation created by the writer. Hellman challenges the 

notion by creating a single scene that includes acts concerning household matters and acts 

concerning business matters. By situating commercial enteqlrise in a living room and 

demonstrating the opposing reactions of Regina and Birdie to their environment, Hellman 
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creates new ideas with regard to scene, act, and agency. In her presentation of conflicting 

acts within a single scene, Hellman encourages readers and viewers to acknowledge the 

ill effects of limited roles for women~ as well as to consider the potential for women who 

have previously been limited to one scene and one act through the common ideology 

associated with conventional manfage. 

Though Regina achieves ultimate economic power over Horace, Ben, and Oscar 

in The Little Foxes, her brothers provide her with adequate competition in the struggle for 

power. The competition between Regina and her brothers may be examined to 

demonstrate the relationship between act and agency in The Little Foxes. Oscar is less 

mentally equipped than his older brother to match wits with Regina, but he maintains his 

pcnver in the domestic scene through the violence and manipulation he wields toward his 

wife Birdie and son Leo. In the scene of early l 900s Alabama, Oscar achieves power as 

the male head of his family through the only mem1s he can exercise; his emotional and 

physical abuse of Birdie and his emotional abuse of Leo. The familial scene of the 

Hubbard-Giddens setting affirms and promotes Oscar's continued power as the primary 

wage-earner and allows Oscar to use (inherited) economic agency as a force by which to 

control his :family. In The Little Foxes, Oscar's primary purpose is to follow Ben's orders 

so as to maintain and increase wealth. 

Oscm· wields power in the domestic scene of the Hubbard household through 

violence; Ben Hubbard wields power through eloquent persuasion and false rhetoric. 

Considered Regina's only true competition in the strnggle for economic po\ver in The 
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Little Foxes, Ben Hubbard's suave speech demonstrates his ability to maneuver himself 

throughout the scene of the Gidden's household with false promises to Oscar for the 

purpose of acquiring Horace's money. Although Ben's false rhetoric and charm allow 

him to persuade most members of the family, his charming habits are well known by 

Regina, who habitually debates with Ben, if not insults him, when the family discusses 

business or domestic matters. Because Regina and Ben emerge as chief rivals in the battle 

for wealth in the Hubbard/Giddens family, the two siblings do not share their covert plots 

with one another. Ben Hubbard plots to steal Horace's bonds without Regina's 

knowledge and persuades Oscar to serve as his accomplice. Ben believes that if he can 

contribute more capital to the cotton mill than Regina, he will collect a greater share of 

the profits to be earned from the production of cotton and will enjoy greater economic 

wealth than that of his sister. Ben I-Iubbard not only capitalizes on the familial setting of 

the Hubbard/Giddens household to acquire wealth~ but also exploits the setting of Leo's 

workplace to steal Horace's bonds. 

Oscar's son Leo Hubbard commits the act of stealing bonds from Horace's safety 

deposit box for the puq)ose of pleasing his uncle Ben and acquiring the role as a "good 

son" to his father. Leo's theft may be analyzed to reveal the relationship between act and 

purpose in Hellman's play. Youthful Leo, like his father, lacks wisdom and common 

sense; it is c tear to readers and viewers that he will perfr.mn whatever act, right or wrong, 

that his father commands of him. Leo reacts to his father in the same way that Oscar 

reacts to Ben-with blind obedience. In Act I of The Little Foxes~ readers and viewers 
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learn that Leo beats the horses that carry him through the town where the Hubbards live. 

Oscar imposes violence on his family; Leo imposes violence on animals. In the case of 

both Oscar and Leo, the characters use the act of violence as a means of controlling their 

own agency while limiting the agency of their counter-agents. These acts of violence 

reveal to readers and viewers that the limited intelligence of both Oscar and Leo is no 

match for the complicated minds of Ben and Regina. Leo is not punished for his theft, but 

he never acquires approval from his father nor unde for his larcenous act. Moreover, Leo 

never acquires agency as a wise adult, a same condition he shares with his father. Ben 

Hubbard tricks Oscar into persuading Leo to rob Horace by telling his brother that if Leo 

steals the money, Ben will persuade Regina to agree to the marriage of her daughter 

Alexandra to Leo. Oscar secretly desires for Leo to marry Regina's daughter so that the 

Giddens's money will remain in the family. Once again, Ben and Oscar endeavor for 

individuals to marry each other not for love but for the purpose of keeping money in the 

I--Iubbard-Giddens family. Oscar tricks :Leo into stealing the bonds by promising him a 

share in the cotton factory that will be owned with the added capital of the stolen bonds. 

Not only does Ben fail to honor his word~ but he also insults Leo when Leo reveals to his 

father and Ben that Horace is aware of the theft. In Act III, the following exchange 

reveals the verbal cruelty that Leo suffers from of his father and uncle: 
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LEO. Uncle Horace knows about the bonds. He knows about them. He's 

had the 

box since Wednesday-

BEN. (sharpzy) Stop shouting! What the hell are you talking about? 

LEO. (furiously) I'm telling you he knows about the bonds. Ain't that 

clear 

enough-

OSCAR. (grabbing Leo's arm) You God-damn fool! Stop screaming! 

(III.i). 

This exchange occurs after Leo has stolen the bonds from the deposit box of his uncle 

Horace. The following exchange between Oscar and Leo occurs in A.ct II, before Leo 

steals the bonds from Horace: 

OSCAR. If you had them (Leo watches him) {f you had them. Then you 

could 

the 

have a share in the mill, you and me. A fine, big share, too (Pauses, 

shrugs) Well, a man can't be shot for wanting to see his son get on in 

world, can he boy? 

LEO. (/ooh up. begins to understand) No, he can't. Natural enough. 

(Laughs) 
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But I haven't got the bonds and Uncle Horace has. And now he can 

just sit 

back and wait to be a millionaire. 

OSCAR. (innocently) You think your Uncle Horace likes you well enough 

to lend 

you the bonds if he decides not to use them himself? 

LEO. Papa, it must be that you haven't had your breakfast! (Laughs 

loudly) 

lend me the bonds! My God-

OSCAR. (disappointed) no, I suppose not. Just a fancy of mine. A loan for 

three 

this 

months, maybe four, easy enough for us to pay it back then. Anyway~ 

is only April- (Slowly counting the months on his .fingers) and if he 

doesn't look at them until FalC he wouldn't even miss them out of the 

box (II.i). 

Oscar's behavior toward Leo before the robbery is quite different from his behavior 

toward Leo after the robbery. Like his brother Ben! Oscar uses charm to persuade his son 

to commit larceny so as to add to his wealth. The exchange between father and son in Act 

Il is similar to the exchange between Ben and Oscar when Ben persuades Oscar to 

encourage Leo to steal the bonds from Horace. Because Ben desires the bonds located in 
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Horace's safety deposit box at the bank where Leo works, he convinces Oscar to 

persuade Leo to rob Horace. Ben convinces Oscar to participate in his scheme \Vith a 

false promise. Because Oscar is lured into Ben's scheme under the false promise of 

ammged manfage, Oscar then persuades his son to commit theft as a result of a false 

belief that has been created by Ben for Oscar. Though Leo's act of theft serves the 

primary puq)ose of acquiring capital, the individual goals of the three Hubbard men are 

different. Ben desires Horace's bonds, Oscar desires for Leo to marry Alexandra, and Leo 

desires to please his father. The three men engage in the dishonest act of theft for various 

reasons; two of the men engage in the act under false pretenses. Of Ben,Oscar, and Leo, 

only Ben meets his primary goal of gaining assets from J-Iorace. Oscar and Leo do not 

receive return on the false promises made to them by their family members. Ben's false 

promise to Oscar and Oscar's false promise to Leo are examples of false rhetoric often 

found in literary works. Hellman's inclusion of false rhetoric in her play informs readers 

and viewers of the methods used by greedy individuals as they endeavor to persuade 

others to participate in their unethical acts. The false rhetoric Ben employs to persuade 

Oscar and the false rhetoric Oscar employs to persuade Leo are defined by Burke as 

Ingenuous and Cunning Identifications. In A Rhetoric of lvlotives, Burke defines this type 

of false rhetoric with this claim: 
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\Vhatever the falsity in overplaying a role, there may be honesty in the assuming 
of that role itself~ and the overplaying may be but a translation into a ditlerent 
medium of communication, a way of amplifying a statement so that it carries 
better to a larger or distant audience. Hence, the persuasive identifications of 
Rhetoric, in being so directly designed fr)r use, involve us in a special problem of 
consciousness, as exemplified in the Rhetorician's particular purpose for a given 
statement. (Burke 36) 

According to Burke, the rhetorician who creates a false identification with their audience 

may do so out of his or her own false beliefs stemming from his or her own misguided 

consciousness. Hellman's depiction of the false rhetoric Ben employs with Oscar, who 

then operates under a false consciousness \Vhen he persuades ·Leo to rob Horace is an 

example of Hellman's use of a method Burke defines as ingenuous and cunning 

identification. Ben Because Ben has (falsely) persuaded Oscar to arrange Leo's theft 

through Ben's empty promise of an arranged marriage between Leo and Alexandra, 

Oscar then employs false rhetoric with Leo when he persuades him to rob Horace of his 

bonds. In the exchange between Oscar and Leo before the theft, Oscar tells Leo that he 

will acquire a share in the cotton mill a5 a rev,rnrd for his deed against Horace. Oscar 

further appeals to his son by claiming that he cannot be blamed for "wanting to see his 

son get on in the world." In Oscar's mind, Leo's ··getting on in the world" is not to be 

achieved by an acquisition of a share in the cotton mill. Instead, Leo's financial success is 

to be achieved through an mrnnged matTiage to Alexandra, an arrangement which Ben 

has falsely promised to Oscar. Because Oscar believes that Ben can arrange Leo's 

marriage to Alexandra, he is able to promise (falsely) to Leo a share in the profits from 

the cotton mill. Appeals made to Leo regarding his reward for theft are based on two lies: 
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a lie of marriage as promised to Oscar by Ben and a lie of shared profit as promised to 

Leo by Oscar. At the play' s end, Leo ha~ not acquired a share of the profits from the 

cotton mill nor has he acquired approval fbr Alexandra's hand in marriage. 

The various acts of cruelty in The Little Foxes reveal much about the devious 

nature of the agents. The acts committed by the agents toward their counter-agents reveal 

much about the motivations and shared values of the agents. I-:Iellman' s depictions of the 

relationship among the Hubbard siblings demonstrate to readers and viewers the 

relationship between agent and purpose in The Little Foxes. Katherine Lederer comments 

about the relationship between Regina, Ben, and Oscar with regard to their acts toward 

their counter-agents, and their acts toward each other: 

From scene to scene, moment to moment, it is Oscar vs. Leo, Oscar-Leo vs. Ben, 
Ben vs. Regina, Ben-Regina vs, Oscar, Ben-Oscar vs. Regina. We enjoy
actually enjoy Ben and Regina's outwitting the duller Oscar, Ben's putting Leo in 
his place. We laugh with Ben and Regina and at Oscar and Leo. (Lederer 41) 

Lederer's comments provide a context for readers and viewers to laugh at the greedy 

escapades committed by Regina, Ben, and Oscar. Lederer' s explanation of the various 

struggles among the siblings denotes how their competitive acts reveal child-like rivalries 

between the agents. Regina, Ben, and Oscar share a lifelong history of engaging in cmel 

acts toward each other. In their adult life, they tum their crnelty toward their acquired 

familv. The Hubbard siblings never maneuver themselves bevond the selfish act of 
~ . . . .. ~- ~ . 

fighting for what they perceive as rightfully theirs. Their acts reveal much about their 

poor values as agents. Readers and viewers may laugh at the tendency of the Hubbard 

siblings to spar with each other as children often do, but readers and viewers may also 
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shudder at the venomous ways in which the Hubbards reveal their unscrupulous values to 

other characters in the play and to the audience. Hellman's depiction of the relationship 

among the Hubbard siblings produces an important effect for readers and viewers. By 

revealing the instances in which Regina, Ben, and Oscar unite with each other in their 

public quest for wealth as well as the instances in which they connive against each other 

through covert schemes, Hellman demonstrates to readers and viewers the inter-reliant 

relationship among the siblings. Hellman's creation of unity and division among the 

Hubbard siblings provides a context through which readers and viewers may discover the 

shared goal in the rhetorical motives of Regina, Ben, and Oscar. The three Hubbard 

siblings consistently engage in unification and division with each other so that each may 

compete for wealth acquired through inheritance, profit, or theft This engagement in 

unification and division illustrates an important method used by writers to demonstrate to 

readers and viewers how agents may form relationships based on a common goal or 

shared substance. Hellman's depiction of the shared substance of the three siblii1gs may 

be <rnal yzed using Burke's theory of Identification and Consubstantiation. 

In A Rhetoric l?( Jvfotives, Kenneth Burke distinguishes one of the primary 

elements of rhetoric \Vith his explanations of identification and consubstantiation. In his 

seminal work regarding persua5ion, Burke makes the following claim: 
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A is not identical with his colleague. B. But insofr1.r as their interests are joined, A 
is identUied with B. Or he may ident~fy himself with B even when their interests 
are not joined, if he assumes that they are, or is persuaded to believe so. Here are 
ambiguities of substance. In being identified with B, A is "substantially one'' with 
a person other than himself. Yet at the same time he remains unique, an individual 
locus of motives. Thus he is both joined and separate~ at once a distinct substance 
and consubstantial with another. (Burke 20-21) 

Burke· s claim describes the ways in which agents may engage m identification and 

consubstantiation in order to achieve a paiticular goal. According to Burke, agents who 

may not unite under typical circumstances may develop a union when agents persuade 

them to combine forces in their effort to achieve a shared goal. When two or more agents 

unite for the purpose of defeating a counter-agent who threatens the agents, 

consubstantiation occurs between or among agents as they work together to defeat the 

counter-agent. Hellman's depiction of the relationship among Regina, Ben, and Oscar is 

an example of a relationship that exemplifies Burke's definition of one of the primary 

concepts of rhetorical appeal; the identification with another person through shai·ed 

substance and consubstantiation. Burke's concept may be applied to I-:Iellman's 

dum1cters-·---Regina, Ben, and Oscar-as one that is consubstantial and is based on 

identification. Though Regina, Ben, a11d Oscar may engage in harsh battles for cash and 

power, each is reliant, consubstantiate on one another for competition, instruction, and 

validation. Without Ben, Oscar lacks the common sense necessary to plot his next course 

of action in his never-ending acquisition of other people's money. Without Regina, Ben 

ha~ no opponent in his rigorous battle for power and wealth through an-anged marriages 

and larcenous acts. Without Ben, Regina, too, lacks an opponent in her quest to defy the 
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social conventions that have relegated her to a position of dependency on men for 

economic agency. Without Oscar, Ben and Regina have no one to serve as the object of 

their cruel jokes and insults. Each sibling, though independently vying for each other's 

money, is entirely consubstantial with one another through shared substance. This shared 

substance is the desire for money and power. However, Regina, Ben, and Oscar also 

engage in the act of plotting against each other in their efforts to claim the money to 

which they believe they are entitled. The individual acts committed by the siblings reflect 

an opposing action to identification; this opposing action is division. Regina, Ben, and 

Oscar, though occupying the space of shared substance, waver in and out of division and 

consubstantiation through their combined and separate acts. Hellman's illustration of the 

ways in which Regina, Ben, and Oscar engage in consubstantiation and division merits 

further analysis through the illustration of Burke's delineation of three forms of 

identification. 

In A Rhetoric <?f A,fotives, Burke specifies three types of identification: means to 

an e1ul, antithesis, and unconscious. The first type, means to an end, describes how a 

rhetor may claim to ident(fy with another individual through gender, economic status, or 

by a variety of other means to persuade an individual of the validity of the rhetor's 

message. The second type, antithesis, involves two (or more) individuals joining forces to 

conquer the acts of a third entity. The third type, unconscious, manifests tlu·ough images 

and other depictions that seek to create identity within a given culture. In The Little 

Foxes, Hellman's po1irayal of the relationship among the Hubbard siblings corresponds 
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\vith Burke's definition of the second form of identification known as antithesis. Regina, 

Ben, and Oscar engage in the antithesis form of identification as they join forces to plot 

against each other in their quest for wealth. Ben uses Oscar and Leo to steal from Horace 

to prevent Regina :from participating as an equal partner in their shared business venture. 

Regina uses her knowledge of their theft as blackmail against her brothers to maintain her 

status as the wealthiest I-Iubbard sibling. Although Regina, Ben, and Oscar participate in 

a shared business venture, each plots against the others to gain a greater share of profits 

from the cotton mill. Burke's third delineation of identification, the unconscious form, 

may be applied to Hellman's depiction of the ways in which Regina, Ben, and Oscar vie 

frrr econornic control in the family. This unconscious fom1 of identification serves as a 

caution fi)r readers and viewers. The acts committed by Regina, Ben, and Oscar inform 

readers of Hellman~ s message: Regina, Ben, and Oscar are a poisonous combination of 

povver-driven individuals whose mission is to claim all power and money for themselves, 

no matter the price to be paid by those in their realm. Hellman's message invites readers 

and viewers to examine the cruel acts of Regina, Ben, and Oscar and to consider how the 

behavior of the siblings differs from the audience's ideology of loving family 

relationships. Although readers and viewers may consider some of Regina, Ben, and 

Oscar's character traits to be typical examples of sibling rivalry, the same readers and 

viewers may consider many of the Hubbard character traits to be ghastly. The audience·s 

varied perception of the sibling's acts may create tension among readers and viewers 

regarding their vievvs of acceptable and unacceptable ways of achieving wealth in the 
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family. Hellman consciously creates this tension, which invites readers and viewers to 

define their own perceptions of sibling rivalry and to avoid affirming the cruel acts 

Regina. Ben, and Oscar commit in the play. Hellman's construction of dialectical tension 

present in the relationship of the siblings may be analyzed using Burke's theory of 

unification and division. In A Rhetoric of.Motives~ Burke claims: 

In pure identification there would be no strife. Likewise, there would be no strife 
in absolute separateness, since opponents can join battle only through a mediatory 
ground that makes their communication possible, thus providing the first 
condition necessary for their interchange of blows. But put identification and 
division ambiguously together, so that you cannot know for certain just where one 
ends ,md the other begins, and you have the characteristic invitation to rhetoric. 
(Burke 25). 

Burke's assertion describes the ambiguity of shared substance with regard to unification 

and divisi.on. Burke's theory can be applied to Hellman's message to her readers and 

viewers. Hellman may invite readers to identify with the various examples of sibling 

rivalry manifested through the words and acts of Regina, Ben, and Oscar; she may also 

invite readers to avoid identifying with the cruel acts committed by the Hubbard children. 

Though the line between identification and division may be unclear for readers and 

viewers, I-Iellman creates three characters-Regina, Ben, and Oscar-who delight in 

hurting each other, defying the universal ideal of a loving family. Hellm,m's depiction of 

the acts of the Hubbard children invites readers and viewers to consider the values 

associated with the idea of family and observe how the Hubbards manipulate these values 

for their o,vn personal gain. 
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The combined acts of Regina, Ben, and Oscar directly affect the agency of 

Horace, Leo, and Birdie. At the play's end, 1--Iorace dies before he is able to remove 

Regina as the main beneficiary of his will. Leo does not confront legal punishment for his 

crime, yet likely does not acquire the respect and affection of his father, and Birdie 

remains in an emotionally and physically abusive relationship with Oscar and continues 

to abuse alcohol in an effort to escape. 

In his text, Lillian Hellrnan: Playwright, Richard Moody claims the following of 

the weak versus the strong in The Little Foxes: "Alexandria and Birdie are no match for 

Oscar, Ben, and Regina. Oscar is no match for his brother and sister. Only Ben and 

Regina are fighting in the same class. Human compassion wiH never impede them; each 

is out to win, whatever the consequences" (Moody 92). Falk offers support for Moodf s 

claim when she states: 'ln The Little Foxes, the fate of the weaker characters shows up 

the viciousness of the strong in sharp relief' (Falk 54). Hellman's The Little Foxes 

illustrates the depths to which greed driven agents will sink in order to acquire and 

preserve their perceived rights of money and property. Within the scene of Alabama in 

the early 1900, the sly-as-foxes agents outwit and outlive the weaker counter-agents who 

are subjected to the cruelty of the Hubbards through marriage or by birth. Lederer 

supports the claims of Moody and Falk with these words: "Addie is helpless because she 

is black; [ Alexandra] has been helpless because she is young. But Birdie <md Horace 

represent the people who allowed the Hubbards to take over'~ (Lederer 46). Though 

Alexandra has been a victim of the cruel acts committed by agents in Hellman's play, her 
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vvitness to cmelty serves an end purpose for the young girl. Alexandra's decision to 

depart her home may be analyzed by studying how agency affects purpose in the 

Hubbard-Giddens family. Only Alexandra offers to readers and viewers a positive option 

with her desire to leave her mother at the play's end. Though deeply affected by her 

father's death, Alexandra chooses to find her own agency with her decision to leave 

Alabama and leave her mother. Alexandra's character serves as the combination of 

Birdie's character and Regina's character. Birdie has suffered years of abuse at the hand 

of the Hubbards and is powerless to act against her counter-agent. Regina has observed 

the male power structure in her family and has acted aggressively by wielding power 

against her brothers through engaging in the same manipulative activities as her male 

counterparts. Alexandra has been manipulated by her mother, warned by her Aunt Birdie 

and Addie to avoid such manipulation, and chooses to acquire her own independence by 

leaving her mother in the final scene. Alexandra has observed the strife felt by her family 

resulting from the act of arranged maniages, and she determines to escape from the 

cruelty she has observed between her aunt and uncle and betvveen her mother and father. 

Alexandra's decision to leave the family and avoid marrying Leo reflects an 

opportunity available to Alexandra that does not include an arranged marriage. Hellman's 

creation of Alexandra's future that is free of an arranged maniage provides an alternative 

to readers and viewers regarding the ideology of marriage during the turn of the century 

in the United States. Hellman's choice to depict an alternative fate for Alexandra may be 

examined usmg Burke's theory regarding Form and Ideology. In Counter-Statement, 
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Kenneth Burke discusses the author's method of addressing ideology associated with 

societal conventions. In his text, Burke states: "The artist's manipulations of the reader's 

desires involve his use of what the reader considers desirable. It the reader believes in 

monogamistic [sic] marriage, and in the code of fidelity surrounding it, the poet can 

exploit this belief in writing an Othello" (Burke 146). According to Burke, the artist's 

tendency to create alternative ideas of particular conventions may be included in the 

artisfs mission when constructing text. The ideology of arranged marriage might serve as 

a convention that the artist manipulates to invite readers or viewers to consider 

alternatives to arranged marriages. Burke's theory regarding the writer's manipulation of 

the reader's ideology of marriage may be applied to Hellman's portrayal of the fates of 

Birdie and Regina. In The Little Foxes, Hellman manipulates the conventional ideology 

of marriage by informing readers and viewers that Regina married Horace for less than 

genuine emotional reasons; she married him for money. Additionally, Hellman depicts 

the abuse Birdie suffers because of her arranged manfage to Oscar. However, Hellman~ s 

depiction of Alexandra's future reflects a change for the young girl as well as a change in 

ideology for readers and viewers. In Counter-Statement, Burke continues: "A slight 

change in ideology~ in fact, can totally reverse our judgments as to the fonn which it 

embodies" (Burke 146). Alexandra's decision to leave her mother and break from the 

long family tradition of living among the lying Hubbards offers to readers and viewers 

the idea of ho\V Alexandra's act of departing may allow her to achieve economic power 

that is independent from arranged marriages or coveti schemes. Hellman~s creation of 
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this notion endeavors to amend the audience's ideology regarding m-ranged marriages for 

purposes of maintaining or acquiring wealth. While Hellman may not have intended for 

readers to abandon the idea of marriage entirely, it is likely that, through the depiction of 

the potential dangers of arranged marriages, Hellman asks readers and viewers to 

consider the ways in which the corrupt act of buying and selling of women through 

manfage may cause damage to families. Additionally, Hellman invites readers or viewers 

to consider how arranged marriages may mar conventional ideals sun-ounding the 

institution of marriage. At the play' s end, readers and viewers learn that Alexandra has 

suffered the recent deprivation of her father through his death. Though Alexandra has not 

(yet) suffered the same cruelty from men as her mother and her aunt, she reacts to the loss 

in a manner that suggests to readers and viewers her ability to learn from the cruel past 

that has shaped her female associates. Alexandra does not wish to become a commodity 

for the Hubbards and acts accordingly. 

In The Little Foxes, Hellman illustrates to readers and viewers the negative effects 

of the quest for greed and power as demonstrated by Regina Giddens m1d Ben and Oscar 

Hubbard in the conservative scene of Alabama in the early 1900. Through the inclusion 

of tensions defined by Burke found within the pentad-ic elements of scene, act, agent, 

agency, and purpose, Hellman invites readers and audiences to examine the harsh 

divisions between the privileged and the needy as well as to question conventional views 

of the roles of women in the United States at the turn of the twentieth century. In The 

Little Foxes, Hellman creates a series of opposing situations to illustrate the current 
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expectations for women in the early 1900s and the potential for women to expand their 

contributions and interests beyond the realm of domesticity. Hellman's presents her 

dramatic work to audiences through two media, through text and through live or filmed 

performance by actors. Although readers and viewers may experience The Little Foxes 

through various media, the audience may interpret the work as a form of entertainment or 

as a realistic illustration of the human condition. Wayne Booth and Kenneth Burke 

discuss the varying motives by which readers may seek to read creative works. In A 

Rhetoric ofFiction, Wayne Booth says the following regarding the attitudes of readers: 

On the one hand, a work should provide the reader with questions rather than 
answers, and he should be prepared to accept inconclusiveness; he should accept 
the ambiguities of life, rejecting a vision based on • oversimplified blacks and 
whites.' He should use his mind, his critical intelligence, as well as his 
emotions ... But, on the other hand, there have been hundreds of pleas for a less 
cerebral fiction, for more honest confrontation of the basic human emotions. 
(Booth 38) 

Booth's claim discusses the opposing expectations that a reader may possess for a work 

of fiction. For Booth, the reader may read a work of fiction in an effort to find simple 

ente1iainment through observing the dramatic happenings of others or the reader may 

study fiction in an effort to discover the realistic trappings of the human condition. 

Kenneth Burke offers a similar remark regarding reader expectations with this claim in 

Counter-Statement: 

The hysteric will demand in art a Symbol which is ·medicinal' to his situation. He 
will require one very specific kind of ati. In so far as the reader approaches the 
hypothetical state of the connoisseur, he is open to the appeal of all of the 
Symbols. but is overwhelmed by none. (Burke l 80) 
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According the Burke, readers may be defined by two opposing terms: the hysteric and the 

connoisseur. The hysteric uses fiction to remedy his or her perception of the ills of 

society whereas the connoisseur simply accepts the dose of art and may only slightly 

amend his or her original perception to the conditions of society that existed before his or 

her reading of the text. Booth and Burke similarly describe the polar opposite 

expectations held by readers of fiction. For Booth and Burke, the ideal reader resides 

between two opposing positions of reader expectations. Burke claims: 'The actual reader ., 

is obviously an intermediate and fiuctuant mixture of these two extremes" (Burke 180). 

Hellman's play satisfies the two extremes of reader expectations expressed by Booth and 

Burke. The Little .Foxes offers to readers and viewers a dramatic depiction of how greed 

and avarice propel the Hubbard siblings to vie for money and power in the Deep South. 

Hellman's play also invites readers to question the values associated with greed by 

illustrating the oppression endured by many female characters in the play. Hellman 

creates great tension with her presentation of various acts perfonned within in a single 

scene as well as her depiction of the agents who thrive or suffer within a single setting. 

Hellman offers to readers or viewers a combination of entertainment and social criticism, 

both of which portray the potential dangers of capitalism and the negative effects 

associated with arranged man-iages, 

Audiences who experience live performance of The Little Foxes may view 

Hellman's presentation with the same expectations held by those who read the play. 

Scholar Peter Brooks provides analysis of the purpose of melodramatic presentation to 
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audiences. In The A1elodramatic lrnagination~ Brooks discusses the function of 

melodrama: "Its dramatization works from bipolarization, as a system of competitive 

signs. Our analytic attention to signs is elicited by their very obviousness and 

exaggeration" (Brooks 53). According to Brooks, audiences who experience 

melodramatic works witness a depiction of conflicts presented in dramatic opposition to 

one another. Some audience members who view melodramatic presentation may depart 

from the theatre and then reflect upon their own moral identity with regard to the 

presentation. Some audience members who view the presentation may depart from the 

theatre with the simple satisfaction of viewing a play. Although readers and viewers may 

approach I-Iellman's play with varying expectations, 17ie Little Foxes provides for readers 

and viewers a dynamic representation of the ways in which money, power, and gender 

may affect families in the Deep South during the turn of the century in the United States. 
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CHAPTER IV 

'THE PECUNIARY PURPOSE:" MONEY, MARRIAGE, AND MOTIVE IN LILLIAN 

HELLMAN'S ANOTHER PART OF T
H

E FOREST

Lillian Hellman's fifth original play, Another Part of the Forest, depicts the many 

acts of manipulation and exploitation committed by members of a Southern family during 

the final years of the Civil War. As a playwright who felt a keen sensitivity toward those 

who suffered at the hands of callous oppressors during the transformation of the ··Old 

South" to the "New South" during the Progressive Era, Hellman composed a play that 

examines the roots of greed and avarice as manifested in the wealthy Hubbard family. 

Written as a companion play to The Little Foxes, which was produced in 1939, Another 

Part of the Forest was written and produced in 1946 and presents to readers and viewers 

a play that chronicles Marcus Hubbard's exploitative acts against the war-tom 

community of Bowden, Alabama. Additionally. the play presents the means by which 

Marcus, through his acts, influences his children to follow in his tradition of using the 

people of the community of Bowden as agency for his capitalistic efforts. The historical 

setting of .Another Part of the Forest is l 880� twenty years prior to the setting of The 

little Foxes. In Hellman's fifth play, Regina (then Hubbard) is twenty years old, Ben 

Hubbard is thirty-five, Oscar Hubbard is twenty-five, and Birdie (then Bagtry) is twenty 

years old. In addition to the Hubbard children, characters of the play include mother 

Lavinia Hubbard, fifty-eight, and the patriarch who rules as leader of the household, 
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Marcus Hubbard, sixty-three. Hellman includes two characters who serve as love 

interests for Regina and Oscar. These love interests for Regina and Oscar are John Bagtry 

and Laurette Sincee, respectively. Before the ·play' s end, Regina hopes to marry John and 

Oscar hopes to marry Laurette. 

The many acts of exploitation and corruption found in Another Part of the Forest 

may be analyzed to demonstrate the available historic and scenic oppo11unities that 

enable Marcus Hubbard to achieve and maintain economic power as the head of the 

Hubbard family, as well as the means by which Marcus eventually loses his power to his 

oldest son, Ben. Rhetorical analysis of Another Part of the Forest includes the application 

of theories developed by twentieth-century critic and scholar Kenneth Burke. Kenneth 

Burke's method of Dramatism, as well as rhetorical strategies found in Burke's texts, 

may be used to examine the form and content of Hellman's play. This analysis reveals 

Hellman's dramatic presentation of how-in the Hubbard family-the ideal attitudes of 

frm1ilial and romantic love are defeated in the quest for money and power in the Deep 

South in 1880. 

Rhetorical scholar and critic Kenneth Burke developed a method for studying 

motive and attitude through his creation of Dramatism. Dnm1atism includes the use of a 

pentad to determine how Scene, Act~ Agent, Agency, and Purpose reveal the attitudes 

expressed by chief agents in works of literature and drama. In A Grammar of Motives 

( 1962), Burke offers this claim about the five tenns: 
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\Ve shall use five terms as generating principle of our investigation. They are: 
Act~ Scene~ Agent .Agency, Purpose. In a rounded statement about motives, you 
must have some word that names the ttct (names what took place, in thought or 
deed), and another that names the scene (the background of the act~ the situation 
in which it occurred); also, you must indicate \vhat person or kind of person 
(agent) per:formed the act, what means or instruments he used ( agency), and the 
purpose ... Act~ Scene, Agent, Agency, Purpose. Although, over the centuries, men 
have shown great enterprise and inventiveness in pondering matters of human 
motivation, one can simplify the subject by this pentad on key terms, which are 
understandable almost at a glance. (Burke xv) 

Burke~s explanation offers a simple methodology for determining motive and attitude 

found in agents who commit acts for a purpose within a scene. The application of the five 

pentad-ic terms to Another Part of the Forest, as well as the examination of the 

relationship among the five terms reveals attitudes of money, power, love, and marriage 

as expressed through many male characters in the Hubbard family. Additionally .. the 

application of Burke's theories to the play reveals Hellman's O\\'TI observations of the 

power struggles experienced by many female characters in her play that derive from 

issues related to money, power, and gender present in Another Part of the Forest. 

Burke's Dramatistic pentad applied to Another Part<?/ the Forest is as follows: 

Marcus Hubbard reigns as chief agent and financial decision-maker for the Hubbard clan. 

Marcus spoils Regina with an endless supply of cash for new dresses and trips to Chicago 

while he underpays his older son, Ben, who emerges as the counter-agent and who 

manages the family's finances. rvtarcus pays his younger son, Oscar, a very low wage to 

\Vork in the Hubbard family store. At the play· s opening, it is clear the entire family--

Lavinia. Ben, Oscar, and Regina .. ·--··are reliant on Marc.us for their economic survival. As 

the play continues, acts committed by Ben and an unwitting Lavinia affoct tvfarcus~s 
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ability to maintain power as the financial leader of the Hubbard family. The first act that 

serves as a catalyst for the dram.a to unfold occurs when Birdie Bagtry visits the Hubbard 

home and asks Ben for a loan from the Hubbard family so the Bagtrys can continue to 

pay workers of their rapidly declining cotton farm. Ben. who serves as a conduit between 

Birdie Bagtry and Marcus Hubbard, lies to his father regarding the amount of money 

needed by the Bagtry family. When Birdie asks Ben for a loan, she asks for five thousand 

dollars. When Ben discusses the terms of the loan with this father, he tells Marcus that 

the Bagtrys require ten thousand dollars. Ben, as the manager of the Hubbard finances, 

tells his father, if he loans ten thousand dollars to the Bagtry family, the family will never 

be able to repay the loan. and the Hubbard family may foreclose on the Bagtrys and 

acquire the Bagtry land as their own. rvfarcus, fooled by Ben's claims and inflated loan 

figure, agrees to lend ten thousand dollars to the Bagtry family. Regina learns of the 

discrepancy for money asked by the Bagtrys versus the amount of money asked by Ben, 

and informs her father of Ben's desire to keep five thousand dollars of the ten thousand 

dollar loan intended fix the Bagtrys. \.Vhen Marcus learns of his son· s betrayal, he orders 

his son to leave Bowden with none of the Hubbard money. Ben retaliates against his 

father's orders and uses his motheL Lavinia, to foil Marcus's effrHts in maintaining 

economic power in the family (agency). Ben tricks Lavinia into sharing information 

about Marcus's act of profiteering from the Civil War and uses this information to 

blackmail Marcus (purpose). When Marcus is faced with the option of transferring all of 

the Hubbard fortune to Ben or facing Bowden authorities for his past crimes~ Marcus 
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cedes all pcnver as the financial head of household in the Hubbard family. Ben, as the 

new controller of the Hubbard family. orders Regina to abandon her dream of marrying 

John Bagrty fi)r love and, instead, marry wealthy Horace Giddens fi.)r money. Ben then 

orders Oscar to abandon his dream of marrying Laurette Sincee for love and, instead, 

marry Birdie Bagtry so the Hubbard family can acquire the rich land that has been poorly 

managed by the Bagtry family. 

During the dramatic events that occur during the play. Hellman includes action 

and language among agents and counter-agents that seek to infonn readers of the 

attitudes and motivation behind greed-driven members of the Hubbard family. These 

attitudes reveal how romantic love and familial affection are bought and sold for cash and 

assets in Another Part of the Forest. The victims of these acts----Lavinia, Regina, and 

Birdie-learn of gender and power issues that accompany gender politics; these issues 

and politics directly affect the women's economic survival in Bowden during the 1880s, 

and beyond. 

Hellmm1's plot in Another Part of the Forest folknvs the pattern of Burke's 

definition of the Qualitative Progressive form of plot. In Counter-Statement (1931 ), 

Burke defines the Qualitative Progressive form: "·We are prepared less to demand a 

certain qualitative progression than to recognize its rightness after the event. We are put 

into a state of mind which another state of mind can appropriately follow'' (Burke 125). 

According to Burke, the Qualitative Progression form reveals a pattern of action that 

leads to a dramatic climax for characters at the end of the plot of a text or a dramatic 
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presentation. This pattern of action reveals to reader and viewers, upon completion of the 

story~ the quality of life for characters. Soon after the beginning of Another Part l~l the 

Forest, Marcus Hubbard-·-·---through his behavior-----informs readers and viewers of his 

poor moral fiber and the ways in \Vhich he instills his greedy values into the minds of his 

offspring. In the final scene, readers and viewers learn of the dramatic twist that will 

affect the future of all characters in the play. It is in the final scene of the play when 

readers and. viewers learn the extent of Ben' s cruelty toward his father and siblings, as 

well as the marital fate of Regina and Oscar I-Iubbard and Birdie Bagtry. However, 

Hellman presents the quality of lite for the agents and counter-agents throughout the 

course of aU of the scenes in Another Part <?/the Foresr. 

In her play, Hellman presents to readers and viewers an environment that reflects 

the current socio-economic and political landscape of Bov,/den through a series of 

settings. The examination of how the current physical and social conditions affect all 

characters in Another Part ql the Forest corresponds with Burke's pentad-ic element of 

scene. The male Hubbard characters, or agents, use the setting of Bowden as a means by 

,vhich to gain money and power in the household and beyond, ·whereas other characters 

or counter-agents, suffer a loss of economic stability because of the acts of the Hubbard 

men. In A Ciranunar l~(Aiotives, Burke refers to this element of Dramatism as the scene

agency ratio. Burke defines the scene-agency ratio: "Scene covers the ·where' and the 

'when· ... 'Hmv· and 'by what means' falls under agenc:v" (Burke 228). Hellman's 

depiction of setting combined with Burk.e's ideas of the scene-agency ratio reveals how 
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many characters endeavor to utilize the landscape of Another Part of the Forest as a 

means by which to gain power for themselves, and subsequently limit the power of 

others. In the case of Hellman's play~ the prizes to be won or lost by all characters are 

wealth and financial po\ver. Hellman's presentation of the many elements of scene

physical, historicat and socio-economic---reveals opportunities available to many agents 

that are unavailable to counter-agents in Another Part qf' the Forest. 

The physical scene of the Hubbard household is that which reflects ne\vly 

acquired wealth. I--IeUman's production notes describe the Hubbard house as an elegant 

estate decorated with Greek ornaments and an a\vkward portico added to the house. 

Ilcllman describes the Hubbard house with these words: ' 'There is something too austere, 

too pretended Greek about the porticf\ as if it followed one man~ s eccentric taste and was 

not designed to be comfortable for anyone else" (Hellman 307). M.arcus, a lover of Crreek 

literature, has not changed the decor since the family moved into the home. Hellman' s 

crafted scene also mirrors the trappings of a (rreek play. In her text entitled. Lillian 

Helbnan and August TYilson: Drarnatizing a Ne1v A,nerican Identity (2003), Margaret 

Booker describes the I--Iubbard home as follows: 

The two-story Greek Revival house has a porch above, a portico leading into the 
main living room, and a view of the main street across the front lawn. Hellman 
links the architecture with the G-reek golden age and the action with the decline of 
the Roman Empire. Consequently she invites the audience to compare A.merican 
history with that of Greece and Rome. (Booker 69) 

Booker then adds to her claim an astute summary of the Hubbard house and its occupants 

,vith these words: "This is an invaded house, not a home: the recently acquired site of the 
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'nouveau riche'---the spoils of war'' (Booker 70). Booker claims Hellman uses the 

physical structure of the I-Iubbard home as a metaphor of Marcus Hubbard's invasion of 

his new home with that of the Roman invasion of Greece. According to Booker, Hellman 

constructs a physical scene to reveal the invasive nature of Marcus Hubbard, who has 

capitalized on the war-torn scene of Bowden for economic profit by invading another 

family's home. Hellman's production notes and Booker's claim suggest that Marcus 

Hubbard has acquired his elegant, yet awkward estate through invasive means. Booker 

offers further commentary regarding the relationship between scene and agency with this 

claim: 

The play itself and its setting become a site for a series of invasions. First, Marcus 
Hubbard infiltrated ·enemy' lines to profit from the need for salt and led Union 
troops to the Confederate camp. Later he invaded the center of this old Southern 
town of Bowden, Alabama and moved into the Reed House bought after the Civil 
War. (Booker 69) 

According to Booker, Marcus Hubbard began his invasive habits before the play's 

opening by committing treasonous acts against his own cornmunity to profit from the 

Civil \Var . . A,__s readers and viewers learn soon afier the pla.y's beginning, Ben and Oscar 

continue in Marcus·s invasive activities through their own unscrupulous acts in and 

around the Bowden community. Marcus Hubbard has acquired his wealth by profiting 

frorn the Civil War. Oscar I-Iubbard. who is young and foolish, engages in violent 

behavior throughout the to\vn of Bowden and is safe from prosecution, because he knows 

his father will pay off the families of his victims. Ben Hubbard, \Vho serves as the 

Hubbard financial investor, contrives to earn greater wealth for the family by lending 
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money to struggling neighbors, whom Ben believes will not be able to repay the loans 

granted by the Hubbards. Ben intends to gamer profit for the Hubbards by rnaking plans 

to acquire the land of their neighbors. As readers and viewers learn in the final act of the 

play. Ben's intended invasion of the Bagtry plantation will result in Birdie Bagtry's loss 

of property, as well as her eventual loss of independence through Ben's instruction of 

Oscar to court and 1na1Ty Birdie for her family ' s land. Marcus, Ben, and Oscar all engage 

in acts that interfere with the life and livelihood of others within the immediate physical 

setting of the Hubbard home, as well as within surrounding Bowden. Each of the 

Hubbard men manipulates the physical, historical, and socio-political scene of Alabama 

in 1880 to secure wealth and recreation through their o\vn individual invasions. 

In Another Part (?,( the Forest, Hellman elaborates upon the relationship between 

scene and agent to depict how the historical and political scene of Alabama in the l 880s 

determines certain behaviors from certain characters, or agents. Hellman's portrayal of 

the varying nature of agents and counter-agents within the scene of the Hubbard home 

may be analyzed using Burke's theory of the scene-agent ratio. Burke discusses many 

forms of the relationship between scene and agent crafted in literature or dramatic 

presentation; the fi.mn most applicable to Hellman's play is known as behavioristic 

metaphysics. In A Granmz~r ofMotives, Burke describes this type of the scene-agent ratio 

with this claim: ·"In behavioristic metaphysics (behaviorists would call it No 

Metaphysics) you radically trnncate the possibilities of drama by eliminating action, 

reducing action to sheer motion'~· (Burke 10). According to Burke, playwrights may 
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depict the importance of the relationship between scene and agent by presenting 

circumstances in which chief agents shape counter-agents' behaviors through various 

means. As a result, the counter-agents' behavior often reflects · sheer motion' or 

sirnplified reaction instead of behavior that reflects complicated action or independent 

thought. In the Hubbard household, Marcus shapes the behavior of his children through 

tyranny and verbal abuse. The I-Iubbard children respond to Marcus's cruel parenting by 

engaging in various acts of manipulation and deceit in order to gain their father's trust 

and money. Additionally Marcus treats Lavinia and Regina \Vith disdain or with 

misplaced sexual desire, respectively. In response to Marcus's treatment of them, both 

women-although each react differently-respond to Marcus~s dramatic rule by 

passively accepting his cruelty or inappropriate affections. Regina does not resist 

Marcus~ s romantic affections for her and Lavinia does not challenge Marcus's cruel 

words toward her. Both of the Hubbard women react to Marcus's abusive behavior by 

seeking solace from his cruelty, or by returning his affections. Regina and Lavinia's 

reactions to tvfarcus's acts occur automatically, as if by automation. Lavinia and Regina 

knmv that Marcus reigns as the supreme leader of the Hubbard household, and allow his 

abuse of them so they may continue to live in the Hubbard home. In Hellman's play, the 

scene-agent ratio reveals fiow Marcus, as chief agent in the familial scene of the Hubbard 

household, shapes the nature of his three children as agents. Additionally, the scene-agent 

ratio reveals how female counter-agents drasticallv rnodifv their behavior to survive in ,i,....- • ... . • .,I .. . .. • • . 

the oppressive household ruled by Marcus. Finally, the scene-agent ratio reveals the 
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nature of the entire Hubbard family as agents as contrasted to the Bagtry family m 

Bowden. 

Soon after the play's beginning, readers and viewers observe the cruel method by 

which Marcus maintains power as chief agent. JVfarcus reigns as the primary agent of the 

Hubbard clan by treating his sons poorly while imposing lavish afiection on his daughter. 

The stark contrast in which Marcus treats his three children has been noted by Hellman 

scholar Katherine Lederer with this claim in her book entitled, Lillian Helbnan ( 1979): 

-·~[Marcus] dotes on Regina and torments his sons'' (Lederer 65). Because IVfarcus ''dotes" 

on his daughter and ''torments" his sons, each child competes with their siblings for their 

father~s affection and subsequent financial gain. Lederer's assertion is supported by 

Booker with this claim: "Because Marcus rules the household with an iron hand, Regina, 

Ben, and Oscar compete frrr position and money among themselves in order to get what 

they want" (Booker 71 ). Soon after the play begins, readers and viewers learn Regina and 

Ben survive in the Hubbard household by exploiting each other's secrets and by 

publically humiliating each other to acquire or maintain their father's approval. For the 

Hubbard children, I\.farcus·s affection may equal financial reward. Similarly, Marcus's 

disappointment may result in financial Joss fin· the children. Therefore~ Ben and Regina 

Hubbard continuously c·<..1mpete with each other :for their father's love and money by 

engaging in exploitative acts that reveal their need fr.H· survival in the Hubbard home. The 

personality of Ben reflects the same aggressive and confident one that is also presented 

by Hellman in The Little Foxes. Hellman depicts the personality of young Regina as 
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hopeful and optimistic. Katherine Lederer offers commentary of the characters of Ben 

and Regina with this statement: "Hellman again depicts Ben as a role-player, literally a 

hypocrite~ but Regina is different. She assumes a mask with Marcus, whose afl:ection for 

her borders on the incestuous" (Lederer 67-68). Although Lederer describes Ben Hubbard 

as a ;hypocrite' in the play, readers and viewers observe Ben~s hypocritical behavior only 

to those outside of the domestic sphere. In the Hubbard home, Ben behaves like a shrewd 

businessman and is encouraged to continue his aggressive efforts to secure wealth for the 

family. Similarly, Marcus encourages Oscar to acquire his economic independence 

through hard \Vork. Ben and Oscar Hubbard need not modify their behavior in order to 

receive money from their father. Regina, however, returns her frlther' s inappropriate 

afiections to acquire his money. The contrasting behavior ofMarcus and Oscar \Vith that 

of Regina suggests that women arc entirely reliant on rnales for money during the 

historical setting of Another Part l?{ the Forest, and behave in a way that will secure their 

economic survival. In her text entitled The American Woman P 1 ayltTight: A View qf 

Criticisrn and Characterization, Judith Olauson discusses Regina's devotion to whoever 

controls in the wealth in the family. Olauson claims: "In Another Part l?{ the Forest 

Regina's position is determined who whomever holds the family purse strings, m1d, when 

the power struggle between Ben and her father results in Ben·s conquest~ Regina's 

loyalties shift easily" (Olauson 150). Olauson~s comments suggest that Regina's 

a:ffection.s for the men in the Hubbard farnily are governed by econornic status. Therefore, 
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Regina flatters her father and returns his displaced affections 111 <frder to receive his 

money. 

Regina is not the only character whose behavior is molded by the male agents in 

the familial scene of Another Part of the Forest. Soon after the play's opening, readers 

and vie\vers are introduced to Lavinia Hubbard, who ceded any of her power and dignity 

to her husband long ago. A.lthough Lavinia knows how Marcus has unscrupulously 

earned his wealth in Bowden throughout the Civil War, her flighty persona and lack of 

skill in exploitation prevents her from engaging in her daughter's practice of flattery and 

manipulation for financial security from Marcus. Passive, pathetic, and refen-ed to as 

""crazy" by others in the Hubbard family, Lavinia Hubbard· s genteel spirit is no match for 

the aggressive personalities of the family members who surround her. Katherine Lederer 

offers insight of Lavinia's character with these words: 

Lavinia, the fr)xes ~ dam~ is unlike her children, who obviously take after their 
father. The traits that are not generic h~ive been formed by his strange and 
autocratic treatrnent of them. Lavinia, though broken and half-crazed from living 
with a man \Vho knows only contempt for her, is a good \Voman, deeply religious 
in a child-like sense. She, too, has a specific obsession: to found a school frff 
black children. (Lederer 68) 

Lederer's claim supports the notion that Lavinia's unstable behavior has developed in 

response to Marcus's cruel treatrnent of her during the course of their marriage. Lederer's 

claim also supports the idea that Lavinia's personality has slowly diminished to reflect 

the same 1nental capacity as that of a child's. Throughout the play, Lavinia spends most 

of her time hopelessly begging Marcus for permission to open a school for black 

children. Lavinia's drearn of opening a school endeavors to atone for the sins Marcus 
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committed against his own community during the Civil War. Because Lavinia's own 

family has mocked her and has referred to her as silly, her spirit has \Vithered within the 

cloistered confines of the cold and competitive Hubbard household. As a result, Lavinia's 

child-like persona directly opposes the personality of her daughter, Regina. In one regard, 

Lavinia and Regina behave similarlv as both \vomen modifv their affections and their 
'-·· .., ~ 

personalities in order to maintain their access to Marcus's wealth. Ifowever, Lavinia and 

Regina also behave in direct opposition to one another to acquire Marcus's money. 

In I--Iellrnan's play, Regina is hopeful that she will secure true love by man-ying 

John Bagtry and will maintain a comf<.mable lifestyle through continued financial support 

fiom her father. Regina assumes the romantic role nonnally reserved for her mother in 

order to gain money and affection from her father, as well as to persuade Marcus, in time, 

to bless the intended union with John Bagtry. Therefore~ Regina uses affection to 

manipulate her fa.the( s affection and capitalizes on her youth and beauty to reach her 

goals of marriage and wealth. In contrast to her daughter, Lavinia abandons the idea of 

finding self-worth through a loving relationship with her husband and, instead, desires to 

open a school for underprivileged children to atone for ]\;larcus· s war crimes. Lavinia has 

succumbed to the powerful husband who has controlled her through threats of mental 

hospitals and through outright cruelty. Although she desires to escape her husband's 

wrath. Lavinia behaves in a way that is entirely submissive to her husband's power. Both 

Lavinia and Regina are deprived of self worth that is independent of money and male 

dominance and react to this deprivation through various means. Not only does Lavinia 
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and Regina's behavior reflect the relationship between scene and agent in Hellman's 

play, but their varying reactions to their status as worn en in the Hubbard household merit 

further investigation with regard to Hellman's form. The differing reactions of Regina 

and Lavinia to their surroundings may be analyzed to show how I-Iellman' s fonn in 

Another Part <?lthe Forest aligns with Burke's theory of character development known as 

paiterns (,?(experience. 

According to Burke, play\vrights create characters that appeal to readers and 

vie,vcrs through their depiction of hmv individual characters react to various acts and 

circumstances. A character's reaction to his or her environment is based upon his or her 

pattern of experience within his or her surrounding environment, as well as upon his or 

her nature as agents. In Counter-Statement~ Burke states: 

Experience arising out of relationship between an organism and its environment, 
the adjustments of the organism will depend upon the nature of the environment. 
(150) ... We do not imply that these patterns are wholly the result of environment. 
They result from the combination of organism and environment---and organisms 
presumably differ as much as environments. A more sensitive organism, for 
instance, might need a less empathetic environmental condition to cause it pain
indeed, too empathetic an environmental condition might cause it, not pain, but a 
compensatory blunting of pain . . A direct and simple personality 1nay arise when 
the environment reint<Jrces the best aptitudes of the organism. (Burke 151-52) 

Burke states that many factors determine how a character \vill react to his or her 

environment. Not only does the nature of the environment affect how an individual may 

respond to his or her present circumstances, but also the degree of sensitivity found 

within the character may determine his or her overall behavior as agents. The opposing 

behaviors of Lavinia and Regina demonstrate to readers and viewers how mother and 
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daughter react differently to their circumstances but behave in ways that establish their 

roles as counter-agents in I-Iellman's play. Whether Regina competes with Ben for money 

and then assumes the role of a romantic partner fr)r her father or Lavinia behaves in a way 

that causes readers to question her sanity, both Regina and Lavinia react differently to 

their fate in Another Part qf the Forest. Lavinia lives in constant pain because of her 

husband's cruel acts and desires to spend her days repenting for the sins of her husband. 

Y outhtul Regina capitalizes on her father· s inappropriate affections and uses her youth 

and beauty to acquire her father's displaced love and adoration. Ffowevec the varied 

reactions of Lavinia and Regina do not ultimately ease conditions for the men who 

interfere with their ability to thrive within their setting. Lavinia reacts to her environment 

by abandoning her affections frlf Marcus and hopes of engaging in a business enterprise 

that seeks to atone for vicious acts committed toward black children during the Civil 

War. Regina, however, reacts to her environment by serving as a sexual object to her 

father. According to Burke, reaction to grief at deprivation varies among characters that 

possess various values and experiences. Though Lavinia and Regina react to their current 

conditions in opposing ways, the message from Hellman is the same: the act of depriving 

women the opportunity for economic independence may ultimately result in women's 

committing cruel acts against men in response to their deprivation. Women who are 

deprived of the right to acquire personal worth through economically independent means 

may resoti to their own acts of manipulation in order to acquire economic agency within 

the purview of a male-dominated scene in Alabama. As readers learn in the final scene of 
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the play, Lavinia betrays Marcus by exposing his secret to Ben in order to free herself 

from the cruelty she has known at the hands of her husband, and Regina withdraws her 

affections for her tather when Ben becomes the new head of the Hubbard household. 

Although the Hubbards eqjoy a privileged lifestyle within the town of Bowden, 

they are known to outsiders as a f.umily of trouble. In Lillian Hellman (1978), Doris Falk 

describes the Hubbard family as agents in relation to the sun-mmding scene of Bowden 

with this claim: 'The [Hubbard] family is known to the toYmspeople as rnthless, bigoted, 

and penny-pinching, having made its money during the civil ,var at the expense of its 

own neighbors'' (Falk 57). Falk then describes the family that serves as the opposite of 

the Hubbard, the Bagtrys. Falk distinguishes the "ruthless" l-Iubbards from the genteel 

Bagtrys \Vith these words: ··In contrast to the Hubbards are the Bagtrys------Birdie, her 

mother. and her cousin, John Bagtry. They are land and cotton poor, starving on their 

plantation, Lionnet and because of their aristocratic heritage and manners, a thorn in the 

side of the Hubbards" (Falk 57). Falk's description of the Bagtrys differs from her 

description of the Hubbards. Although Birdie Bagtry is some\vhat flighty and her cousin 

John Bagtry is distracted and displaced because of losing in the Civil \Var, the Bagtrys 

are portrayed as an honest Southern family who make an earnest effort to survive in the 

war-torn scene of Bowden. The acts of the Bagtrys, though eccentric, are genuine and 

forthright. The acts of the Hubbards~ however. are caUous and devious. Hellman creates 

tension in the play by placing the 1--Iubbard 's acts and the Bagtry's acts in direct 

juxtaposition with each other. In .A Grammar of Afotives, Burke offers the ideal 
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expectation of the relationship between scene and agent with this claim: •'It is a principle 

of drama that the nature of acts and agents should be consistent with the nature of the 

scene~' (Burke 3). According to Falk, the Bagtrys behave appropriately within the scene 

of Bowden; the I-lubbard · s do not. This dramatic tension created by Hellman through the 

depiction of the Hubbard's acts versus the Bagtry's acts adds to the reader's 

understanding of the level of cruelty wielded by the Hubbards toward their neighbors 

\Vi thin the confines of Bowden. 

In her play, I-Ie!lman not only presents to readers and viewers the ways in which 

the scene of Bcnvden affects the agency of agents and contributes to their overall nature 

as agents or counter-agents, but Hellman also creates dramatic tension by creating 

characters who seek to acquire money and power by using their inherent talents. 

Hellman's depiction of the relationship behveen Regina and her father reveals how young 

Regina uses her charm to maintain access to Marcus ' s money. This element of Hellman's 

drama may be categorized as the act-agency ratio. As Burke defines act as "what was 

done'' (xv) and defines agency as "how he did it'~ (xv), the relationship bet\veen act and 

agency may be revealed by discovering how Regina Hubbard uses the available means by 

\Vhich to secure her position as the favorite Hubbard child. As the only daughter in the 

Ff ubbard home, Regina uses her youth and beauty to gain and maintain I'vfarcus' s 

affe.ctions. 

The beginning scene of Another Part (?( the F'orest finds young Regina I-lubbard 

hopefhl that her father will come to bless the intended marriage between herself and her 
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lover, John Bagtry. Though John is distracted from losing the Civil War and hopethl that 

he rnay paiticipatc in a battle that brews in Brazil, John returns Regina's love. I-Iowever, 

Regina exists in a difficult situation as her father behaves as if his daughter is his wife. 

Regina is aware of her father's misplaced affections and uses his affection to her 

advantage. Within the first act of the play, readers learn that members of the Hubbard 

family expect Regina to marry a suitor who can add to the Hubbard wealth. John Bagtry 

possesses neither the money nor the fortitude to qualify as a suitable husband for Regina, 

according to the Hubbards. Although R.egina desires to marry Bagtry, she also desires to 

travel to Chicago and spend her father's money. Regina acts upon her multiple goals by 

engaging in exaggerated affections with her father. Marcus readily returns Regina's 

afiections and treats his daughter as if she were his mistress. As the counter-agent who 

possesses the least amount of cconornic power in the Hubbard household, Regina 

manipulates her father's affections and plots against her brothers to maintain her father's 

perverse attention. Regina's youth, beauty~ and exaggerated affection for her father vvins 

Marcus's affections from those of his wife, Lavinia. Doris Falk discusses the twisted 

relationship among Marcus, Regina, Lavinia, and Ben with this statement: 

In her -father's affections, Regina has displaced her mother, Lavinia, who 
considers herself--as her husband does----violated and soiled by her 1narriage to 
him. The father's attachment to his daughter is given incestuous overtones, and 
there is more than a hint that Ben is a jealous rival of his father for Regina, as well 
as fbr his money. (Falk 58) 

Falk describes Regina's use of her beauty as a means by which to wm her father's 

afiection in Hellman's play. Additionally, Falk discusses the idea that Regina may serve 
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as a prize for Marcus and Ben in their battle fr.n· economic power. Because Marcus reigns 

as financial leader of the Hubbards, he focuses his affections on the woman he finds most 

desirable, however inappropriate this act may seem to others. Ben has observed ivfarcus' s 

perverse behavior and secretly covets not only control of the family fi.wtune, but also 

control of the object Marcus finds young and beautiful. Ben, as misguided as his father, 

believes that financial povver enables control of the affections of a woman, even if the 

woman is his sister. 

The warped relationship between l'vfarcus and Ben reveals to readers and viewers 

the objectionable attitudes of both men regarding money, power, ,md women. Although 

I'vfarcus and Ben commit offensive acts throughout the course of the play, the acts of all 

the three Hubbard men-···-·-·-Marcus, Ben, and Oscar--merit close analysis to determine how 

Hellman's drama exposes the vile nature of those who rnanipulate and abuse others in the 

play. The acts of rvfarcus, Ben, and Oscar reveal their nature as agents in Another Part of 

the F'orest. To expose readers and viewers to the potentiaHy dangerous personalities of 

the three men, Hellman creates heinous acts frH: her primary agents. Burke's theory of the 

rciationship between the two terms reveals Hellman's unfavorable attitude against those 

who commit ghastly acts. In A Granunar (?[ i\tfotives, Burke discusses the relationship 

between act and agent \Vith this claim: "The agent is the author of his acts, which are 

descended from him, being good progeny if he is good, or bad progeny if he is bad, wise 

progeny if he is wise, silly progeny if he is silly" (Burke 16). In her play, Hellman 
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includes elements of all of Burke's examples of agents and their acts through her creation 

of smart, yet silly~ men who continuously commit one bad act aaer another. 

Although Ben and Oscar complain to their father of under-paying them for their 

work, both sons enjoy the amenities afforded to them by their father's wealth. Ben travels 

for business, eats fine foods, and wears business suits. Oscar, the younger and more 

foolish sorL. thrives as a rich hoodlum and is not held legally accountable for his actions 

in and around Bowden. In Act I of the play, readers learn Oscar is accused of severely 

beating an alleged "carpetbagger'' in Bowden. Marcus must pay the victim's family to 

avoid scandal. When 1vfarcus punishes Oscar fi)r his deed by informing him that he will 

vvithhold five dollars each week from his son's salary until the debt has been repaid, 

Oscar only briefly complains of his punishment before quickly recovering from the news. 

Oscar is able to avoid legal punishment because Ben provides a false alibi for Oscar's 

\vhereabouts on the night of the beating. Ben assists his brother so as to use the alibi as 

blackmail against Oscar. Ben~ s act of protecting his brother from an arrest demonstrates 

his first act of providing false claims to suit his ovvn needs. Ben continues his acts of 

using others when he encounters Birdie Bagtry. 

ln A.ct I of The Little Foxes. Birdie Bagtry visits the Hubbard home and asks Ben 

Hubbard for a loan of five thousand dollars so that her struggling family can pay hired 

help who produce cotton for Lionnet's field, a plantation owned by the Bagtry family. 

Ben's motives for convincing his father to provide financial assistance for the Bagtry's 

are two-fold. First Ben tells Marcus the Bagtrys will never be able to repay the loan and 
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persuades his father to provide financial assistance to the Bagtrys only to ·foreclose on the 

loan so the Hubbards may acquire Lionnet field as their own property. Second, when Ben 

discusses the terms of the loan with his fr1.ther, Ben inflates the loan figure requested by 

Birdie by five thousand dollars. Not only does Ben trick Birdie \Vith a false promise of 

earnest help with a loan to the Bagtry family, Ben also tricks Marcus into allowing him to 

withdraw ten thousand dollars from the Hubbard family finances vvhen Birdie Bagtry has 

only requested five thousand dollars. In Act I of Another Part of the Forest, the exchange 

bet\veen Ben and Marcus is as follows: 

BEN. Make it a short loan, call it in a few years. They·ve wrecked the 

place and the money won't do ·em much good. I think the time would 

come when you'd own the plantation frn· almost nothing. A loan would 

make them happy and make us money. Make the Bagtry' s grateful to 

us------

MARCUS. How much does she want? 

BEN. (hesitates for a minute) Ten thousand. 

MARCUS. On Lionette? Ten thousand is cheap. She's a fool. 

BEN. (smiles) Yes, I think she's a fool. 

MARCUS. (giggles) Well., one thing I never doubted was your making a 

good business deal. Kind of cute of you to think if their coming here to 

get it, too. Bagtrys in this house, begging. Might be amusing for an 

hour. (Li) 
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The exchange bet\veen Ben and Marcus is an important one and may be analyzed using 

Burke's theory known as Ingenuous and Cunning Identifications. In A Rhetoric lf 

Alotives, Burke claims the follmving: 

Whatever the falsity in overplaying a role, there rnay be honesty in the assuming 
of that role itself; and the overplaying may be but a translation into a different 
medium of communication, a way of amplifying a statement so that it carries 
better to a larger or distant audience. Hence, the persuasive identifications of 
Rhetoric, in being so directly designed for use, involve us in a special problem of 
consciousness, as exemplified in the Rhetorician's particular purpose for a given 
statement. (Burke 36) 

Burke's words describe Ben·s motive for lying to his father regarding the amount needed 

by the Bagtrys fi.)r their plantation. Burke claims acts of ingenuous and cunning 

identifications bet\veen agents are based upon a specific consciousness experienced by an 

agent who attempts to persuade another agent The dialogue betvveen Ben and iviarcus 

reveals two important aspects of Ben~ s intentions. First, Ben knows Marcus has acquired 

wealth by exploiting those who have suffered from the effects of the Civil War in 

Bowden. Though Ben does not yet know the extent of I'viarcus's crimes against his own 

community, Ben is aware of Marcus~s tendency to earn money through unscrupulous 

rneans. Ben knows Marcus will agree to the loan if he explains to him that the Hubbard 

family will eventually acquire the Bagtry plantation. When Ben inflates the Bagtry loan 

figure to Marcus, he is operating from a coITupt consciousness. Second, the dialogue 

between Marcus and Ben highlights one of the few instances in which Marcus 

co1npliments his son for his business savvy. As Ben is already operating from a motive of 

corruption, he extends the corrupt act by cheating his father as well as Birdie Bagtry. 
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Burke continues his claim of ingenious m1d cunnmg identifications with this claim: 

'"Every word and act is addressed, being designed to build up false identifications in the 

minds of their victims" (Burke 36). By aligning his business ethics with that of his 

father's, Ben creates a false sense of trust with this father when he wins Marcus's 

approval for his ability to recognize an opportunity for wealth. Additionally, Ben takes 

advantage of his father's greed and lies to Marcus about the amount of money needed to 

acquire the Bagtry land. Ben exploits his aging father's wisdom by inflating the loan 

figure to create a false identification with Marcus. Marcus responds to Ben's figure by 

explaining to him that the figure is "cheap" and then rders to Birdie as a "fool.'' Ben's 

agreement with his father's claim produces Marcus's laughter; the deal has been 

arranged. I\farcus believes Ben has fooled Birdie while Ben kmnvs he has fooled Birdie 

and Marcus by serving as a dishonest conduit between the honest and the coffupt. 

The relationship bet\veen Marcus and Ben illustrates a power struggle between 

father and son as they both vie for control of the family fotiune through conniving and 

unscrupulous acts. Marcus and Ben engage in the act of manipulating others in order to 

secure wealth. The female characters in I-Tellman' s play are often victims of the schemes 

of the males. Lavinia desires money to open a school and sacrifices a portion of her 

genteel passivity to do so. Birdie asks Ben for a loan with earnest appeal and promises to 

repay the loan. Ben manipulates Birdie's earnest request to acquire the Bagtry property 

and gains an extra five thousand dollars from his father. Regina manipulates her father 

for money but sincerely loves a broken and poor John Bagtry. Regina's hope of true love 
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is lost when she is ordered by Ben to marry a wealthy man at the end of the play. \Vhile 

the acts of the women are committed for the purposes of love and money, the acts 

committed by Ben reflect the purpose of manipulating romantic love for money. In his 

text entitled Lillian Hellman: The Irnage. The FVoman, William \Vright summarizes the 

main conflict of the play as revealed through the relationship between act and agent: 

'fhe play' s fundamental struggle is betvveen :Marcus and his oldest son, Ben. 
Marcus holds Ben in humiliating subjugation throughout most of the action, but 
Ben is ultimately given the ammunition to overthrow and supplant his father by 
the weakling mother who harbors a secret about her husband--·his betrayal of his 
Southern neighbors during the Civil War, vvhich, if kn0\\/11, would bring about a 
prompt lynching. (Wright 206-07) 

Ben's revenge against Marcus for his father.,s "humiliating subjugation.,, of him serves as 

the most dramatic act of the play. Ben's purpose for his act is to shatter his father's 

economic agency and acquire the greatly coveted title of head of household. Though 

Ben's primary purpose is for wealth, he enjoys watching his father falter from the 

pressure of ceding power to his older son. Ben's acts of cruelty toward his family serve a 

dual purpose in Another Part of' the F'orest. Not only does Ben wish to acquire wealth 

through blackmail and arranged marriages~ but Ben also delights in holding his father in 

his own form of "humiliating subjugation" in the final scene of the play. 

Ben's act of usurping his father's power serves as the climax of Hellman's play. 

This climax is similar to dramatic acts previously presented in Greek dramas, as stated in 

Booker's comparison of Hellman's play with a Greek tragedy. Hellman's creation of a 

circumstance that reveals Ben's capability as a treasonous agent, a trait he has inherited 

frorn his father, demonstrates to readers and viewers the relationship between scene and 
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purpose in her play. In act three, Ben fools Lavinia into revealing the method by which 

Marcus earned the Hubbard family fortune. The dramatic story Lavinia shares with her 

son is as follows: Throughout the Civil War, Marcus Hubbard traveled on horseback to 

seU salt to members of the enemy of rebel troops in Bowden. Marcus sold the salt for an 

inflated price eight dollar a bag and reaped high profits that resulted from the sales. One 

evening, Marcus I--:Iubbard inadvertently led a troop of enerny soldiers to a camp that 

contained many soldiers of Bowden. Because of Marcus, the enemy troops found the 

camp and killed the Bowden soldiers. The comrnunity of Bo,vdcn quickly learned of the 

massacre, suspected Marcus to be a traitor, and searched for him in Bowden throughout 

the night. Marcus hid on the roof of an old house and quickly rode out of town before 

sunrise. The following day, Mm·cus returned to Bowden and was immediately roped by 

authorities who intended to hang him for his treasonous act. Marcus then produced two 

passes signed by a Captain who claimed Marcus had crossed through the Confederate 

line on the previous day. According to Lavinia, Marcus paid the Captain to provide 

Marcus with a fa.lse alibi of his whereabouts on the night of the massacre to avoid 

prosecution for his war crimes. Lavinia's secret informs readers and viewers of Marcus 

Hubbard's gross tradition of using the surrounding setting of Bowden to amass wealth. 

rvtarcus HUbbard not only took advantage of the poor conditions of the South during the 

Civil War by selling salt at inflated prices to needy citizens, but also manipulated the 

facts sun-ounding his whereabouts on the night of the Bowden massacre to avoid 

punishment from angry families of soldiers who had died because of Marcus's acts. This 
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dramatic revelation details the unscrupulous means by which the Hubbard family has 

enjoyed elaborate meals and fine clothes. Marcus has earned his money though his 

exploitation of the Civil War for his O\\/TI greedy purposes. 

Lavinia's revelation prompts :Ben's immediate action to overthrovv his father from 

power. Ironically, Ben exploits Marcus's war crimes fr)r his own personal financial gain, 

a practice he has learned from years of observing his father's unethical financial 

practices. Hellman's creation of the dramatic turn of events for Ben and Marcus 

endeavors to convince readers and viewers of the prevalence of greed and cotruption in 

the Hubbard household. in the communitv of Bowden. and in the historical setting of the ,, . . . ' ,,; .. , ' . . ' ~ 

Deep South in 1880. Hellman's multi-tiered depiction of scene-familial, societal, 

historical·····--··Serves the purpose of revealing to readers and viewers of the intensity of 

corruption found in the Hubbard family that is revealed in the acts of the Hubbard male 

agents. 

Although Marcus, Ben, and Oscar commit vile acts to amass money or maintain 

their current lifestyle as powerful men, only Ben uses another member of his immediate 

family to gain compromising infonnation about his father's unethical business practices. 

In Hellman's play, Ben spares Lavinia from sufforing his wrath as the new head of 

household when he secures the necessary funds for Lavinia to leave BO\vden and open 

her cherished school. Though Lavinia achieves her goal of leaving Bowden and opening 

a schooL she acquires the funds for the school by participating in Ben's blackmail 

scheme, however unwittingly. Falk describes Lavinia's admission to Ben with this claim: 
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··Lavinia's knowledge buys her her freedom: she is not above a little blackmail herself: 

but in the cause of justice" (Falk 60). The beginning of Act III finds Ben alone with his 

mother. In the previous act, Marcus has learned of Ben's scheme to steal five thousand 

dollars from the family fortune and has ordered Ben to leave Bowden. Soon after the act 

begins, Lavinia begs to accompany Ben away from the household and away from 

Bowden. \\!hen Ben refuses his mother's pleas, she says the following to her son: ·Take 

me avvay from here. For ten years [Marcus] swore, for ten years he swore a lie to me. I 

told God about that last night, and God's message said 'Cro, Lavinia~ even if you have to 

tell the awful truth. If there is no other vvay, tell the truth" (III.i). When Ben learns that 

his mother knows the secret of how Marcus acquired his wealth, he lures Lavinia into 

telling him the details of Marcus's secret by promising her that he will fund her school if 

she offers details of Marcus's past crimes. After she finishes her story, Lavinia then 

reveals to Ben the whereabouts of a written detailed account of Marcus's transgressions 

against the soldiers of Bowden. After Lavinia completes her story~ Ben knows that he 

now has access to blackmail material against his father in the form of written 

documentation of his crimes. Though Ben rewards Lavinia for her aid by sending her 

from Bowden to open the school frn· children, Lavinia· s dream is realized only aaer she 

provides Ben with the information that will secure his role as head of household in the 

Hubbard family. \Vhile Lavinia believes she has revealed Marcus's crimes in an effort to 

atone for her sins and acquire capital for her school, she has also participated in the 
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family tradition of selling secrets in order to gain a portion of the family fortune. Doris 

Falk summarizes this important scene with these words: 

The climax of the play and the defeat of Marcus is brought about by Lavinia, his 
downtrodden wife. The audience has the pleasure-rare in a Hellman play--of 
watching virtue triumph or at least find its own reward. Lavinia is a bit ditty, in a 
religious way, but she is a woman of courage and principle, under all her 
submissiveness. (Falk 59) 

Although Falk praises Lavinia's character and applauds her admission to Ben in the name 

of justice, Ben's exploitation of Lavinia' s knowledge of Marcus~s war crimes leads to 

various acts of economic oppression for the remaining female characters of the play. 

Though Lavinia reveals her long-kept secret to Ben in exchange fr)r her desired schoot 

Birdie Bagtry loses her family's land and her opportunity for a happy life, and Regina 

loses her chance of marrying for love as a concomitant result of Ben's exploitation of 

Marcus~ s crimes. Both Birdie and Regina suffer a loss of marital happiness and face a 

lifetime of economic dependency on their huslxmds because of Ben and Lavinia's acts. 

Ben's act of retaliating against his father's orders to leave Bowden serves as the 

climactic action in Hellman's play. Ben's exploitation of Marcus·s secret in order to 

ensure power in the family extends beyond his drive for wealth. In the final act of 

Another Part (?f' the Forest, readers and viewers learn of Ben's repressed feelings of 

loathing for his father and the contemptuous purpose behind his acts of revenge against 

I\farcus. Analysis of the correlation between Ben's attitude and his vindictive acts toward 

his father may be categorized in accordance with Burke's theory of the act-purpose ratio. 

In A Grammar (?f .Motives, Burke introduces readers to the Dramatistic pentad with this 
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statement: "What is involved, when we say what people are doing and why they are 

doing it?" (Burke xv). Burke.,s statement endeavors to explain the very essence of 

Dramatism. According to Burke, agents commit acts for a specific purpose. The agent's 

purpose of their acts reveals his or her attitudes regarding his or her cmTent situation or 

setting. Readers and viewers discover Hetlman' s dramatic presentation of Ben's attitudes 

regarding, money, pO\vec and rnan-iage when they witness Ben's use of his mother to 

gain important information about his father and Ben's acts of ordering arranged 

rnaffiages to acquire money. Ironically, Ben's acts are no different from Marcus's earlier 

crimes of exploiting the community of Bowden for the acquisition of wealth. However, 

Ben's focuses his exploitative acts inside the Hubbard home against his own family. 

Ben's malevol~nce toward his fi1ther serves as his abrupt reaction to the years of abuse he 

ha5 endured from Marcus. Hellman scholar William Wright offers information regarding_ ._, ... 

:tviarcus·s cruel reign over his family with this statement: 

The play' s dominant figure is Marcus Hubbard, the father of Regina, Ben, and 
Oscar of The Little Foxes. But for sheer villainy, :ivfarcus far surpasses his 
progeny~ bringing to the Hubbm·d saga a sadistic cruelty toward his wife and sons 
that goes beyond the ruthless conniving in the earlier play. In fact Marcus as the 
ogre pater familias is a walking anthology of Freudian flaws: son c.astratec wife 
enslaver, daughter coveter. (Wright 206) 

Wright's comments confirn.1 the '•sadistic'1 environment Ben has endured at the hands of 

his father as well as an explanation of how Hen may have acquired his cruel methods for 

amassing wealth. If Ben· s acts reveal a ruthless purpose f:or the agent, then Wright's 

comments reveal the ways in which Marcus has contributed to Ben's propensity to 

commit cruel acts against others, including rne.mbers of his 0\\-11. family. When Ben gains 
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power over his father, he explicitly explains to tvfarcus the nightmares he has suffered as 

a direct result of his father's abuse. Of Ben's character in the play and his attitude 

regarding his father's ill treatment of him, Lederer claims: 

Ben is the most interesting of the Hubbard progeny. In Another Part of the Forest 
Regina is not match for him because she still wants something human--1 ove. Ben 
is already the Ben of The Little Foxes. He is interested only in money and the 
power it brings, and he has every reason to hate his father. When he gains the 
upper hand, he says to Marcus, ·Don't waste your time, or put yourself in further 
danger, or tempt me any longer. Ever since you started your peculiar way of 
treating me. many years ago, I have had ugly dreams. ' (Lederer 68) 

Lederer' s claim expresses Ben's competitive relationship with his father regarding 

power, familial love, and revenge. Unlike his sister, Ben has abandoned the dream of 

giving or receiving love from others (including his father) and instead, covets control 

over others in his faunily through acts that interfere with the romantic and familial dreams 

of his siblings. Ben's most cunning act of revenge involves ultimately controlling the 

marital status of both of his siblings, Oscar and Regina. Ben orders Oscar to marry Birdie 

Bagtry so the Hubbards may acquire her family's plantation, and orders Regina to marry 

Horace Giddens so the Hubbards may access Horace's monev. Althoug.h both Birdie and ., '-

Regina fa.cc similar roles as potential commodities for male agents, Regina's arrangement 

is partially detennined through Ben's act of revenge against his father and is not 

determined solely through financial concerns. 

As noted by various Hellman scholars, Regina serves as an object of desire for 

Marcus, and thus serves as an object to be controlled by whomever may reign as the 

financial leader in the Hubbard household. The peculiar relationship among Regina, 
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Marcus, and Ben merits further analysis and may be examined using Burke's theory of 

Mystery. Tn A Rhetoric l?{ Motives, Burke discusses the conditions of mystery with this 

claim: 

... the conditions for "mystery" are set by any pronounced social distinctions, as 
between nobility and commoners, courtiers and king, leader and people, rich and 
poor, judge and prisoner at the bar, ··superior race" and underprivileged "races" or 
minorities. Thus even the story of relations benveen the petty clerk and the office 
manager, however realistically told, drawn upon the wells of mystery for its 
appeal, since the social distinction between clerk and manager makes them subtly 
mysterious to each other, not merely two different people, but representing two 
different classes (or "kinds") of people. The clerk and the manager are identified 
with and by different social principles. (Burke 115). 

Burke illustrates the mysterious fascinations present between members of varymg 

economic and social classes and offers many examples to support the idea of intrigue that 

may exist between individuals who posses differing social ideals. Burke categorizes 

mystery as sexual in nature and summarizes his claim with how mystery affects motive 

with this statement: "' ... it is ambiguously sexual, a sexuality surrounded at every point by 

1nyst{fication-and we believe that this mystification can be largely explained if seen in 

terms of one class struggling to possess the soul of another class~' (Burke 117). Ben· s 

fascination with Regina and his drive to usurp his father's econonuc power may be 

explained by Ben's fascination with his father's economtc status. In turn~ Marcus's 

misplaced affection for Regina may be explained by the same presence of mystery that is 

manifested i_n his daughter. Both father and son possess a mysterious fascination with an 

object that is socially or economically in another class. This fascination drives, motivates, 

both men to act in ,vays that seek to '"possess the soul" of the object outside of their class. 
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In the case of Marcus and Ben, it is Regina. Both men know Regina's motivation for her 

expressed reciprocity of her father ' s affections is for monetary gain and l\farcus~s 

approval of her desire to marry John Bagtry for amorous reasons. Because Regina 

possesses qualities that both men find mysterious, they vie for control of her love, or her 

marital arrangement through the acquisition of a tangible object, money. Unfortunately, 

for Regina, Ben gains ultimate control of the Hubbard wealth and ananges her marriage 

to Horace fi)r the purpose of acquiring \vealth and punishing his father. 

I-IeUman's climactic scene reveals the monumental importance of money and 

money matters of the Hubbard household and the great lengths Ben will reach in order to 

control Marcus·s money. The scene between Ben and Lavinia and then Ben and Marcus 

may be analyzed in relationship to Burke's theory described as the "pecuniary" motive. 

In A Rhetoric of Motives, Burke explains the omnipotence of money matters in the 

rhetorical situation and the great rhetors. Specifically, Burke claims: 

The "pecuniarf' motive, we contend, should be analyzed as a special case of the 
linguistic motive. And the linguistic motive eventually involves kinds of 
persuasion guided not by appeal to any one local audience, but by the logic <?f 
appeal in general (treated in secular t:errns as ··socializationt in theology as 
""_justification''). (Burke 129) 

According to Burke, the pecuniary motive may be analyzed as a method used by rhetors 

in an effort to offer rationale fr,r various acts involving money and money matters. 

Although Falk ofters positive commentary of Lavinia's revelation of Marcus's crimes to 

Ben in the name of justice, Lavinia's acts cause a dramatic transition of power in the 

household that adversely afiects Oscar, Birdie, and Regina. Though Hellman scholars 
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off er varying commentary about ·whether Marcus or Ben is the greater villainous agent in 

Hellman's play, the pecuniary motive emerges as the chief purpose for the many acts of 

deceit and numipulation committed by many in the Hubbard clan. In Hellman's dramatic 

final scene~ Ben reveals himself as the agent who will commit the most subversive act to 

acquire \Vealth as readers and viewers observe Ben's betrayal against his father. \Vhen 

Marcus is faced with the option of facing the community, which lost soldiers because of 

his vvar profiteering versus the option of giving to Ben the entire Hubbard fortune, 

rvfarcus cedes al! power to maintain his freedom and faces his future as a prisoner inside 

the Hubbard household. Lavinia~ h(n:vever, is free to leave the fi:unily ,md dwell in a new 

environment. Marcus·s frite at the end of the play mirrors that of his wife's at the 

beginning of the play. A.t the end of Another Part <?l the Forest, Marcus and Lavinia 

experience opposing situations at the hands of their oldest child, Ben. Once power 

dramatically shitls in the Hubbard household, the Hubbard family dynamic reflects a new 

leader and a new scene. The new scene of Ben as head of household directly affects the 

romantic lives of Regina and Oscar Hubbard. 

Ben's use of Oscar and Regina· s 1nartial arrangernent as a means to secure wealth 
~ L 

for the Hubbards serves as Hellman's most striking argument to readers and viewers of 

the callous nature of those who view \Vealth to be more desirable than love. l-Ie!lman"s 

argument may be analyzed using Burke· s theory regarding hO\v agency relates to purpose 

in Another Parr of the Forest. As the yotmgest and dimmest llubbarcl child. Oscar 

Hubbard is considerably less aggressive in his competition with Ben and Regina for 
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Marcus·s love and money. Oscar is a simple man who dreams of marrying his true love~ 

Laurette Sincee~ the town prostitute in Bowden. Laurette is well mvare of the Hubbard 

family and the money to be acquired for anyone ,vho might marry into the family. 

Laurette capitalizes on this opportunity and agrees to marry Oscar Hubbard. However, 

once Ben gains control of the family fortune, he orders Oscar to abandon his dream of 

man"y'ing Laurette and instead marry Birdie Bagtry. Lederer~s comments regarding the 

personality of Oscar are as fr)llows: "Oscar is a simple-minded as he is in The Little 

Foxes, and his catch-phrase explains his obsession: he is ·deeply and sincerely in love' 

with the town whore and wants to marry her ,md take her to New Orleans (Lederer 68). 

Doris Falk offers additional understanding of Oscar~s character as well as Ben's control 

over Oscar's economic and romantic agency with this statement: 

Oscar is in love--·deeply and sincerely' he keeps saying-\vith the tcnvn 
prostitute. One of the comic, or satiric, highlights of the play occurs when Oscar 
brings his girlfriend to meet the family. But Ben soon breaks up that affair and 
sets the scene for Oscar to court Birdie Bagtry. and bring those rich cotton fields 
into the family. Oscar's broken heart is soon on the mend at the prospect of being 
rich. (Falk 58-59) 

When Ben secures blackmail niaterial from Lavinia and establishes his role as the 

wealthiest Hubbard, Ben orders Oscar to abandon his dream of marrying Laurette Sincee 

and, instead, marry Birdie Bagtry so that the Hubbards can gain control of Lionnet field. 

In Another Part qf' the Forest. Birdie's act of asking Ben fr.H" a loan is for the genuine 

purpose of providing for her family. Ben's act of ordering Oscar to marry Birdie is to 

acquire Lionnct field for the Hubbard family by any means necessary. Ben takes 

advantage of Birdie's honest appeal and destroys Oscar' s hope ofrnarrying Laurette. 
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Prior to Lavinia's revelation to Ben of his father's crimes, Marcus had agreed to 

give Oscar money in order to move to New Orleans with Laurette so that they may marry 

and live in Louisiana. When Ben gains control of his father's wealth, Ben infrnms Oscar 

that he \vill not give him the money to leave Bowden. When Oscar learns of his new 

instruction., he begs Laurette to wait until he can secure funds frrr traveling. Laurette, an 

opportunist. leaves Oscar when she learns that he cannot secure the funds to take her 

from Bowden. Because Oscar is n()W entirelv reliant on his brother for his financial ., 

security. Oscar obeys Ben's order and pursues Birdie Bagtry in hopes of gaining control 

of the Bagtry estate f<)r his brother. In The Little Foxes, readers learn that Oscm is 

successful in his efforts to acquire the Bagtry land through marriage. Oscar's arranged 

courtship and subsequent marriage to Birdie is not the only union that Ben requests of his 

siblings. As the new financial leader in the family. Ben orders Regina to marry lforace 

Giddens i nstcad of John Bagtry. Georgoudaki describes Regina· s arrangement at the 

hands of Ben \Vith the following statement: 

Ben finally manages to ruin [Regina's] plans of marrying a Southern aristocrat 1 

,vbo111 she loves. He then frwces her to marry the banker Horace Giddens in order 
to bring more money into the family. l-fo also presses the younger brother Oscar to 
couti and marry Birdie Bagtry, thus bringing her cotton plantation into the 
I-Iubbard family. ln both cases the women are presented as passive objects that 
men purchase, sell, and <:~xchange in the marriage market in order to serve their 
own interests. (Georgoudaki 75) 

Georgoudaki's comments specifv the wavs in which Regina's fate is shaped bv the acts 
., .I '-•' ., 

of the male characters in Another Part <~f'the Forest. At the beginning of Another Part ff 

the Forest, readers observe a hopeful (though imperfect and manipulative) Regina who 
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longs frrr love \Vith John Bagtry. \Vhen Ben secures his role as the decision-maker for all 

financial matters in the I-:Iubbard family. Ben orders Regina to abandon her dream of 

marrying John Bagtry and resume her correspondence with Horace Giddens. Ben knows 

that Regina does not love Horace; Ben also knows that Horace is ,veal thy. As ordered by 

Ben, Regina Hubbard matTies Horace Giddens to acquire money for the Hubbard family. 

Gcorgoudaki's comments also provide. information of the ways in which Regina and 

Birdie are used as commodities for the men who seek to serve their own financial 

interests through arranged marriages. According to Georgoudaki, Regina and Birdie serve 

as "passive objects~· of the men in their quest to secure money and property for 

themselves. Ben, the new financial leader of the Hubbard household, determines Regina 

and Birdie's marital fi1tes and both \Vomen submit to the orders of the male characters in 

the play. 

ln .Another Part o.l the Forest, counter-agents suffer various losses because of the 

agency acquired through the acts of the agents. Through the merciless acts of Marcus. 

Ben. and Oscar Hubbard~ various counter-agents lose economic agency during the course 

of the play while the three llubbard men attain money and power for the family. By the 

play' s end, Ben has acquired all cash and becomes the economic head of the Hubbard 

family. Through rnanipulation and exploitation of others, Ben has gained the greatest 

economic agency of all characters in the play. Oscar has maintained his status as the 

lowest-paid member of the liubbard family, but has lost his ability to exist independently 

fron.1 his brother's financial hold. As readers and viewers learn in The Little F'oxes, Oscar 
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,:vill spend his life carrying out his brother's financial schemes to acquire money for the 

Hubbard family. Marcus I--:Iubbard, who enjoyed his role as the powerful leader of the 

Hubbard clan~ no\v relies on his son for a meager allowance as he counts the days until 

his death. Lavinia Hubbard realizes her dream of opening a school, but loses her family 

and her long-kept secret in the process of obtaining the capital needed to open the school. 

Birdie Bagtry believes that she has secured the money to save her family's land'. but later 

learns that the terms of the Hubbard loan will imprison her to a life of domestic abuse at 

the hands of Oscar. Regina Hubbard learns that her charming efforts to persuade her 

father for his money have failed and that now that Ben controls the money. she must 

continue to compete with Ben fix the family's money while being obedient to his orders. 

In Another Part(?/ the Forest. most of the characters who enjoy the greatest economic 

power at the play's beginning later become subordinate to characters \Vho lie and cheat to 

usurp \Vealth from those who have money. 

In Hellman's play, the dramatic power shift that occurs between Marcus and Ben 

affects all members of the HUbbard household and otfors to readers and vie\vers a 

povverftll statement of how Ben identifies with Marcus's acts. I-IcUman·s depiction of Ben 

and Marcus's acts demonstrates to readers and vie\vers the correlation between agent and 

purpose. In Hellman's play, both Hubbard rncn reveal their nature as agents through the 

acts committed by both men that serve their shared purpose of economic gain. The 

agcnt-prnvose ratio as manifested in Marcus and Ben may be analyzed using Kenneth 
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Burke's theory of Identification and the "Autonomous.'' In A Rhetoric ofJ\1otives, Burke 

explains identification and the autonomous \Vith this statement: 

The human agent, qua human agenL is not motivated solely by the principles of a 
specialized activity, however strongly this specialized power, in its suggestive 
role as imagery. may affect his character. Any specialized activity participates in a 
larger unit of action. ··Identification" is a word for the autonomous activitv' s P. lace u ~ 

in this wider context, a place with \Vhich the agent may be unconcerned. (Burke 
27) 

Burke offers clarity for his claim with this metaphor: "'The shepherd, qua shepherd. acts 

fi_1r the good of the sheep, to protect them fron1 discomfiture and harm. But he may be 

•identified' ,vith a project that is raising the sheep for market'' (Burke 27). According to 

Burke. humans may identify with other humans through a ''specialized activity'·; 

however, the same identification ultimately serves the function of promoting action in a 

"•wider context" frlr individuals. Ben Hubbard acts as the financial representative fc)r the 

Hubbards and uses his knowledge to gamer greater wealth for his father. However, Ben's 

skills ultirnately serve his purpose of acquiring his own personal wealth. regardless of the 

financial demise Marcus faces as a result of Ben's actions. Thercf<:)re. while Ben may 

initially act fr>r the greater financial good of the fornily, his ultimate act of revenge 

destroys his relationship with his family. Likewise, throughout most of the play, Marcus 

IIubbard acts as father and provider fbr his three children but does not realize that his 

corrupt acts have led the fi.unily to compete for his money. This competition results in 

Marcus's loss of his entire wealth. Therefore, while Marcus has previously acted 

unethically and greedily in specific contexts outside of his home to provide for his 

frunily, his acts have promoted acts of avarice and greed within his own home. For Ben 
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and l\farcus, identifications in specific contexts lead both men to use their learned 

identification in ways that affect their financial futures. For Ben, his specific act of 

cheating others for the family leads to his acquisition of the entire ·family fortune, thus 

giving him the power to order his siblings to marry wealthy or land-rich mates. For 

l'vfarcus, his specific act of cheating only the needy and desperate leads to his loss of his 

fortune at the hands of his son, thus robbing him of all previously held power in the 

frunily. The exclumge of financial status for Ben and Marcus Hubbard illustrates the 

relationship between agent and purpose in Another Part qf the Forest. At the beginning 

of the play, Marcus controls the wealth in the family. By the play's end. Ben emerges as 

the financial leader in the 1-lubbard home. rvfarcus serves as a powerful role model for 

Ben. who identifies ,vith his corrupt father m1d uses his past crimes to obtain control in 

the farnily. 

The calculated acts of Ben and Marcus not only depict the callous nature of the 

rnen as agents, but their acts also reveal their exploitation of Bo\vden in their financial 

pursuits. Ben and rvtarcus's acts in and around the Bowden community may be 

categorized a'i the scene-act ratio in Hellman's play. G·eorgoudaki offers cornrncntary for 

Ben and Marcus ' s act as related to the scene of Bowden with this statement: ··rn the t\VO 

plays about the Hubbard family, the economic and social changes during and after tht: 

American Civil War are exclusively afiected by men" (Georgoudaki 72). Georgoudaki's 

claim authenticates the notion of how the societal scene of Bowden and the domestic 

scene of the Hubbard household are shaped by the men through their corruptive acts, 
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many of which are possible because of the unjust circumstances that allow for such 

exploitation within the many scenes of Hellman's play. Booker describes the scene of 

the Hubbard estate as an arena that reveals the old tradition of Marcus's rule in exchange 

with the new tradition of Ben's rule. Booker describes the relationship betvveen scene and 

act with this claim: '"Act I presents Bowden· s invaders; Act II shows the invaders invaded 

bv fadiru.r aristocrats. hired musicians. and even a hooker: Act III introduces the second 
... .._, , .J ,. 

generation who will become the powerful and ruthless industrialists of the future pictured 

in The Little Foxes'' (Booker 70-71 ). 

Although the long Hubbard tradition of manipulating scene for the purpose of 

wealth is not fully revealed until the final act of the play, readers and viewers observe 

Ben· s consistent acts of exploitation that mirror those committed by his father during the 

Civil War. Marcus's crimes are committed during the wac Ben's acts arc committed in 

post-\var Alabama and result in similar devastation for those who continue to struggle as 

the Civil \Var is lost in the South . Ben Hubbard exploits the scene of the struggling 

Bagtry plantation in post-war Bowden by arranging a loan that he knows the Bagtry's can 

never repay, Ben· s actions with Birdie Bagtry are the catalyst for the dramatic turn of 

events that will reveal the habitual act of the Hubbard family's profiting from the war

torn scene of Bowden to amass fortune through slyly achieved foreclosures and arranged 

rnaffiages. During the 1930s and 1940s. Hellman wrote two plays that demonstrated to 

readers and audiences the prevalence of trading women for money. property and power in 

two of her most memorable plays. Hellman intended to write a third play about the 
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Hubbards and their avarice but grew tired of examining the acts of the Hubbards. Falk 

offers this claim of Hellman's intended plans for the trilogy with this statement: 

Hellman had originally intended to vvrite a trilogy of plays about the Hubbards. The 
Little Foxes would be in the middle: Another Part cf the Forest was to cover the 
Hubbards ~ past and a third play was to take them up to the 1930s. But I-IeHman said 
she was tired of the Hubbards aner Another Part qf rhe Forest, so she never wrote 
the third play. (Falk 57) 

Hellman~ s two plays that depict ··the spoils of ,var'' address the tendency of the rich to act 

in ways thm oppress those \vho are less financially secure. In the case of the Hubbards, 

\vomen are used by men as a means to acquire \vealth and property. It is in this setting 

that Hellman illustrates the dramatically different ways women react to the conditions 

imposed on to them by their brothers, fathers. and husbands. In Anorher Part of the 

Forest, crud acts are first committed by Marcus. and then by Ben. In both plays. readers 

discover how women are treated as cornmoclities and forced to enter into marital unions 

against their ,vishes. 

The use of Burke's pentad combined with Burke-can terminology and theory 

leads to a rhetorical examination of Hellman's plays and reveals the wicked acts imposed 

on the financially insecure by those who value money more than love. Georgoudaki 

offers information describing the nature of the male agents with this claim: "In Hellman's 

fomilies it is the men who own and handle the money, and they misuse the power they 

have t() control and shape the lives of their dependents, mainly women and children, who 

arc expected to submit to the men's will'' (Georgoudaki 75 ). Gcorgoudaki's comments 

support the notion that women are bought and sold for cash and assets in Hellman's two 
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plays about the Hubbard family. Because of the acts committed by male agents in the 

scene of the Deep South in 1880, the \Vomen of Hellman~ s play are fr1rced to comply with 

the long-held traditions that allow men to treat \vomen as commodities. Because of the 

acts of Marcus~ Ben. and OscaL the women who love the men or who are related to the 

men must abandon their dreams and values in order to survive. 
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CHAPTERV 

"HELLl'vf.AN'S HISTORY:" SOCIAL AND FAMILIAL INFLUENCES ON 

HELLMAN'S WRITING AND CURRENT SCHOLARSHIP OF HELLivLAN'S TEXTS 

During the course of her seventy-eight years of life, Lillian Hellman wrote eight 

original plays, three memoirs, co-authored a cookbook, and contributed to various 

journals and magazines as well as produced theatrical adaptations of literary works. 

Described among critics. biographers, and friends as a ··rebel playwright" against the 

social and political conventions that existed in the United States during her upbringing 

and adulthood, Hellman challenged social politics that surrounded her through many 

forms of public discourse \Vith various audiences. In these forms of discourse. Hellman 

advocated equality for women. minorities. and frH· those \\:ho stood accused of behaving 

in a manner that some politicians in American government judged to be ··un-Arnerican." 

Hellman's rebellion against political and social forces did not always produce positive 

results frff the playyvright. Hellrnan suffored a loss of money, property. and credibility 

because of her advocacy for social, political. and economic equality during the 1930s and 

beyond. Hellrnan · s tendency to dramatize and discuss the plight of the oppressed 

resulted in banned productions of her plays. accusations of alleged association~ with 

Communists, and charges of false claiins in her rnernoirs. Hellman fought back against 

her critics and plaintiffs through letters, intervie\VS, and litigation against those who 

attempted to discredit her autobiographical works. As a result, scholars and critics have 
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cited Hellnum as a tenacious woman and playwright and have discussed the linkage 

between her non-traditional upbringing and her abilities as a dramatist. 

Throughout her childhood, Hellnum witnessed many harsh realities experienced 

by those who suffered economic oppression at the hands of others. Because of 1-Iellman' s 

upbringing coupled with her tendency to rebel against social politics. Hellman spent her 

lifo challenging the societal conventions that limited the economic capabilities of others. 

Hellman·s rebellion against traditional roles regarding women and economic 

independence are exhibited in her writings. In her plays. Hellman dramatizes the many 

social and political circumst,mces that have contributed to the continued plight of needy 

individuals who suffer at the hands of the privileged. In her master's thesis entitled 

Lillian Hellman· h?fluences and Impact <?l Gender and Social Politics on the 

Playwright's lVork, Michelle Solomon discusses I-Iellman ~s rationale for including true

life observations in her plays with this claim: '·The characteristics of I-fell man· s \vriting 

are examined in the context of gender and social politics. the cultural issue of Southern 

history, and political and personal issues that Hellman faced in her lifetime'' (Solomon 2). 

Solomon· s words provide a context by which to examine Hellman's plays that address 

issues of money. gender, and power. Solomon· s claim ofl-lellman' s tendency to compose 

plays that contain elements and characters derived from her own past is only one in a 

series of contributions made by Hellman's scholars regarding the relationship between 

the playwright's plays and her O\Vll true-life experiences. 
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Through the examination of the social, political, and familial environment that 

stmounded Hellman from bi1ih into adulthood, analysis reveals Hellman's attitudes of 

money, poweL and gender that are reflected in many of her plays A detailed account of 

the state of the union in the United States in the early 1900s is necessary for the 

examination of the social and political climate into \Vhich Hellman was born. 

The year 1890 marks the beginning of the Progressive Era in the United States. 

'The Progressive Era-----krn)\v11 as a period in history in which Americans endeavored to 

reform Democracy-spanned until 1920. During this era, Americans experienced many 

changes resulting from industrialization, new inventions that would change living 

conditions in the United States, and residual effects resulting from the ending of the Civil 

War. During this period in American history, several individuals, through written texts 

and oral speeches. informed American citizens of economic injustices that existed in the 

United States, as well as injustices linked to issues of gender and ethnicity. One notable 

writer of this era includes Ida :rvt. Tarbell. who wrote The Histm}' <i Standard Oil and 

exposed John D. Rockefeller and his ultimate control over one tenth of available oil in the 

United States. Published in 1904. The Histm:i,· <?( Standard Oil informed readers of the 

cunning methods by which Rockefeller and his associates acquired available oil in the 

United States. Other notable \\Titers and speakers included Booker T. Washington. who 

in 1895 spoke at the Atlanta Exposition and urged economic advancement for African 

Americans in the United States. and journalist Ida B. Wells-Barnett who \Vrotc against 
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lynching of African Americans in 1882, and founded anti-lynching societies in the United 

States. 

Throughout the Progressive Era and beyond, writers sought to inform readers of 

the limitations imposed on women and ethnic minorities because of their lack of 

economic independence from men. Charlotte Perkins Gilman wrote Women and 

Economics in l 898~ a text that urged woman's economic independence from men; and 

writers Susan Glaspell and Kate Chopin wrote \vorks of fiction that depicted the potential 

dangers for ,vomen who relied solely on their husbands for economic survival. 'T'hese 

texts by Chopin and Glaspell, The Awakening (1899) and T,·(lles ( 1916). offered to 

readers alternative viewpoints of the roles of women and men with regard to domestic 

issues in American life. In addition to texts ,vritten by women writers who presented 

ideas of economic independence for women in the late nineteenth century. several 

organizations were frmned by those who advocated i{lr gender equality in economic and 

political realms. In 1866, the National Labor Union ,vas organized to assist workers in 

receiving fair ,vages for their labors. Although the National Labor Union \Vas not 

organized for the exclusive purpose of advocating for the rights of working women, 

members of the organization recognized women as legitimate assets to the American 

work force and included the plight of women workers in their crusade for equal pay t~1r 

·wage earners in the United States. In 1869, Susan B. /\_nthony and Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton formed the National Woman's Suffrage Association (NWSA), which endeavored 
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to secure a woman's right to vote in political elections as ,Nell as advocated for the 

unionization of women wage earners in the United States. 

At the turn of the twentieth century in the United States. many women 

experienced changes in living conditions resulting from economic and social changes 

occurring during the Progressive Era. ln their text entitled fVomen in the Progressive Era~ 

Dorothy and Carl J. Schneider offer the following statistics of \Vomen and migration in 

the United State in the year of 1900 \Vith this claim: 

Social developments were altering the world of American ,vomen as fast as 
discoveries and inventions. The urbanization that sent America's people from its 
countryside to its cities cost many women their established support systems. 
Alone, or with their husbands and their children, they left behind their sisters and 
their mothers and their aunts, their neighborhoods where everyone spoke on the 
street and hdped their neighbors. They moved from farms or small towns where 
everyone knew their antecedents and status to the indifterence of the city. For 
some it was alienation---for others~ liberation. (Schneider 5) 

According to Dorothy and Carl Schneider, urbanized grmvth kd to the migration of many 

American wmnen froin rural to urban dwellings in l 900. Many women migrated \Vith 

their families who sought financial prosperity because of the many social developments 

occurring in m~~jor cities throughout the United States. ft was in this socio-political and 

economic climate that Lillian Florence lfcllman \Vas born on June 20. l 906. Hellman's 

rnother was par.1 of this migration from a rural town to a city. Hellrnan discussed the 

migration of her family from Alabama to New Orleans that occurred before her bitih. 

Hellman begins her memoir entitled~ An U1?finislzed Woman with this statement: 

I \Vas born in New Orleans to Julia Newhouse from Demopolis~ Alabama, who 
had fallen in love and stayed with Max Hellman, whose parents had come to New 
()rleans in the Gennan l 845-1848 mig1ration to give birth to his and his two 

'- .... 
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sisters. My mother's family, long before I was born, had moved from Demopolis 
to Cincinnati and then to New Orleans, both desirable cities. I guess~ for three 
marriageable girls. (Hellman 13) 

Hellman· s claim supports the idea presented by Dorothy and Carl Schneider of the 

tendency fi~n- families with ··marriageable'' daughters to move to urban environments to 

find work in American cities. Hellman· s mother Julia Ne\vhouse···· .. ··-·{me of three 

daughters-moved from Alabama to Cincinnati to New Orleans and married Max 

Hellman amid the social changes occurring during the Progressive Era in the South in the 

early 1900s. Not only did Julia Newhouse move with her family frotn Alabama to New· 

Orleans bef<.)re Hellman· s birth, but Julia also migrated from New Orleans to New· York 

with Max and Lillian in 1912 when Max could not acquire a job in New Orleans that 

would provide economic stability for the Hellman family. When Lillian was six years 

old, she 1noved from an economically unstable environment in·New Orleans to a wealthy 

environment in New York. and lived with her mother's family in their lavish apartment. 

Man_y Hellman scholars have written of the conflicting economic environments in 

which Hdhnan was reared in the early years of the twentieth century. In his biography 

entitled Lillian Hellman~ Richard ivfoody describes Hellman's fascination with members 

of both sides of her family \Vith this claim: "They were all [the Newhouses and the 

Hellrnans] virile and colorful people, and both families provided vivid domestic scenes to 

entrance a young girl. The Nevv1houscs outranked the Hellmans in numbers~ in financial 

resources, in strong wills, and in flashy behavior (Moody 13 ). With this claim, Moody 

details the ·colorful· family environment in which Hellman spent her youth. Moody 
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continues his discussion of the opposing living conditions Hellman experienced as a child 

and evaluates Hellman's reaction to her living environment with this statement: "The 

Newhouses were rich. Max Hellman \Vas poor, and she and her mother were not allowed 

to forget it when they visited the Newhouses. As a child she was either angry and 

resentful or envious and tortured with self-hatred because of her envy" (f\foody 15 ). In 

f--[cllman's mvn \Vords, her experience of living with the Newhouses in New York created 

an anger that \Vould fuel her passion for writing of the stark differences between the rich 

and the poor in her plays. In An Unfinished Woman, Hellman claims: 

. .. that Ne,v York apartment where we visited several times a week. the summer 
cottage where we went for a visit each year as the poor daughter and 
granddaughter, made me into an angry child and forever caused in me a wild 
extravagance mixed with respect for money and those who have it. (Hellman 15) 

The words of Moody and Hellman illustrate Hellman's recognition of her conflicting 

views of the rich that derived from events she experienced as a child. According to 

HelJrnan, she preferred living with her parents among her fathcr·s sisters~ Jenny and 

Hannah Hcl lman, in New Orleans. In An Unfinished TVomcnL. l-Ielhnan claims: "I liked 

my tin1e in New Orleans much better than I liked our six months apati1nent life in New 

York. fhc life in my aunts' boardinghouse seemed remarkably rich'~ (Hellman 23). 

According to Hellman. although her aunts did not I ive a wealthy existence, their attitudes 

of family and \vork provided a "rich'' environment for young Hellman. Hellman 

continues in her description of her aunts with this statement: 
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tvfy aunts Jenny and Hannah \Vere both tall, large women, funny and generous, 
who coming from a German. cultivated, genteel tradition had fimnd they had to 
earn a Ii ving and earned it vvithout complaint although Jenny~ the prettier and 
more complex, had frequent outbursts of interesting temper. (l-Iellman 23) 

Hellman's description of her aunts suggests the playwright possessed loving feelings for 

the women \Vho served an important role in rearing Hellman during her time in New 

Orleans. According to Hellman~ her mother's family in New York treated her as the 'poor 

granddaughter· as opposed to her father"s sisters who treated her with generosity and 

provided a warm and rich environment for Hellman at their modest boardinghouse in 

Nev. Orleans. 

Hellman's anger toward her rnother·s family may have resulted from her 

resentment of her mother"s inability to confront her family about their poor treatment of 

l\1fax fix his inability to provide generously for his family. Hellman found her mother to 

be something of a pathetic creature in comparison to the vibrant personalities of her 

aunts. Jenny and Hannah. In his text entitled, Lillian Hellman: the image. the ·woman, 

Ilellrnan scholar William Wright claims: ""l·Icllman·s feelings for her mother seem to 

have swung bd\\een annoyance and pity" (Wright 27). The personality of Julia 

(Newhouse) l-lellman greatly differed from the personalities of Max Hellman·s sisters. 

who spent nmch time \Vith young Lillian. Hellman's mother relied heavily on Max·s 

influence in the Hellman household although her husband could not provide comf<)rtably 

for his family. In .An Unfinished rVoman, Hellman describes her observations of the 

conflicting actions of her mother with this claim: ··rvlama seemed to do only what father 

wanted, and yet \Ve lived the way my mother \Vanted us to live" (Hellman l 6). f-[ellman 's 
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comments of the opposmg values of her aunts from those of her mother provide 

infonnation of Hellman's astute observations of varying roles of women in the early 

1900s. Though her mother \Vas unable to protest of the condescending nature with which 

her family treated Max and Lillian, Julia Hellman's wealth determined \Vhere the family 

would live in times of economic instability. In contrast co Julia Newhouse Hellman. 

Jenny and Hannah I-Iellrnan remained in New Orleans throughout Hellman's entire life as 

independent wage earners and thrived as strong women who worked hard 'without 

complaint.· Hellman's views of her mother in contrast to her views of her aunts \vould 

not be the only contradiction available to Hellman with regard to women. po\ver. and 

money. 'I he Newhouse family of Ne\\. York also provided Hellman with contrasting 

information regarding the roles of women in the early years of the twentieth century. 

Sophie Newhouse. Julia's mother and Lillian's grandmother, served as the 

pm:verful matriarch of the Ne\vhouse clan. In her text entitled Lillian He/!111011: A Ljfe 

with Foxes and S'cozmdrels, lfollman scholar Deborah tvfartinson summarizes Sophie~s 

personality with this claim: "'1-lellm,m ·s Grandmother Sophie. vice president of the 

banking consortium known as the Marx Company. listed her job as "capital isC in the 

l 900 census and ran the family like a corporation. Sophie. a classic battle-ax, subjugated 

nearly everyone except her brother Jake" \ ivtartinson 2 l ). Hcl lman' s views of her 

grandmother bordered between fear and loathing. As a child, Hellman sought tht: 

approval of her great-uncle Jake and grandmother Sophia through various escapades she 

committed \Vhile in Nevv York. Hellman \Vas unsuccessful in her attempts to win over the 
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atfoctions of her mother·s family since young, poor Lillian and her father represented the 

economic failure loathed by the Nevvhouse family. Martinson contends: "[f-:Iellman] hated 

the snobbery of her mother's family. but the intrigue and excess that accompanied the 

money fascinated her" (Martinson 25 ). As a result. Hellman existed in an environment in 

which she loathed the way her mother's family treated her and her father. but tirelessly 

sought to please her rich family. Hellman ·s exposure to dramatic living conditions as a 

young child contributed to her keen ability to write plays that address the many 

differences bet\veen the rich and the poor as well as ofter to readers and viewers her 

observations of the roles of women in the U nitcd States. 

Hellman has discussed her ideas regarding the close relationship between 

women's identity and money in several interviews. In Nora Ephron's 1973 intervie,v with 

the playvvright Hellman addressed her perceptions of the linkage between women's 

liberation and money ,vith this claim: 

Of course l believe in \vomen 's liberation, but it seems to make very little sense in 
the way ifs going. Until women can earn their own living~ there·s no point in 
talking about brassieres and lesbianism. While I agree with \vomen' s liberation 
and ecok)o_v and all the other good liberal causes. I think at this minute lhev're 

4,.. • .,., "- ... 

diversionary-----·-·thcy keep your eye off che problems implicit in our capitalist 
society. ( Conversations 136) 

\Vith this claim. Hellman discusses her ideas of the relationship between women ·s 

liberation and econom1c status 1n American society. For Hellman. women ·s roles in 

American society are explicitly linked to the ability to be independent \vage earners. 

Hellntan'.s attitudes of women and rnoney may be the result of the many socio-political 

and economic changes she wirnessed as a child ,vho lived during the Progressive Era 1n 
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the United States. While it is not known if Hellman read the works of Charlotte Perkins 

G-ilman, Kate Chopin, or Susan G-laspeU, Hellman was born and reared during a period 

when many \\:Titers m1d speakers endeavored to challenge traditional ideas related to 

women and economics. I--Jellrnan's memoirs reflect her keen observations of the various 

role models available to her that influenced her ideas regarding women and money. The 

combination of the social and familial environment in \Vhich Hellman \Vas born and 

reared allowed Hellman to form definite ideas regarding women and money in the United 

States. Hellman's ideas are reflected in several of her plays written during the 1930s and 

1940s. 

Lillian Hellman's arrival into the realm of theatre occurred after l-Icllman spent 

several years as a reader of manuscripts and as a book reviewer. After graduating from 

high school in New York in 1922. Hellman briefly attended college and then moved to 

California and \vorkcd many jobs before completing her first play. ln her text entitled The 

-tmerican /,Voman Playwright: A View (?f C'riricism and Characrerization, Judith Olauson 

surnmarizcs Hellman's beginnings as a playwright \Vith this claim: 

... she ,vas a play reader for Herman Shumlin. who later produced The Children ·s 
Hour: she spent some time as a book reviewer for the New York Herald 1hbune: 
she read film scenarios for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Hollywood and worked as a 
theatrical press agent: in addition, she regularly contributed stories and articles to 
magazines and publications. (Olauson 26) 

Olauson ~ s surnnwry of Hel Iman' s early years as a writer provide information regarding 

I kllman ·::, beginnings as a participant in the production realm of dramatic performance in 

America. After working as a play reader, Hellman wrote her first play, The Children 's 
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Hour, in 1934. Basing her play on an actual court case in Scotland that involved two 

female teachers \vho stood accused of engaging in a lesbian relationship~ Hellman's first 

play received rave reviews from some critics. Yet the play was initially banned in 

Chicago. Boston, and London because of it's controversial theme. Although Hellman 

scholars have claimed the play is about the dangers of gossip and lies and not about 

lesbianism, the play addresses important ideas regarding women and economic 

independence. The two female lead characters in The Children ·s Hour ·- tvfartha Dobie 

and Karen \Vright-suffer character assassination in the fictitious community of Lancet, 

rvlassachusetts, \Vhen a young student falsely accuses the two teachers of engaging in 

homosexual behavior. Throughout the course of the play, rnore than one character 

questions \\hy two ,vomen may prefer to live as independent \Vage earners as opposed to 

the alternative. ln their text. Plays By and About Women. Victoria Sullivan and James 

Hatch discuss this implication of The (71ildren ·s Hour and offer the following claim: 

The story centers around iv1artha and Karen, who run a girls' boarding school. 
One of their pupib accuses them of lesbianism, an untrue charge that destroys 
thenl. 'This is not really a play about lesbianism~• Ms. Hellman said in an 
interview during the 1952 revival of the play, 'but about a lie. ~ It is a lie the 
school, the town and finally the women themselves come to believe. Wmnen in 
position~ of authority have always been particularly vulnerable to slander. .. ; they 
are expected to be exemplary at the same time they are suspected of hiding 
sini~ter perversions. lf they were "normaL · the reasoning goes, \Vhy \Vould they 
desire careers? (Sullivan and Hatch ix) 

With these \vords. Sullivan and Hatch discuss one of the many implications in l-kllman~s 

play . During Act I of 77ze Children's Hour. character Mrs. Mortar implies that the idea of 

t\vo women living in the country together and operating a school f<.)r girls is ··unnatural." 
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fvlrs. TVfortar questions the lifestyle choice of Martha and Karen befhre a student of the 

boarding school creates a false claim regarding the relationship between the t\VO teachers. 

At the play's beginning~ Hellman establishes the notion that community members who 

surround Matiha and Karen believe the two women to be odd because of their choice to 

live as economically independent women. Sullivan and Hatch identify Hellman's 

implication of society's problem ,vith Martha and Karen with their claim that ''normal" is 

not equal to economic independence. Olauson expands upon Sullivan and Hatch's idea 

\vith a summary of the social problems examined in I--lellman·s play with this claim: 

··(ndt:ed [Martha and Karen] seem to personify Hellman's view of the hopeless struggles 

of human bdngs who contend against evils. as well as the unresolved incompatibilities of 

human nature. particularly women's nature, \vith society" (The American 1Foman 

Playwright 28). Olauson ·s comment supports Sullivan and I--Tatch · s idea of the social 

stigma associated with \vomen \vho chose to be independent wage earners in 1934. 

Hellman confronts this stigma by creating a play that dramatizes society's reticence to 

support the notion of the role of women as independent \vage earners in America. Tlze 

('lzi/dren ·s Hour \Vas nominated for the l 933-34 Pulitzer Prize, but lost to a play written 

by Zoe Atkins entitled, The Old Maid. Although Hellman's first play was banned in 

several cities and did not win the Pulitzer Prize, The Children ·s Hour continues to be 

regarded as one of Hellman's finest plays. l-Iellman' s examination of the problems 

associated ,vith women and economics through playvvriting did not end V./ith The 

Children ·s Hour: Hellman continued to ,vrite plays that dramatized situations concerning 
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women. marriage, and money in America. In 1939, Hellman's third play, The Little Foxes 

opened in New York City. 

The Little Foxes~ a play that examines the greedy acts of the Hubbard family, \Vas 

loosely based on I-Icllman's mother's family of New York. In her memoir entitled 

Penrimento, Hellman discusses her childhood experience of listening to her mother's 

family discuss finances at the family dinner table, which provided Hellman with ideas of 

ho\v to dramatize the dialogue of wealthy characters in her third play. In Pentimento, 

Hellman claims: 

r belonged. on my mother's side. to a banking, storekeeping family from Alabama 
and Sunday dinners were large, with four sisters and three brothers of my 
grandmother's generation, their children. and few cousins my age. These dinners 
were long, with high-spirited talk and Laughter from the older people of who did 
what to whom ... \Vhat new partner had been outwitted. what benefits the year had 
brought frotn the Southern business interests they had left behind fc)r the Northern 
profits they had had sense to move fi.)nvard. When I was fourteen, in one of my 
man)• religious periods, I yelled across that Sunday's dinner tabk at my great
aunt. ·You have a spatulate face made to dig in the mud f<)r money. May God 
forgive you.· (Hellman 482-83) 

With these \Vords. Hellman describes her experience of listening to her mother's ,vealthy 

fomily discuss money matters during Sunday dinners. Hellman also describes her 

frustration of listening to thcs~ discussions that resulted in an outburst she directed to her 

great-aunt "" hen Hel I tnan \Vas (burteen years old. Hellman's comments reveal her 

negative attitudes toward those who exploit others to amass fintune and the spiritc~d 

method by which young Hellman expressed her opinion to her rnother's wealthy farnily. 

lid lman 's observations of the greed she witnessed in her family propelled the playwright 

to examine the foils of avarice in The Little Foxes. Not only does Hellman explore the 
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problems associated with greed in her play, but she also examines how women and 

minorities become victims of the acts of those who battle for money and power in the 

Deep South. Hellman continues in her depiction of the callous acts of greed-driven 

individuals in her fourth play entitled Another Part (f the Forest. 

Produced in 1946, Another Part (~/ the Forest offers to readers and vtewers a 

forensic depiction of how the children of the l-Jubbard family learn from their father how 

lo participate in the family tradition of exploitation in order to acquire wealth in the war

torn setting of Bowden~ Alabama. In her second play about the Hubbard family, Hellman 

emphasizes her negative attitudes for those who use others in their efforts to gain wealth. 

(n her text entitled Lillian Hellman and August Wilson: Dramati::ing a New American 

hlcntity. f\,fargaret Booker summarizes Hellman's drama with this claim: ""Harkening 

hack to the roots of Western Civilization in (J-reek and Roman history. Hellman exposes 

the decay of spiritual values in the ruthless pursuit of economic advancement" (Booker 

7J ). Booker's claim supports the idea of Hellman's act of creating a play that depicts the 

\vays in which members of the Hubbard frunily sacrifice loving relationships f<Jr the sake 

of becoming rich. [n Ano/her Part qfthe Forest~ many of the victirns of these greedy acts 

arc women, who suffer at the hands of their male counterparts. Hellman's dedication to 

dramatizing the problems associated with women and economic independence is 

manifested in her t\\'o plays about the Hubbard family. Hellman's characters in her two 

plays about the l·Iubhards resemble members of her mother's wealthy family, whose roots 

can be frnmd in Alabama. the same state as Hellman's setting of her two plays. 
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Hellman,s plays continue to be produced and studied in the twenty-first century. 

Scholars and critics continue to \\Tite about the playwright and analyze her works. 

Currently, ninety-two dissertations and theses offer scholars' analysis of Hellman's 

original plays. Most recently, two scholars have vvritten of Hellman's tendency to include 

problems related to gender and social politics in her plays. In her 2001 doctoral 

dissertation entitled Defining a NeH' American ldenti(v, Tran~fhnnation jrom 1vithin: 

Lillian Hellman and August fVilson, Margaret Booker discusses Hellman's contribution 

to modem American drama through vvriting plays that include her perceptions of 

injustices committed throughout American history and her ideas of political and social 

injustices that occurred in her lifetime. In her dissertation, Booker claims: 

[Hellman and \Vilson's] success points not only to the quality of their art~ but also 
for their ability to take the pulse of the times. They too express an evolving view 
of American identity, based in a twenty-first century interpretation of the 
American Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Change and the lack thereof in the 
treatment of racial and gender differences signifies alteration in social roles and 
economic dependence/independence and thereby challenges the state of American 
citizenship. (Booker 3) 

With this statement, Booker discusses the works of Lillian Hellman and August Wilson 

as potential agents for change as these writers wrote plays that depicted racial and gender 

injustices present in American society. Booker asserts Hellman and Wilson have 

achieved success as ptaywTights as they have endeavored to change problems associated 

with ethnicity and gender through their dramatic works. In her dissertation, Booker 

examines The Children's Hour, 11ie Little Foxes, and Another Part of the Forest and 

highlights Hellman's dramatization of injustices that occurred against women and 
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minorities. In 2003 , Booker's dissertation vvas published by Peter Lang Publishers as a 

critical text. In her 2006 master's thesis entitled, Lillian Hellman: Ittfluences and Impact 

(i Gender Politics on the Pla_y1Yright ·s· T,Vork, Michelle Solomon examines the social, 

political, religious influences that impacted the Lillian Hellman and provides for scholars 

an array of personalities \vho may have significantly influenced Lillian Hellman as she 

composed her plays. In her thesis, Solomon claims: ''Using her family as the basis for 

many of her plays, Hellman was not addressing the politics of a country or of a war, but 

the social politics that consume families, businesses, and society at large'' (Solomon l4). 

Solomon's c0111ments support the idea that Hellman was concerned with the idea of 

family relations, and wrote about familial struggles in many of her plays. Solomon's 

comments also support the idea that Hellman wrote of the social politics that often 

determined the roles ,vomen may serve in American households. Solomon's thesis 

remains the most recent scholarly text that exarnines gender politics frmnd in many of 

Hellrnan' s plays. 

Lillian Hellman continues to be a topic of study for scholars and researchers who 

examine the depiction of issues related to gender and ethnicity in modern American 

drama. Hellman~s dramatic childhood, and the vibrant family members who served as 

role models for young Hellman provided the playwright with an array of information of 

the gender politics that ruled in American families. The socio-political and economic 

culture into which Hellman was born offered an array of writers and speakers who 

endeavored to challenge the many injustices associated with gender and ethnicity. Lillian 
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Hellman's independent spirit and determination as a strong woman assisted in her drive 

to become and remain one of the rnost compelling and controversial playwrights of the 

twentieth century. The subject of Hellman's plays continues to be relevant in the twenty

first century, and her life story continues to provide scholars with important information 

regarding the playwrighf s astute ability to compose works that examine the human 

condition with a combination of fervor and grace. Lillian Hellman will continue to be 

regarded as an important modern American dramatist who fearlessly challenged 

traditional ideas through her plays. 
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